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VOLUME XIV: THE WRITING OF RAY;\ DUNAYEVSKAYA'S "TRILOGY OF REVOLUTION," 
1953-8:: THF. "LONG, HAIID TREK AND r,ae>~ESS OF DEVELOPMENT" OF 
~'HE MARXIST-HUMANIST IDEA .. 

INTRODUC'rORY NOTE 

In the last year of Raya Ounayevskaya's life, as she worked on a 
projected new book,, which she had tentatively titled Dialectics of 
Organization and Philosophy: 'the party' and forrns of organization born out 
of spontaneity,_ her ~tudie& turned again and again to a reexDrnination of t~~ 
whole Marxist-Humanist body of ideas. By March, 19&7, after more than three 
decades.of experience with the concretization of Marxist-Humanism as 
organization, as journalism, as archives, she asked: 11wliat is Marxist
Humanism? How· tO Project It. Ai: MOmentous Historic M:::m112nts? 11-Her probing 
spanned the years from her first book, Marxism and Freedom (1957), through 
Philosophy and Revolution (1973) to the final work in what she called her 
"trilogy of revolution," Rosa Luxemburg, t'lomen's Liberation, and Marx's 
Philosoohy of Revolution (1982). 

_ curing her 1986-87 studies, ounayevskaya lY"~E.me di'ssatis!?ied with what 
----she- COilfdaered -th-e ''ii1Comp1eteness~~--of the ·arcb-tves··-of -Marx-rst.:H·uman1sm-;--the-

Raya Dunayevskaya Collection, despite the fac> 'that Vol. XII, completed in 
1986, had extended the reach of the Colle>tion -back t~ 1924 and so expanded 
the number of documents that it now totaled 111'Jte than 10,003 pages. She · 
sought to "disclose the process ,_of development of th<; philosophic 
dimension" even mor.e fully, and requested 1) that an mventory be taken of 
the ••chapter files" created during the writing of Philosop~d Revolution 
and Rosa> Luxemburg, Women's Liberation, .and Marx's Philoso~hy of Revolution; 
and 2) that an attempt be made ·to lo>ate draft chaoters and letters from the 
writing of -Marxism-.and Freedom. No work f1aS undett~ken QI, eitl"ter of. t-he,.se 
requests befo,r,e Dt:ndyeVskaya's death. · 

After the donation of Vol. XIII, Supplement to the Raya Dunayevskaya 
Collection, in February, 1988, work was begun on the present volume, which 
seekS to docmJent, as fully as possible, the process of develo~en't of 
Dunayevskaya•s "trilogy of revolution," from her 19~3 Letters oft Hegel's 
Ab&c.lutes to. the paragraphs she added i.n 1982-83 to _Bg~-¥~~!g!~~~ 
Liberation and Marx's Philosophy of Revolution after 
set in. type. 

This volwoo includes 11chapter files" 
during the writing of 

of documents created by 
Revolution and Rosa 

~he files 

befor~ that book was published; the files for the latter were organized by 
ounayevskaya's secretary and cOlleague, Olga Domanski, after publication. 
D~aft Chapter.s, Tables of Contents and Outlines for all three-books were 
taken from files in DunayevsKaya's home and in the office of the Marxist
Htimani~t organization, News and Letters Committees. Also included here are 
correspondence, presentations and notes, selected from Dunayevskaya's files, 
the files of News and Letters COmmittees, and frnm donations made by those 
with· whom Dunayevskaya corresponded. ' 

In the arrangement and description of the documents included in Vol. 
XIV, we were able to draw on .the concept and practice of archives 
ounayevskaya developed throughout her life. By 1986 she held that: 
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"The .. significance of Archives .for any Mar.xist-Humanist has, as ground, 
what we learned from Ma~x's ~rchives, especially from the writings in 
his last clecade, and es~ially the Ethnologicel Notebooks which ~re 
flrot transcribed in 1972 ••• These Notebooks so integrally related the 
'new moments' of Marx's l~st decade that it,ma~e it possible to grasp 

· Hcirx's Marxib111 as a totality. In a word, the !"e'H' moments of hls last 
decade, and the very first writings of his break from capitalism and 
hls founding of a whole new contin~nt of thought and of revolution in 
1843-44, were o~e continuous development of what Marx called a ·•new 
Humanism.'" 

htether ~nayevskaya considered the works of Hegel, of Mar~, or of 
Marxist-Humanism, her concept of archives focused spec!al attention on those 
writings which marked the "birthtime" of an Idea, ar.d on those which 
repreSented it's final deter::tination, its stmrnation. Take~ togethez:, these 
works not only offered a view of the work of a founder "as a totality," but 
made it possible for another age to grasp this totality "as !lew beginning. 11 

, ______ , --- -_______ :_ :irf·one Of ner-·1asE·wr-i"f.friijS~ -her-June---1., --1987 Presentation on 
Dialectics of Organization and Philosophy, Dunayevskaya deepened this v:iew, 
singling ,out her 1953 Letters on Hegel's }lbsolutes as "the philooophic 
JOOment" whir.h had determined her developnent of the Idea of Marxist-Humanism 
from the 19SBo through the 198Bs. There she wrote: 

·, . ,. ' ,, 

u'In ··Hegelian dialectics, the philosophiC moment' is a determinant; even 
if the per.son whO was <jriven to -U.Lticul"ate the Idea of that 'moment' ._ 
was very nearly unconscious .as to its depth and its ramifications, it' 
r.O)lllained the element . that governed. the concretization that foll•Jws til:~ 
laborious birth that.poured forth in a torrent nevertheless." ·.· 

Each of the works iri her 11 trilogy of revolution, 11 she concluded, deveJ.oped , 
as a concretization of, and return to, ttiase 1953 Letters en H6gel's "' 
Absolut~s. Ounayevskaya Called that process "Mar<dst~.-Hu~nc:mism emerging o·:tt 
of Marxist-Hwnanism. •• 11 . ,, 

Ounayevskaya•t.i 1986:;.87 re-examinatioa ·of her "trilogy of revolution,"·. 
and of the Marxist-Humanist body of iqec.s as a whole, discloses tt·Jo 
movanents: 1} the. 11 long, hard trek at1d process" in the self-determination of 
the Idea of Marxist-Humanism, from its 'Ulrth in the 1953 Letters on Hegel's 
Absolutes, through its test in revolutionary and counterrevolutionary e\'ents 
and in battles with other ideas over ·three decades and more, to 
Dunayevskaya's final, 1986-87 view; 2) the labor of summation of the 
totality of the boCy of ideas from che vantage point of the last years of 
Dunayevskaya's life. This summation, reaching back over that whole process 
of develviAt.ent, is the founder's philosovhic self-comprehension of the 
freedom Idea, or what Hegel called "Erinnerung" -- a sumnatiOn that is at· 
one and the same t"ime a recollection and an inwardization of the Idel:l, and 
thus a nnew beginning. 11 

We have therefore begun Vol. XIV with the text o{ The Philosophic 
r-toment of Marxist-Humanism: two historic-philosophic writ1ngs by Rf.IY2 
Dunayevskaya, published in 198~. It includes both her June 1, 1987 · 
Presentation on Dialectics of Organization and Philosophy, and her Letters 
on :legel's Absolutes, written May 12 and 20, 1953. This appears as Section 
i.. Section II presents documents from the writing of Marxism and Freedom 
(1957): draft outlines, draft chapters, correspo11dence, presentations and 
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notes. Section Ill includes doctJnents from the .writing of Philosophy and 
Revulution (1973): ~hapter files, draft chapters, correspondence, 
P+"sentat1cns an<! notes. Section IV contains documents from the writings of 
Rosa Luxanburg, ~n•s Li~~on, and Marx~s P~ilosOphy. of Revolution 
(!982): ·tltles and tables of contente, draft chapters, chapter files, 
correspondence arJd notes. ·All-four. sections are arranged within a single 
Volume XIV to und&rline their unity as a body of ideas. · 

VotUme;·xiv iS not, bo\>Jeve'r, a self-C9'ntained entity, despite the fact 
that it reaches through three books an<l over 30 years. A' study of the · 
W':"it!ng of Marxism and F<eedom W<>uld have to include preliminary work on the 
book which iY!9an as "Marxism and state-capitalism," documents included in 
Vols. I-III of the Ray~ Dunayevskaya COllection, as well as Vol. .IV, which 
covers the years 1955-58, when the bo6k was written in its present form. 
Also pertinent are documents contained in Vol.. XII, including additional 
writings from the 1940s, and correspondence with Herbert Marcuse in the 

1950s. This holds true for thewriting~~o~f~~~~~~~~~~~~~a~,n~-~;;e~~:a 
~ of 

both of works, found in vols. VII and X; international trips 
Europe, Africa and Asia by Dunayevskaya 1 as '.'lell as further correspondence 
With Marcuse, Erich Fronm and many others, both Marxist intellectuals bOd . 
1-'.arxist-HUmanist colleagues, in yol. XII; ar.~ a re-exanlination of the whole 
"trilOgy of revolUtion" in' relationship to, ounay~vskaya' ~. 1953 Letters on 

.Hegel's Absolutes, in Vol. XIII. In truth, howev~r, no subject ounayevskaya 
took up, from the l.94Bs through the l98ijs, was separ~te fro\", her work on. the 
boOks. ~he fullest study requires the who~A of ttese archives. 

The present volume is. also iricoR.elete in a very different sense. 
Missing from the documents on the writing of Marxism and Freedom are several 
o< t)le draft chapters from 1956, most notably the draft of the original · 
concluding Chapter 16, "Automation and the Ne\>f Humanism." The most important 
gap .in the docUJIIE!nts en the wdting of Philosophy and Revolution is the fact 
that we have yet to find any. of the first three draft chapters of that work 
penned in 1967 -- chapters on Hc-<Jel, Marx and Lenin. The 1967 Hegel chapter 
was ounayevskaya's first clrticulatioo of her .category, "H8gel's Absolute.s as 
_New Beginnings.'' · 

When we donated Vol. XIII in February, 1988, only eight months after 
Ounayevskaya's death, we noted that we ware including in that·volume many 
docUments not edited by her for publication,. We said that in doing so, "we 
Geek to sharply contrast Marxist-Hc1nanism's attitude tc the archives of a 
founder, with those post-~~rx Marxists of whom Raya asked: 'Why a cencury to 
publish the whole of Marx?"' With this Vol. XIV we have continued 
Ounayevskaya's perspective of making documents- on the "process of 
developmer1t" of the Marxist-Humaniut Idea available to all. We appeal to all 
those who may hold Dunayevskaya's unpublished documents to share them with 
the Ray'l Dunaye'lskaya Memorial Fund, just as '"' ap;;xl81 to all tllose who 
study the Raya ounayevokaya Collection to share their thoughts and questions 
in a dialogue with us. 

-3-

Michael Flug, archivist for the 
Raya Dunayevskaya ~~rial Fund 

Octoher 15, 1989 
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section I "'The Philosophic Moment c-~r:iist-Ht:manism11 

In ti~e last m::mth of Raya Dunayevskaya' s life, she was -prepar'ing a 
preSentation on the subject of her !look-in-progress, the 11D;alectics of 
Organization and Philosophy." This presentation, ::;chedLded for June 1,. 1987, 
was never given. Raya Dunayevskaya died on JUllE· 9, 1987. Th~ text she 
prepared, and the- voltuninous wo!?'kinq notes which preceded it, however, were 
included in Volume XIII, ·supplement to the Re.ya Dunayevskaya Collection, in 
February, lSSB. · 

. In her June l, 1987 presentation Dunayevskaya had eingled out her May 
12 and 20, 19'1j3 Letters on Hegel's Absolutes as the "philosophic moment" 
from which the whole Marxist-Humanist body of ideas flot.ed. These 1953 
Letters were now seen as the "element that governed the concretization'' 
of the Marxist-Humanist Idea, from the first of Dunayevckaya's "trilogy of 
revolution;" ism and t~hrough to Rosa 

a 

and Letters Committees, decided to publish both 
1, 1987 presenta~ion on "Dialectics of Organization and 

Philosophy" and her May 12 and 2B, 1953 Letters on H<'gel' s Absolutes 
tagether as one book. It appeared in January, 1989 under the title, The 
Philoaophic Moment of Marxi~t-Humanism: two·;;istoric-philosophic writiiigs l>y 
Raya Dunayevska~ .. • 

In their. preface to this bool:,the Resident Editorial Board of llews and 
Letters CCmmittees _wrote: "Ne.'have chosen to issuP.'this publication in its 
present fo~ -- with the Presentation on Dialectics of Organization and 
Philosophy appearing,first, followed by the.l953 Letters on Hegel's 
Absolute!'.-:- hecause it is Dunayevskaya' s 1986-87 view of her 1.953 Letters 
Which enrtbles us to ·see what sha called the 'many Universals inherent,- in 
them for today." It is in that, same spirit lhnt the 
Meinorial Fund has decided to pre!i'ent Vol. XIV --
of Marxist-Humanism <'ppearing first, followed by d~;;;,~~s~~~ s 
"trilogy of revolution." We believe that Dunayevskaya's final June 1, 
t·Ir'iting, and bet 1953 "philosophic mcn.1.ent," when ta~en together,- Shed 
powerful new illumination on the "long, hard trek and proCess of 
developnent" of the Marxist-Humanist Idea. 

A. "Presentation on Dialect~~~anization and Philosophy of June 1, 
1987" 

B. "Letters on Hegel's Ab::;olutes of May 12 and 20, 1953" 

section II '!Marxism and Freedom: F_Eom 1776 until Today" 

~· Draft Outlines for 11Marxism and Freedom," 1955-57 

Dunayevskaya's work on what was to become Marxism and Freedom could 
be said to have begun with her 1941-.;.3 study of 11The Nature of the Russian 
Economy." Her analysis of Stalin's Russia, based on original Russian 
documents, also involved both a study of Marx's archives, aOd her first 
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11786 

'. 11816 

11822. 

11823 

11826. 

11828 

11834 

ll854 

1135C 

r; 

·translations of sections of Marx's 1844_ Humanist &;.~"Y5· '!'Wo·ea~ly draf~.
outlines for her book have already appea1'ed .i.n th'.d_· collection: "State
capit&lism and 1-fa.rxism" (1947, 1472), ~nc'·' "The Lenin liOu:<"--(1952, tl735). , 
The actual writing of in its form, ho'.'19ver¥ 
beqan only after two . s wt;iting, ir. !-fay, 
1953; of her 11 Letters on Hegel's 11 aru.i Che break-up, in March~ 
1955, of the united ,"Johnson-Fo:est Toi:)..=,ency." I~:-.!!.dtely after this 
latter event- the ~plit between C.L.R; Jar..es an<! Raya ounayevskaya, 
which resulted in the fOunding of a new or.~anization, NaW"S .:.nd Letters 
<Jonnlttees -- Dunayevskaya returned to concentrated work on lhe wrlt\ng 
of l-far~ism and Freedom. · · · 

1. "!-!arxfsi!l and Freedom: "nom the Indostrial Revolution to 
Automation." "An Outline of a Book in Preparation .. " Written Nov .. 
1955. A substantially revised version of the 1947 c"cline of "State 
capitalism and Marxism," this outlii.<: was sulxnitted to [>Ublishers, 
interested intellectuals (including !lerbert 1-farcuse, Meyer 
Sct~piro, and Jos~ph Buttinger), and circulated emoog the members 
o£ N..::iois an1 !.etters COiiiilittees. 

2. "Outline qf ·cont;ents11 of Marxism and Fteedom. Inciudes covering 
page "Note to: every reader," and overl1ne, "Preliminary draft --· 
not for publication." Probably written 1\i:ril, 19~6. outline · 
Jncludes surrmaries of those chapters not yet writt-an out in draft . 
~~. I . . . • : 

... ' ·' ' ,, 

3. Table of COntents of Marxism and Freedom. Pr.obably wrltt"'n ~pt./; 
1956. Includes number of pages in msn. drafts of each of'.the foul' 

_ parts of Che book as it was then organized. '' 
(,'I 

4. Letter "to the NEB" (National Editorial Eoord of Newsi and ):.etter:'< 
COI!mitteesl. Written Oct. 3~. 1956.. A l9tter on the.~>riting of t-ho 
bdok_and the responsibilities of the 'organizational leadership.' 
Inci'udes "the outline of tM book as 1-t ·-li(:s changed in the proces3 
oT. reworking." 

_ 5. Table of Contents of Marxism and ~~eedom. Writt~n Ju1e, 1957. 
Includes titles of each of the sub-se'"tions of tiach chapter.
This outline contains onl1-a few differences frhm the table of 
l.:ontents of the book as published in December, 1957. 

-·--ts; -Draft Chapters of 11Ma!:::dsm and Freedom," 1952-57 

1. '~Int!:oduction." Written May, 1957. 

2. "The French Revolution and Classical 'German Philosophy." written 
Hay, 1956. A draft of what became Chapter 1 of Mardsm and Freedom 
(M&F). Handnotes on the mss. are by Dunayevskaya. 

3. "Marx and the Utopian Socialists." Probably written March 1956. A 
fragment of mss. only. Parts of this docUment were used in Chapter 
2 of M&F. ,, 

/. • • II ' 4. "Ferdinand Lassalle: State SoClaltst, and "The 1850s -- Yc=ars _ ... 
Reaction, and Proudhonism .. " Probably written Mat:_·-~ 1956. ~10 
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11874 

. 11895 

11921 

11944 

11953 

11955 

11976 

12015 

12036 

12037 

12036 
,. 

.. . ·, .-. :i :~: 
,,. •' ..... -.··:·_.._,_ ''···. 

fragme::t:; -f:c::: .:---~1'-Klpte:r;:_:·then·called "Thwt~tic Intarlude.-n Part's ::.:_~ 
af this docltlnent were' u~ed Jn Ch&pters 4 and 5 of ,...&F.. >· 

5. ~rx•s ~p!tal and the Paris Com.nune." T\'1'0 drafts of what becc;:me 
Chapter 6 of M&F. The first C!~•ft was written in l\pril, 1.952, and 
pilblished itl !:.'19 mi111P.Vgrao:>hed bulletin, COrrespondence (Vol. II 
No. 1, May 1, 1952). The second draft was probably 
written in Apfil, 1956. 

6. "capital, Vol. I, 1867-1883." Written August, 
.became ·Chapter·? of M&F. 

7. "The L<>9ic and SCope of Volumes II and III of 
Theories of Surplus Value)." Written Aug. 22, 
!:lecame Chapter ~ of MI<F. Handnotes ·on t.'"Je mss. 

1956. P. draft of what 

(including 
draft of what 

are by Dunayevskaya. 

8. "The Grea~ Divide in Marxism'," Draft of what became Chapter 10 of 
M&F. Probably written Fe.b., 1956. 

9. "Lenin's Will." A brief article written in April, 1952 and 
published in the mimeosraphed bulletin, Cd.raspondence (Vol. II, 
No. 2; May 15, 19~2). Parts of this doc.•-:..ent were used in Chapter 
12 of M&F. · 

-,: 

10 .. "State capi.talism.-and l~"ork~.r~' Revolt.·~· -1\.· draf.t· Of what became 
Chapter 13 of M&F. Written March, 1956. 

11. ;'Part IV-- The ·Problem ~f Our Day: State capitalism vs. Freedom." 
Written October, !956. A draft of three chapters of what was then Part 
rv:·'l) "Russian 'State· ~pital·iSm v:;~- woi:kers• Revolt"; 2) ~PortrRit 
of a.-Totalitarian"; 3) ')'The Beginning of the-·End of Russian 
Totalitarianism.n The second and third chapters written in 
fragmentary form only. These mss. used as Chapters 13, 14, and 15 
of~· · · :'. 

12. "critique of the Hegelian Dialectic." Draft tr.?.!;.'::'lation by 
Dunayevskaya of Karl Marx's 1844 essay, c6mplciC.i...d OctOber, 1956. 
Included in the Appendix to M&F_ as published. 

c. COrrespondenCe and Notes on the Wiitinrr of Mt:rxiem a~-3·.-!-':t!>:.ivni 
February - Decemb'>r, 1955_ · · 

1. Dunayevskaya letter to Herbe.~rt Marcuse, •·.rritten F~b. 17., 1955. 
Suggests meeting in New York to discuss dialectics; tells Marccse 
she ''had been working for sorl*:-t!:r~ on the Absolute Idea, Ab~olute 

; Knowledge, Absolute Mind.sr (ThiS. letter. and mJst of the other 

· co:resp."J~en'::'" -ht·~:..~een DunayPvp;kay~~;j"~nf,d;e"NT,jarc~uDs~1ej.,.:c~a~n~a~ls;ob.,;f,i,i~ic-if-'"--·'~-'"'~'o in Vol. XII cf· tlif~ coilection:-Tliey 
their significance in the development nf. Marxif:!ll and Freedom.) 

2. Robert s. COhen letter to Dunayevskaya, written March 17, 1955. On 
'their joint project to publish tran•lations of unpublished writings 
of Marx and Lenin. 

3. Duna.vevs~aya letter to Ma<cuse, written l\pril 3, 1955. Asks about 
prospeCts for publifihing a work on Marx and Marr.ism; :Jays_:- 11 twin 
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12939 

12949 

12941 

1294?. 

12947. 
)· 

/.""" 
" ,;; 

.. !•' 

12059 

12951 

,1 2052 

(i 

12054 

.t2o:s 

12057 

. .. ·~. 
~ • • I • • ._ ~ • 

.. -: -:.'"' ~.: :·::J :,:,;. ~·: . 
. •· ·a;-..-' ~~r ','" 

~··. ~:.-.. ~ · .... _ ... 
• ' •• ~· • ' • •• '· '.' r '. -· ... 

•-:-.......::::: - -·-- --

.,_._ --. 

/ ,. 

VOles of (suCh a work) mci;t--have automation· at one end, ana the 
absolute idea or freedom at 'the. other end.'' 

4. ~larcuse let.ter to Dunayevskaya, WJ:itten April 14, 1955. Corrments on 
Dunayevskaya's 1953 Letters on Hegel's Absolutes, .and on her 
translation nf the original ending of capital, 

5. Dunayevskaya tetter to Arthur Kunkin, written 1\ptll. 15, 1955, On 
divP.rgence:S between C.L.R, James and Dunayevskaya on philos"phy 
in the l940s; on the background of the current Marcuse-our...::revskuya correspondence. 

6;· Dunayevskaya let~"" to Will Lissner, :,ritten April 18'. 1955. On 
Cunayevskaya's split with C.L.R. James and her plaos f.Jr her bock 
"on Marxism." For a more e':ll'tended discussion of "the book "Jn 
Marxism" in April 1955 1 see Dunayevskaya'!,; report to the first 
O>Merence of News and Letters Ol11111ittees (12410). 

7. oUnayevskaya letter to "Ed-iting Chairmen" (of 
writt~,,··;o,pril 23, 1955, Draft of "TI«l Pages ~i~~;f.~',f'~ 
ha\.·e :;hown the way to Freedom." An ,article East in 

.workers' revolt and the·revolt at the Vorkuta labor carr.p inside 
Russia'; Portions of this ar.ticle were '1used in Chapter 1~ of .!;J~.-

a. ounayevskaya letter ·to MarcuS''; wrLi:en·:!ay 5, 1935, On why she 
<·"'translated' Absolute Mincl as thQ new sociP.ty;" asks Marcuse•to) 

"_,_cvme _to P2t"Coi't to discuss·- this with workers .. (, · . · _._.., 
'; ., ·:. : f; 

,· I• 

9. Dunayey.;.kaya letter to Saul·Blackman, written May 7, 1955. On t''"' 
philosof:ii" foundations in Hegel's Phenomenology and 'Logic for-·. 
pub) ishing News ~ Letters. f.· 

10, Dunayev~kaya letter to Olga Domanski, written June 6, 19~5. On 
Dunayevska.ya's plans for a series of lectures on t-.~e boHk, to begin 
in West Vi.rginia. __ :, 

11.· Mar.cuso letter_ ~o_· Dunayevskayc:, written June 22, l9ss-~ Reports 
reading_: Dunayevskaya's .!947 draft: outl5.n~ on "State capitalism and 
Marxism;" denieS ." inmediaten cor.nection between "philosophy and p.r:axj:;." . 

12. ounayevskaya letter to _r!Qr.cuse, writter; June 28, 1955. On i:he 
difference bet\'~een her 1947 work and the "form- of the book" noH 
projected; on Lenin's Philosophic Notebooks, 

13. ounayevskaya letter to Chaulieu (Corneliu• castoriadis), written 
.Tuly 14, 1955, Reports on her work·on the book; sends hir.; her 1953 
Letters on Hegel's Absolutesi asks for ~nigue of Marx's life. 

14. Ouna.tevskaya letter to "all local conmittees," wz:itten·July 28, 
1955. On preparations for her national tour to discuss ideas for 
thQ bollk; on "the oppOttunit.Y to write the book aS a collective effot:i:." 

15. Dunayevskaya letter to Olga Domans!d,.written Aug. 24, 1955, On ,i:he 
ramifications of the 1950 coal mirat's' strike against the 
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12058 

12059 

12969 

12961' 

12964 

12065 

12067 

12969 

l2A85 

).2068 

12089 

:r: 

'' ·---·-·- ...• ''"C' 

' .. : 

continuous-miner for the ~'Or.lt on the new book. 

16. ounayevskay11 letter to Marcusa, written sept. 5, ·1955, on the· 
possibility of publl.shing her tran.lllation of Lenin's Philosophic 
Notebooks. · -

17. Dunayevskaya letter to Marcuse, written oct. 27, 1955. Reports on 
discussions on Hegel, and;on St~linist pe<version o~ the dialectic, 
as encountered on·'her tout On the book. · 

18. "Topics during·l.955 lect:·Ltre tour:·."- A one-page outline of subjet::ts 
of Dunayevskaya's speec~s, types of !2eture-groups, and 
universities at which Dunay<Nskaya spoke dut ing her 1955 tour. 
written Nov., 1955. 

19. "Fo~ewor.d" to Philosophic Notes. Introjuction by Dunayevskaya to 
firot pamphlet issued by News and Letters Comnittees, a 
mimeographed editicm of Lenin's 11Abstract of Hegel's Science of 
~" and Dunayevskaya~s 1953 r.etters on Hegel's Absolutes. 
"FOreword" written Nov ... 1955. (For the text of the entire . 
pamphlet, see t24~l) • 

29. ,Ma!:cuSe ietter to Dunayevskaya, written Dec. 2, 1955. After reading 
. Dunayevskaya's notes on the projected bock, says her 11 ideas are a 
real oasis in the desert of Marxist thought ... 

21. 

22. 

Duna;~vskaya letter to Joseph Buttinger, written Dec. 13, 1955 •. 
Asks for financial assistance to complete the book; outlines her . 
<lcionomic and philosophic studies since World r~ar rr. · ' ~. . . . . . 

•, 

Dunaye\Tskaya letter _to Russell Potter, written Dec. 18, 1955~ 
Encloses first outliue of book "tentatively called Marxism and. 
Freedom," as. well as· 1944-45 artiCles in -Amel'ican Economic Review; 
asks for assistance in pres~nting mss. to publishers. 

l. Presentation by Dunayevskaya on first News_and Letters Ccnmittees 
P'l!"..Phlat, J?hilo~ophic Notes. S!?"e<::h given Jan., 1956 to Detroit 
conmit'.::~. Transcript of speech was nnt edit;ed or corrected by 
Dunayev:;kaya. Includes exteoded discussion o'f Lenin's 11Aestract of 
Hegel's §cience of LOgic.'' 

2 .. Dunayevskaya letter to Olga Domanski clnd Bess Gogel, written Feb. 
21, 1956. Reports frcm Boston ·after meeting with Marcu•e that he 
haS agreed to wr.ite the introduct:on to~-

3. Dunayevsi<aya letter to Marcu . .a, written March lr., 1956. sends him
"the fi.cst b."' chapters of Part I," and "character .tJketches" of 
Lassalle and Proudhon. 

4. Ounayevskayn letter to Joseph Butt Inger, written April 7, 1956. On 
prospects for publishing contracts; sends drafts of sections of 
book on "The Great Divide in Maixism" and "State capitalism and 
Workers• Revolt." 
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5 .. D-.:n:t;."C._.::l::::;a lct!:.c: to !"'..:::-:use" written April 18,- ).956. -sends 
drafts of two more chapters, on 9!P.ita~ and "a sort of conclusion": 
"Toward a new unity of Theory and Practice .. " · 

6, Olga. Doman~ki letter tc Duna:'Cyskaya, written April 21, 1956 • 
Reports on discu&ston in west Virginia with min~r~ and miners' 
wives, on the last chapter of M&F, Quotations from participants 
in this meeting appear in the Introduction to M&F and in what: 
beCame 'chapter 16. Also included here iR a typed traMcdpt cof part 
of tlle discussion at ·thai: meeting. ' 

7. "Transl::stor's Introductory Note" and "An Exchange of U!'tlt-Jts on 
Hegel's Absolute Idea," Two introductions by Dunayevs!mya, wdtten 
f•>r the second edition of tbe pamp;11et, Philosoehic Noter,, Probaoly 
writlen April, 1956, 

8. M?.rcuse lt:tter to DUl~yev~kaya, written May 1, 1S5fj. un 
consider.ation of the book by Beacon Press; comnents that "I like 
yo•Jr 3pproach and the developnent of the theo:-y very much." 

9. Dunayevskaya letter to Marcuse, written r~y 3, 1956. Reports 
beginning work on "the chaptar or. Hegel" >:hich beCame Chapter· 1 of 
!!§'· 

10, 'Meyer Schapiro letter to DunayevsJ{.;ya, written 'May 13 ... 1956. A 
critiqu" of Dunayevskaya's first outline of M&F. ·,. 

11. Dunayevs!:aya letter to "Dear Friends," wdtten l'lay 19, 1956. 
Reports COJll?letion uf what· became Chapter 1 of 11&i", un "The French 
Revolution and Classical German Philosr.>phy." Discusses divergent 
views _of C.L.R. James and Du.nayevskaya on _!fegelian d_iolectics; OJ) 

. the dialectic as the metho<l of the Absolo1te. 

12. Dunayevskaya letter to Meyer Schapiro,. written June 20, 1956.
Re-·!.~tates the c\im of M&F; aSk's for a lOan to continue her writing 
work. Curing thls per10ci Dunayevskaya was preparing for the first· 
Convention of ~!e\·/s and L2ttcr:: Conmittccs.·.:-E\)r det:umants from that 
convention which relate to her wor.k on M&~, see i2554-2592, 

13. Resident Editorial Board (REB) minutes of July 17, 1956 (excerpts). 
Ounayevskaya asks REB to assig!~-- her to· work uninterruptedly oi': tht! 
book for "five or Six weeks." 

14. Olga Domanski letter to Dunayevskaya, wdt<:en J~'ly 29, 1956. 
Extensive conrnentary on Chapter 1 of H&F, wit!i ~.u?hasis on 
cuna1evskaya's view of ·}iegel's Abso!uT~S and "ou:.:: age of .· 
ab~cl2ites .. " :!:lsa inctud..:..a ls ·oomanski '.s present:ation on Chapter 1 

· to Wes·t .. Virg!nia local of N~ws and Letters COntr~ittoos, giver, June, 
1956. . 

15. Dunayevokaya letter to saul Blackman, written Aug. 1, 1956. 
Describes her first days of work in Pennsylvania on tm rook. 
Reports fini~hing the chapter on Marx's. edrly essa~s; says she has 
changed her mind about the appendk-es, and will not< include her 
translations of 11arx•s 1844 ess~ys. 
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16. Dunayevskaya letter to saul Blacl<man, written Auq. 6, 1956. 
Encloses cl2pter just COI!&9leted 'on 'the_ "Organizational interlude" 
of the Second .l:.ni;ernational;' descr!L~s bet ·daJly work schedule.· 
Ino:..uaed with th:.s letter is "fl vnfin'shed letter to Olga Domanski, 
written Aug. 4, 1956, on Cha~,>ter 1 as ''the key to the book;" and to 
"the problems ot the age." Discusses her process of thinking about 
the Second International. The letter to Domanski was enclosed in 
the;letter to Blackman • 

17. Dunayevskaya letter to Seul Blaclanan, written Aug. 23. 1956. Qn 
last day of unt_!:t.e.crupted work on the book; reports tt .. ~·t 11 f_irst 
draft is entirely finished." 

18. uunayevskaya letter to Marcuse, written Sept. 6, 1956. On Marcuse's 
Eros and Civilization; on her progress on~· 

19. Dunayevskaya letter to Olga iJOtnanski, Andy Phillips and Louise 
Inghram, wdttan Sept. 14, 1956. On the meaning of the "Absolute 
Idea" for organization todaY:· 

2B. l1Brcu~. letter to Dunayevskaya, written Sept. 21, 1956. Comments on 
draft chapters of M&F on Marx's -~~rly essays, on the second 
Inte~national; on_. RUSsian state-capital ism •.. 

21-. Dunaye:vskaya letter to saul Blackman, written Oct::. 16i 19_56."·Sends. 
three chapters on Stalinist.Russia, which grew from its o:iginal 
dl::aft of One chapter. Includes also a ''Postscriptn ~written Oc::t. 
14; 1956), on "proving11 the Absolute Xde.:i vs. 11creating11 a 
dialectic which "thereby 'proves• the Absolute Idea'." Contrasts :her 
view to that of both C.L.R. James and Marcuse • 

. 2>.. Dunayevskaya letter to membets of News and Letters Committees, 
written Oct. 18, 1956.o On her ne;to~ translatior!" of ·"Private Property 
and comnunism" and "Critique of "the Hegelian Dialectic" from Marx's 
Early Esoays; contrasts her. translation to that of Grace Lee 
(Boggs) • . 

23. ounayevskaya letter to Bess Gogel, written Oct. 20, 1956. on the 
relationship b~tween where Marx stopped in his 11Critique of the 
Heg2lian Dialectic,'! .. and where Ounayevskaya's Letter of May 20, 
1953 -~on Hegel's Philosophy of Mind-- begins. 

24. ~~reuse Jette< to Dunayevskaya, writter. Oct •. 23, 1956. On. 
Dunayevskaya's chapter on £apital, Vols. II and III. 

25. nunayevskaya letter to Olga Oowanski, written oct. 25, 1956. on 
DomaO~ki 1 s assignment to write ·an aiticle fot News & Letters on 
"stratification of workers" as "political-theoretical analysis. 11 

Also includ2d is Domanski's respcmse, writ:ten to &Jul Blaclanan 
about Cct. 30, 1956. 

• 26. Dunayevskaya letter to Olga Domanski, written Nov. 2, 1956. On the 
~~ncept of stratification of tr~ working class in Lenin and in 
Marx; includes an extract from Marx's speech to 1871 London 
conference of the International Workingmen's Association -
translatfd by Ounayevskaya -- on the ,trade unions aa··'•an 
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aristocratic-minotity .. " This disc-ussion ap~rrs in ":heptar lJ. ·of 
M&F •. 

27. Dunayevskaya letter to Marcuse, written Nov. 6, 1956. During last 
days_ of work on the ms~. of M&F, sets date for meeting with ~~rcus2 
on the book as a whole. -

28. DunaYe•.rskaya letter to members of News and r.et•·o:ors ·conmi ttees, 
written Nov. 29, 1~56. Reports that "the book is fir.ietiedl"; 
relates the l953 East C',errnar) '-IOrkers• revolt t'? the ongoing 
Hungarian Revolutiu~. 

29. Duc4yevskaya lett~r to Joe~ Dwyer, written Nov. 27, 1956. Describes 
her meeting with Marcuse on~ and his critique of the book. 

39. Olga Domanski letter to Dunayevskaya, wdtten Dec. 7, 1956. 
Comnents on the rr.ss. cl".apters of M&F; on "the Absolute Idea. and 
Automation" as the t~ axes for t~bcak.. . 

·· 31. Alexander Ehrlich letter to DunaY,vskaya, written Dec. 24, 1956. 
Detailed comments on the draft chapters of M&F on Russian 

-:'state-capitaliSm vs. workers' revolt. For a "letter from E. H. carr 
. on ilraft ct.i,pters of~· written Dec. 21·, 1956, see 125~3. 

32. ounayevskaya letter to Bess•Gogol, written De<:. 26, 1956. ~epor.ts 
on receiving lett~i'· __ .fr.om E.H. ca:r-r, praising her vieW of Lenin's 
Philosophic' Notebooks. 

33. Dunayevskaya letter to Alexander Ehrlich, written Dec. 26, 1956. 
Responds to Ehrlich's corrrnents on the "section on the Russian 
economy"; on the raison d'etre .for M&F. · 

' ... - ·-
B. COrrespc.ndence and Notes on the writing of Mat)Cism and Freedom 

February 19~7 - December 1957 

1. Dunayevskaya letter to Arthur ·Kunkin, written Feb. 14i 1957. 
Responds to K~nkin•s· objections to publishing a critical P~eface by 
Marcusa in ~. 

2. Arthur Kunkin letter to Dunaye<skaya, written April 6, 1957. on his 
·assignment to write.a footnote on the St. Louis Hegelians. Bends 
~raft of lengthy footnote. 

3. Dunayevskaya letter to 11Dear Friends,u written P..pril 28, 1957. 
Reports signing of contract to publish M&F; comments on the 
Importance of a Preface by Marcuse. ---

4. ~'T,he New Stilge,u notes for a·prasentation by Dunayevskaya, given 
lt>y 5, 1957. On the book, curr<!nt world events, and the tasks of 

,'the organization. ,. _ 

5. Dunayevskaya letter to "Dear Friends," written May 13, 1957. Sends 
her Introduction to M&l', and gives the two quotes -- from Marx and 
Hegel -~ which will "PPear on the frontispiece. 

6. Dunayevskaya to !'aul Blackman, written May 15(?), 1957. Reports 
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12173 

12174 

12176 

12173 

12187 

12188 

12189 

12199 
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final editi1>9 of~ Ms bee.~ O:""'f,hm>i. 

7. OUnayevskaya to "Desr l"r: I<>Mb, • 
H&E' has just been oont to <tv) 
Urilquo c'ontributi<>nil ..., <ttl> 

ior a 
8. Harcuse to Dunnycvakayo, w:; 

recapitulation of tho "glat• 
the Preface to too book. '''"' In •rrltlng 

9. OUnayevskaya t.o "Oe"'r !"r!ondo,~ wt'IH., """" c, l9!i7. on protOOting 
·the r~w bookf SliM up "t to unu=~cJ ch:u Go<.':t'!r tn dbcuatJJon of" 
Chapter 11, on the relationship o£ '41>t.nta""""" :J<>lt-org~nlz~tion• to the • s:>-called vanguard party.' • 

19. Dunayevslcaya to Hart:use, Wt'llt<>n Jur .. 11, l957. s..,.,.rizes th<> main 
points of!:!!;! in response to Marcuoo•s r<>quest. 

11. 
Dunayevskaya to Olga Domanski, writt~n June 23, i957. On Mao's 
spec.-ch "On the COrr.ect ilandling of contradictions Among the 
People;" on l>egal's.discussion of "Spirit in Self-Fqtrangement" 
illuminating Mao's direction. During this period, Du~yevskaya 
composed footnotes on Mao which were later added to the yalley proofs of .@'. 

as ' 

12. Dunayevskaya letter to Harcu5e, written July 22, 1957. Responds to ·.Marcuse's PrefaCe to.@". 

13.· Dw1ayevskaya letter ·to Olga Dom•n•ld and Andy Phil.lipo, written 
July 22 (?), 1957. H"nd.iritten note accompanying copy of Harcuse's 
Preface;- Dunayevskaya aays Marcuse "sums up all the objections.-" 

14. Dunayevskaya letter to 5aul Blackman, written July 26, 1957. On the 
ramifications of t~~ publication of M&F for organizati~n; projects 
concept that "organization of thouglit"determines organizational 
·life." Included here also is Dunayevskaya's letter to Blackmiin 
written Aug. 5,·1957, which continues this discussion. 

15. Dunayevskaya letter to Joseph Buttinger, written Aug. 19, 1957. On 
her disagreement with the Preface by Marcuse. 

16. Joseph Buttinger to Dunayevskaya, written Sept. 4, 1957. On 
Marcuse•s Preface; .. f.inds it a "confinnation of the views you 
developed.

11 

In this same week, Dunayevskaya presented her views on 
"The l!rner ican Roots of Marxism in the Worlcl Today and Our 
Developnent." She projected that •·;-~arxism and Freedom will become 
the PJlarizing force for the new movement, Marxist-Ht.nnanism." see 
12596 for the text of this doc~~nt. 

17. Dunayevskaya to "Dear Frl~nds," written OCt. 16, 1957. Final proots 
of the book and Index seOt in. Dunayevskaya reports ~ddiny 
footnotes or. Mao Tse-tung and Milovan Djilas; quotes new final 
paragraph addea, to Chapter 16 on Little Rock, Arkansas, school desegregation battle. 

18. Dunayevskaya letter to "Dear Friends," written Nov. 24, 1957. on 
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12198 
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Milovan Djilas' book, The New ClasS. 

19. Dunayevskaya letter to "Dear Friends,'1 written Dec ... 5, 1957. on 
educatior.als to be held on~· · 

29. Dunayevskaya letter to Bess Gogo! and Olga Domanski, written Dec. 
9, 1957. On the contrast between Ounayevskaya's.Introduction and 
Marcu3e 1s Preface. 

21; ouruoyevskaya letter to Andy p;,illips, Raymond Inghro.m and Robert 
Ellery, written Dec. 23, 1957. On the need foe "personal struggle 
with a theo17,etic problem." 

22. Resident Editorial Board (REB) letter to "Dear Friends," written 
Dec. 31, 1957. Reports arrival of copies of M&F. 

11

Philoso h and Revolution: From H el to Sartre and From Marx t~ 

A.. Cha ter Files Created oUr in the Writ in of "Philoso h , and 
· Revolution" (P&R) 

during which Dunayevskaya wrote 
1958 through 1973 - she created what 

for her work on the book. In these files 
range of. docmnents from her studies: 1) reading 

notes ·'on books ana articleS studied; 2) i:npcn:tant- corres9Qndence on 
the subjects discussed in P&R, or on drafts of the chapters; 3) notes 
to herself -~ documents she-Qften callecl "random though_ts 11 -- a!> she 
worked out political-philosophic·problffiiS; .4i notes and texts from 

-presentations she had gi•·en on ~spects of the book; and 5) texts of 
articles by others, taken·- ,ut of journals, newspapers 01." books, and 
marked-up with her cwn mar9'inalia. In this section ounayevskaya's 
chapter files are included as she left them, with two exceptions: l) 
texts of articles by others which Dunayevskaya marked up are not 
included here; 2) documents clearly added to these files by 
Dunayevsk&ya after P&R was published in November, 1973 are included 
only at the end of each chapter file. 

Although the organization of these files often was drastically 
altered durinr, the writing of P&R, to reflect the organization of the 
chapters of the book-in-progre~ they are presented here in the 
o~der Dunayevskay~ left them, i.e.,_an order corresponding to the 
sequence of chapter~ in~ as it was published. 

l. 
11
Part I -- ~'hy H~!!_~?- Why N~-

a. ~~~~y Hegel? Why Now?" Letter to Nathan Sirnor~, probably written 
in Feb., 1965. A revised version of a letter written Oct. l, 
1964 on the proposed outline for a Part of P&R with three 
"subsections11

: on ''Marx's Debt tc Hegel,': o0"tenin's 
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122~2 

12200 

12209 

12212 
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12214 

12217 

12218 

12220. 

12226 

12229 

12230 

12233 

12235 
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ambivale:O.ce toward Hegel and his :;hock of recognition," and ·an 
'"the '..:ask before us~" 

(1962) • 

e. NoteS on c~rge tichtheirn, 'fhe Concept of Ideology and Other 
Essays (1967) • 

f. Notes on Jean Hyppolite, Studies un Marx and Hegel (1969). 

g. Notes On Donald Egbert and Stow Persons, eds., soCialism and· 
.MP-rican r.i fe (1952) • 

h. Quotations from Hegel's Ph&nomenology of Mind, 1-jarx' s capital, 
ounayevskaya' s owti ~itings_. 

i. Dunay~vskaYa letter to "Si" (Charles Denby), written t-larch l_B, 
. 1963 •. on MaurIce Herleau-Ponty, humanism, automation, and the 
Hegelian dialectic. 

j. EXchange of letters between Jonathan Spence and Duaayevskaya, 
.written February, 1962. Begins with Spence's ""t•1.oue of · 
cunayevskaya's special ess~y printed' in (Jan. 
1962) on "The Challenge of Mao s 
response ce:1ters on Hegel's concept o£ relevance 

· · to Mao and to Stalin. 

k. ounayevsk8ya letter -to "Dear Ftieri~~," written 
her new (197~) draft of Chapter 2 cf P&R, then 
Transcendence of, and Return to, Hege~' 

Nov. 11, 197~. On 
entitled "Marx'-s 

The following documents were added to this file after November, 
1973: 

1. Notes for speech at cass Technical H.S. (Detroit, Mich.), given 
April 11, 1975, entitled "Adventuring in Labor History and 
Literature: Black and English -- A Philosophy of Liberation." 

m. Notes for speech at University Center for Adult Education 
(Detroit), given in 1975. On "The Slack Dimension," as part· of a 
lecture series on "Women as Thinkers and as Revolutionaries." 

n. Notes for a s_;;etch at ~rkeley, catifornia, given April- 14, 
1976, on "Today's Global Crisis, Marx's capital, and the 
Epigones who try to Truncate It. 11 

o. Transcr_ipt of presentation give~ in Detroit on Dec. 5 1 1976, 
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12254 

12259 

12260 
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12306 

12310 

12312 

12315 

12317 

12323 

12327 

12331 

12333 

·- " 

''' .. . ·.: ;_.;_- .. - -_·: ... ,._,.,,...' ,. . ,, ' .. ·-~" 

entitled "Hegel, Marx, tsnin, Fanon and the Dialectics of 
Liberation Today." Transcript not corrected by Dun•yevskaya • 

. z . .f:!lapter 1_ -- "!iegel ·~ 

a. Notes on "~sl)lute Idea'' in G.W.F~ negcl, SCience of Logic, 
trans. by A.v. Miller (1969). . 

b. Notes on "Absolute Knowledge" in G.W.F~ Hagel, Pheno-menology of 
~. trans. by J.B. Baillie (1931). 

c. Notes on G;W.F. Hegel, History of Philosophy, Vol. III, trans. 
by Haldane and Simpson (1955). 

d. "Excerpts from the Hi~tory of Philosophy by Hegel," notes 
created by Grace Lee (Boggs) in the 194fls. Some of the hanJnotes 
are by Ounayevskaya; others are by Lee. 

e~ "Extracts on Labor," notes on Hegel's Jenenser Realphilosophie,. 
created by Grace Lee in the .l940s. Most of tho> handnotes are by 
Lee. 

f.'Notes on G.W.F. Hegel, Philosophy of Nature, trans. by M.J. 
· Petry (1970). Most of the notes are ~ctually on Petry's view of 

the three final syllogisms (paragraphs 575-577) in the 
Philosophy of Mind. Also .included here are Notes on Jean 
Hyppollte, Studies in Marx and Hegel, trans. by John O'Neill 
(1969). ' ' ' ' 

g. Notes on Karl 11arx, "Critique of the Hegelian Dblectic," as 
trans. by Dunayevskaya in Marxism and Freedom (1959). 

h. N~tes on Walter Kaufmann,· Hege! (19.65). 

i. Notes on Stuart R. Tomp~ins, ,!he Russian Ir.t.elligentsia (1957). 

j. Notes on Gustav.Wetter, Dialectical Materialism Cl958). 

K. Notes on Jean Hyppolite, Genese et Structure de la 
Phenomenologi~ de L'Esprit de Hegel U946). All quotat:ions in 

French; most of the notes in Eng~ish. 

l. Dunayevskaya letter to·Joseph Buttinger, written Oct. 2~, !96~. 
On Hegel's Phenomenology of Mind, Science of Logic, and 
Encyclopedia of Philosophical SC:ieilces·; as part of Duna,;:evskaya's 
study of "the philosophic foundations of the struggles for 
freedom in the undetdeveloped countries." · 

m. Dunayevskaya letter to Saul Blacl<man,' written Oct.· 25, 1960. On 
the difficulties of the Johnson-Forest Tende~~y in working out 
the dialectic, 1947-53. 

n. Dunayevskaya let_ter to ''De.'Jr Friends,". written Dec. 12, 1960. 
Cover-lett~"tr sent out with Dunayevskaya's "Notes o·n Hegel's 
Phenomenology of Mind." 
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12361 
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o .. ounayevskaya. letter t:o 11 Dear Friends," written Jan. 2~, 1961. 
Cover letter sent out with Dunayevskaya's "Sum:nation of Hegel'b 
Science of Logic. •• , 

p. ounaycvskaya letter to Richard Portes', written Dec.l3, 1961. A 
critique of· his paper on Hegel's PhenomenologY of Mind. 

q. ounayevskaya letter to'"Mr. Goodwin_," written April 25, 1969. On 
Hegel's critique of the institutional church. 

r. liorgan Gibson lett<>< to Dunayevskaya, written Marc!! 8, 1971. 
conments on Chapter 1 of P&R; declines ounayevskaya' s request to 
help edit the book. -

3. Chapter 2 -- "Marx, ~tion 1" 

a. Notes on Karl Marx, "critique of the Hegelian Dialectic," as· 
._tran~-~--- ~y ounayevskaya in Marxism and Freedom _(l~~R).,. _Th~r;: i,:;: a 
different set of notes than appeared in the previous chapter 
file; 

b.;.-Notes on Annenkov' s 11Eirte t:_Ussiscbe Stimne. ubei Karl Marx" 
(1883). Largely in shorthand. 

c. Nofes on Karl Mcirx, "The king of Pru!?sia and SOcia£ Reform" 
(1844). A fragment of a larger set .of notes. 

d. Notes .on Karl Marx, selected E<:says, trans. by H.J •. Stenning 
(1926) • Notes probably created bY .. ·.Grace Lee. 

e. Notes on Karl Marx, The Hcly Family (1965 .Mos.:ow edition); 

f. Noteo on Karl Marx, "Contribution to thP. Critique of Hegel's 
PhilO.!;."Pl!y of Right'· (1843) • Also included is a ·quotation fr~m 
Marx's 1844 essay, "Aliena~ed Labor .. " 

4. Chapter 2 -- ~'Marx, Section 2'' 

a. Notes on Karl Marx, Pre-capitalist Economic Formations, a 
section of the Grundrisse, trans. by E.J. Hobsbawm (1965). 

b. Notes on· sources of quotations in the brundrisse (French 
edition, 1967). Handnotes are by Bonnie·McFadden. 

c. "Karl Marx in 1857-58 -- Grundrisse der Kritik d"r politischen 
Oekonomie." .. corrment<lry written by Gr.:Jce r.ec.on .. her. reading" of 
Marx's Gru~risse. Handnotes are by Ounayevskaya. Includes also 
a translation by Lee of a brief excerpt from the Grundrisse. 

d. "Extracts from Marx's Grundrisse der Kcitik der politischen 
oekonomie," trans. by Grace tee. Does not include any of the 
sections publishP.d in Pre-capitalist Economic Formations. 
Handnotes are by ounayevskaya. 

·G.:. Notes _on a fragment of the Grundrisse as translated by Anthony 
BarnPti:, entitl~'.3 "Notes on Machines." Handnotes are by 
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1241111 

12402 

12412 

12413 . 

12414 

12418. 

'•l24211 

12428. 

12429 

12430 

12435 

124411 

•' 

f. Notes on "Introduction to th,e Grurilrisse, 11 as published in 
appendix to Contribution to the critique of Political Economy 
(1911t). This was the first section of the Grundrlsse to appear 
in English. " -

g. Fragment of dr~ft of Chapter 2, Sect5on 2, of· P&R, qn the 
Grundrisse~ and Section 3, on capital; Probab1y'Written in 1971. 

h. Notes Oli "Letter of Marx to. Daniels~n, 4/111/1879." Notes 'created 
by Dunaycvskaya, June lS, 1951. 

i. Notes on· Iring Fetsche:, "Iiarr.ism'Jsstudien, Rediscovery of a 
l'ative Son," Survey (19611). Includes quotation from Heidegger on 
11homelessness," and bandnotes on Reir,hart· Klemens Maurer' s· 
discussion of Hegel's three final syllogisms of Philosophy of 
!·11nd. 

j. Notes on !lew Left Review 152 (1968), a special issue on France, 
-.. .-;..: l.c:!_~S_.- Na:tes concentrate __ an· e.s·says_ by Andre _Gorz_ and Andre · 

Glucksman. 

It. Notes on Karl Marx_ .. _ Grundrisse." Fragment on the "automaton." 

_· 1. J?eter Bergmann letter to D~paYevskaya, written Nov. 12, 1964. 
Includes translation by Bergmann of a passage from the 

on labor and the development·of the individual,, 
to Dunayevskaya '-s request· to check th~ translation 

of the same passage in Marcuse's Both ' 
Bergmann's handwritten letter copy of 
it are included. 

m. ounayevskaya letter· to Bergmann, written Nov. 16, 1964. On her 
"obsession" with Hegel and the Hegel-Marx relationship .. _ 

n. Dunayevskaya letter to "Dear Friends," written May 25, 1971. On 
excerpts ,from the Grundrisse to. be included. as Appendix to P&R. 

a. Fred Ehrmann letter to Dunayevskaya, written March 20, 1972. 
Critique of translation of a section of Grundrisse to be 
included as Appendix to P&R. 

p. Dunayevskay? letter to "Dear Friends, 11 writterJ July 1, 1973. On 
the first. English translation of the whole of the Grundrisse; 
comnentary by Dunayevskaya on the Forward by the translator,_ 
Martin Nicolaus. 

5. Chapter 2 -- 11ft<.:lr:<, Section 3" 

a. Notes on the "Archives of Marx, Vol. 5," (Moscow,. 1930). A 
"rough translation" of excerpts from Marx's 1881 writing on A. 
Wagner. This docume~t is based on Dunayevskaya's l9411s 
transl.:t,t:i,on of Marx on A. Wagner, which app~ars in Vol. n 1 of 
the DQoayevskaya Collection (11899) • 
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12451 

12454 

12455 

124~6 

12463 

12493. 

12495 
\\ . 

12497 

12498 

12499 

125gl 

125g5 

12515 
.-.-· 

! 

. ~-- _-;~-~ :--.. ::::~--- - ------

.. 

b; EXcer·pts from Karl Marx's unpublished Chapter 6 of cap1 tal (the 
original ending to Vol.. I), as translated by Dunayw~kaya. This 
document was ev_idently written for use in Dunaye\'skaya's 194gs 
c:lasses in Marx's caei ta!_. 

c. Notes on ''Karl_ Marx on the trade uri'ions vs. revolutionary 
workers," frOm the september, 1871 London conference of the'· 
Xnternat_ional Workingmen's Association; al,so includes a 
reference to Marx's letter tci Engels nf oct. 7, 1858 on th~ 
English proletariat. 

d. Quotation from letter written by Karl Mar.x for the International 
Workingmen'S Association tc Pres. Abraham Lincoln, Jan. 7, 1865_ .. 

e. "The case of Eugene Varga;. 11 an unpublished tri.Ss. article by F.' 
FOrest (Raya Dunayevskaya), probably written in May, 1949. On 
the debate among uoonomists in Stalin's Russia on the nature of. 
capitalist crisis. A French translation of an earli~r version of 
this.article appeared in Quatriem& Intern~t!onale (Paris, Jan.
Feb., 1948) • · -- . 

f. Notes on "!\bout the Preparation of a Scientific Edition of 
Theories of Surplus Value of Kcirl Marx," by v ... Br.ushlin~!'~.r·i ·from 
Voprosy Ekonomiki (19Sg) • Resume of Brushlinsky' s artli::le based . 
on translation by Dunayevskaya. Also included is translatioil of 
"Project of Prospei:itus of a Scientific· Edition of Thaorie'! 
of ·Surplus V3lue of Karl Maz:x .". 

,.g. Quotati.ons from-letters of Karl Marx on,the writing o·f capital. 
Also inCludes a brief discussion of ouna~'evskaya's Jan .. 15, 1951 
letter on the meaning of capital, Vol. III, for the post-World 
War II period. 

h. Notes on "Machinery and Modern Industry'' Chapter in Karl t-~rx ,_ 
capital, Dona Torr edition (1939) • 

i. Fragment from notes on Nikolai Bukharin, ~ialisrol and the 
Accumulation of capital (1924). 

j. Notes on Frederick Engels~ "Critique of the Social-Democratic 
Program (Erfurt) of 1891" (19~1). 

k. "Random Thoughts on the new ffiOOe of r,roducticn .. " Discussion by 
Dunayevskaya on modern machin-ery's relationship to the 
development of "the: :,ew -!:}ipe of man." Probably written in the 
late 194gs. Handnotes ar.e by C.~.R. James. 

1. ·Notes for speech by ounayevskaya to Universities and Left R~view 
(predecesso~ of New Left Review), 9iv~n Oct. 26, 1959, in 
Britain. 

m. Notes _for speech entitled "Communism, Marxism dnJ Liberty -- The 
American Humanist Tradition," given by Dunayevskaya at UCLA, 
1958. . 

n. Richard Greeman letter to nunayevskaya, written Sept. 23, 1961. 
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12521 

12528 

12546 

12575 

12578 

12579 

12584 

12585 

12588 

12594 

12597 

12602 
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·Includes translation by Greeman from article by Kostas Axelos, a 
critique of Mar:<. 

o. Peter Bergmann letter to Dunayevo;kaya., written Feb. 22, 1967. On 
the_Hegel-Marx relationship. 

The following document was added to this f lle after Nov. 1973: 

p. Draft of a review of Roman Rosdolsky, The Making of Marx's 
capital (1977). This review appeared ln News & Letters, Jan.
_Feb., 1970. 

6. Chapter 3 -- "Lenin" 

a. " 1 Hegelian Leninism' or Dialectics of r.iberation, 11 text of a 
presentation by Dunayevskaya to the Telos International 
Philosophic COnference. Given OCt. 9, l97e. 

b. "The Shock of Recognition and the Philosophic Ambivalence of 
Lenin~~~ TwO . fragments of a draft chapter on Lenin for P&R, 
written Jan. and Feb. 1970. · One of the d<.:afts is datedE'eb. 
}~,. 1970. . ' 

c. Notes on ••Leh'rn on Hegel's Absolute Idoo .. (Philosophit::· 
~~~@:~I ." .some of, the- notes are taken from, V.l.-;;·Benin,· 

Vol; 38 (1961) 1 others 'are from ;'letters 
Dunayevskaya,··Grace Lee and C.L.R. James 

d. Text of draft footnote for Chapter 3 of P&R on "the Slack 
~·Dimension in .Lenin's work." This footnote--does not appear 

published text. 
in the 

e.·Notes on V.I. Lenin, "Abstract of Hegel's Scienet:! of Logic," in 
COllected Works, Vol. 38 (1961). Fragment of these notes only. 

f. Notes on Cliff Slaughter, ~nin on Dialectics (1963). 

g. Notes on David Joravsk-y, Soviet Marxism and Natural SCie:r~ce; 
(1961). 

J""-

h. Notes on Milroad Drachkov~tch, The Revolutionary Interna~e 
(196o). Dunayevskayd's review of this book was publishea lc; The 
Activist (Oberlin, Ohio, 1966). · - ··:: 

L "SOme Notes on Lenin's State and Revolution." Notes created by 
Grace Lee in the 1940s. Handwritten comments are by 
Dunayevskaya. 

j. Notes on Technology and CU:tture (Winter 1961). Notes on articles 
by A. zvorikine on the "history of technology as a science";'
notes on David Joravsky, on "The History of Technology ir: Soviet 
~ussia and Marxist Doctrine." ' 

k. Notes on V.I. Lenin, from Selected Works. Lists his discussion& 
on peasantr!'. 
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12603 

126~4 

12607 

12614 

12620 

(•' 

. 1263~ 

12636 

12637 

12638 

12639 

12643 

12647 

'12649 

.J: 

' --~ .... · 

. I';: 

1. NotE:s on r..enin, taken from Dunayevcrkaya's 1949. Lett:.erl: t_.n G~L.R. 
James and Grace Len. · · 

iii .• D:.:.r-.ayevskaya .lettei to McKim Steele, written May 16, 1972. On ,. 
tne role of intellectuals in 'the revolutionary movement; on the' 

. Harx-Engels relationship; on r.cnin. 

7. Chapter 4 - "Trotsky" 

a. No.tes on .L. ·Trotsky, War and Revolution (1923) •Two different 
texts of these notes are included, 

b. Notes on L. Trotsky, The Permanent Revolution (1930). Also 
includes notes on Trotsky's !!l .. }:ife (1931), and his Diary in 
Exile (1935) • 

c. Notea on L. Trotsky, Stalin (1940), and on Trotsky's 
"Introduction 11 to Harold Isaacs, The Tragedy cf the Chinese 
Revolution (1938). 

d. "The Evolution of the rol-!tical Attitudes· of Leon Trotsky in his 
Later Years." Text of a lecture by ounayevskaya given April 30·, 

, 1959, at the Russian Circle, University of Chicago. 

e. Notes "on "The Death Agony of capi talisr.t and the Tasks of the 
Fourth International," from The·Founding Conference of the. 
FOurth Inte.t:national (1939) ,. 

·· £·. Notes for, a l~tui:'e by riUmlyevSkaya O:i-t "Leon Trotsky as· 
Theoretician," given Nov. -8, 1961 at.COlUmbia Universi';y. 
Fragment only. . . 

g. Notes on Robert Conquest, The Great Terror (1968) • 

h. Notes on Leon Trotsky's role in the 1905 Russian Revolution, 
from Isaac Deutscl:>r, The Prophet ALT.Ied ·(1954) .. 

i. Notes on 11Leon Trotsky on state-capitalism," 11 not as in The 
Revolution Betrayed," but as in "The Sov.iet Union and tlii""Fourth 
International" (1934), and "What Next?" (1932). 

j. "Some Memories of Trotsky,'' text of an artic-le written by 
Nnayevskaya for Asahi (Toyota, Jaoan) , Dec. 11, 1965. This 

. article was written during Ounayevskaya's 1965-66 trip to Japan. 
FOr the article as pr;'.nted in Japanese, see #~876. 

m. Two quotations from V.I. Lenin, "The Oi.Storical Meaning of the 
Internal Party Struggle in Russia" (1910) • 
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1265a 

12651 

12652 

12661 

12664 

12665 

12668 
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. 12672 

1?.682 

12686 

12689 

126S2 

1:?.693 

12695 

12698 
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n. ''Re: i<:ant, rough notes." On Trotsk~'s as a "Karitttl.: :-~4:iiosophy 
of history." 

o. FragtOOnt of a draft chr.ptcr or. Trctsky for ~· One P,.ge only. 

p. "The Timeliness or the Slogan, The United States o!" EuroPe." 
Translation by F. Forest (Dunayevskaya) of an art!clt "" L. 
Trotsky 1«.itten in June, 1923 •. Translation completed on June 15, 
1944'. This translation tenoains unpublished. 

q. Notes on L. Trotsky, Our· Revolution (1918) , as translated by 
Ol(lino 

r. Notes on L. T~otsky on Tolstoy, as published in Fourth 
International, 1951. ------

s. "Trotskyism and the MG:rxist-Leninists." Note:5 en Regis Debray's 
attacks on Trotskyis.~ .fn Revolution in the Revolution (1967) • 

. t. Notes 0'1 L. Trotsky or; anti-semitism and the Middle East, and. on 
Trotskyist views in the 1960s. 

u. Fra(lment from notes far· "The RE"/Olt of the Workers and the Plan 
of the ratellectuals" (1951) by Dunayevskaya. on Marx • s and 
Lenin's methods of a·~alysis of capitalism. ' l·. 

·v. Notes on Isaac ll<!utscher, .. Stalin: A Political Biography (1949)' 
Notes concern only Deutscher's biographical information. 

w. "Product.ton Statistics and the Devaluation of the Ruble." Mss. 
far··article by F. Forest (Dunayevskaya), written Oct. 3, 1948. 
Also included are "Russian Notes," mss. written in Fall, 1948, 

:.-on ~nomics !n Russia and the conditions for the workers. ·. ~ ,. 
8. Chapter· 5 -- "Mao11 

a. Notes on Roderick MacFarquhar, The Hundred Flo·~rs .('...ameaign 
(1963) ~ " 

b. Notes on Franz Schurmann, Ideology and Organization in COmmunist 
China (1966). Also includes notes on "China's Powgr Structure," 
;;,;-article by Schurmann in Diplomat (Sept. 1966). 

c. Notes on Cbatmers Johnson, Peasant Nationalism and Oommu~ist 
~ (1962). 

d. ""'":~on Chow Tse-tung, The May Fourth Movement (196~). 

e. Notes on Joseph Levenson, The Past and t~ FutUre of Nationalism 
in China (1968). Also included a~e r.otes on The Dilemma of Mao 
~!!!! by Kil:uzo It? and Minoru Shibata. 

f. Note:; on Stllart Schram, Mao Tse-tung (1967). 

g. Notes on "The Gr.aat ·cultural Revolution in China," compiled and 
edited by the Asia Research Centre (1968). 
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1271111 

12793 

12"/07 

12734 

12749 

12741 

1274:: 

12747 

' 'i2749 

12750 

12752 ,, 

i •. Notes on Tang Tso~ and Ho Ping-ti, ~s., China's Heritage and 
the communist Political System (1968). 

j. Notes on 
Brandt, 

k. Notes on R. Palme outt, ~~ina? (1967) • 

1. Notes on G.F. Huqson, R. LoWenthal,.R. MacFarquhor, The Sino-
5-'J'Jiet, Dispute (1961). · 

m. Notes on Chou Yang,. 11 The Fighting Task Confronti11g workers in 
Philosophy and the social Sciences" (1963).,. · 

n. Notes on Etienne Bal~zs, Chinese: Civilization and Bureauctacy 
(1964). 

p. Notes on the documents of the First National Peoples COngress of 
·the Pe~ple' s RepUblic of Chin<,, 1955; and on the Eighth National 
cong,~ess of the COlll1lunist Party of .(:hina (1956) • 

q. Notes on · 11Sino-soviet Friction in· Underdeveloped 
.(1961) Franz Schurmann, "Peking's 

of ·{!';51),. 

r. Notes.on Ma& Tse-tung, "Report on an Investigation· of the 
Peasant MOvanent in Hunan" (1927), as published in conrad 
Brandt, Harry Schwartz an~ John Fairbank, eds., A ooc'ument.~ 
History of Chinese Comnun1sm (1952). 1

' 

s. Notes oi1 Richard LOwenthal, "The Prospects for Pluralistic 
eomnunism, II in Milroad Drachkovitch, Marxism in the MOdern world 
(1965). 

t. Notes on Edgar snow, The othar Side of the tHver (1964). 

u. Noto>s on Nym wales; My Yenan Notebooks (1959-6li. 

v. Notes on Maurice Meisn~r, Li Ta-chao and the Origins of Chinese 
~ism (1967) • 

w. Notes on Xenia Eudin and Robert Ncrth, soviet Russia and the Far 
~t (1957), R.R. Palmer, ~History of ".he Modern World (1962). 

' ,:. '\ 

x. Notes on o. Ectnund Clubb, Chinb.' .. and Russia: The "Great Game11 

(1971). 

y. Notes on 11my own articles on China11
: on 1) footnot~s to 1957 
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12789 

12791. 

12800 

12809 

12&13 

128i8 

12829 

12826 

12830 

12832 

12835 

,. 

edition of 

,, ..... .. 
;··-: . ·.:,;,.-- .. ,-.-~ . . . . ~--

2. Notes on articles in journals and newspapers. Summaries and 
e.xtracts from a wide variety of articles on ··.::hina and on Mao 
Tse-tun9, including: Peking Revie>~, £t~fd~lJ~~~ 
The Militant, ~s~nt, New Statesmal'!., 

' 
aa. Dunayevskaya letter to JOnRthan Spence, >~ritten ~b. 27, 1961. 

On Mao and Hegel's categories in Pheno;n;,~ of Mind. 

bb. Jonathan Spence letter to Dunayevskaya, >~ritten April 12, 1961. 
On Mao's rise to power, 1927-37. Includes research report on Mao 
in 1920s and during the tong Ma"ch. 

cc. Jonathan Spence 'letter to Dunayevskaya, written May 30, 1951. A 
"c;eneral chronological outline" of Mao .from the 1927 Hunan 
report to "the present, the conmunists it>. p-;.wer ." Includes 
quotations from Mao's wr_itings. 

dd. Notes on reports by Jonathan Spence, created by Dunayevskaya. 
~"O different sets of notes -un Spence's reportS are iriCluded 

;here. · · 

ee. Dunayevskaya letter to Jonathan >~ritten June 1, 196].. On. 
Absolute Idea in Heg"el'':s§~lli]~~~~~ion Lenin's ·view of ,,,_ 
Absolute Idea. in his ! on Marx's·Absolutes 
tn capital. to use· [the· 
letterJ as tli.'! basis my actual >~riting of that chapter o~ 
the Absolute Idea in my book." 

ff •. ounayev:skaya letter to Jonathar. Spence, written Feb. 9, 1962. ·on 
Mao and Hegel's category of '~Will 11 ; a responoo to Spence's 
critique of ounaye\lskaya' s "The Challenge of Mao" (1962). 

9. Chapter 6 ·- "sartre + HM [Herbert Marcuse] -+ Lukacs" 

a. Notes on Jean-Paul Sartre, Search for a Method (1963). This is 
the English edition of ."Question de Methode" from Critique de la 
Raison Dialectique. Two different sets of notes are included. 

L. Notes on J.P; Sartre, The Words (1964). 

c. Notes on J.P, ~artre, What is Literature? (1966). 

d. Notes on J.P. Sartre, ttMaterial~sm ~nd-Revolution," from 
Philosophy in the Twentieth Century. Essay originally >~ritten in 
1946. Also included here are·ounayevskayats notes on 
"Existentialism" as it appears in Vol. III of Philosophy in the 
Twentieth Century; quo lations from Martin H~idegger, "Letter on 
HUIDC~n.ism." · 

e. t~dtes on J.P .. Sartre, "Conversation with 11 Manifesto," on 
"Mas~sr Spontaneity and Party,'? in Scci<J.list R~gister (1~70). 
TwO different sets of note~ on this work are included here. 
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128.39 

12840 

12841 

12842 

12846 

12851 

-,-12853 '-' 

~~56 

12857 

12858 

12860 

12864 

ll865 

12868 

12869 

1287;r 

12874 

12877 

12880 

f. Notes on J.P. Sartre, Si<uations (1965). 

9.• RepoLt by readers fro::. the ~ourrtal Nous, cor.rneriting on 
Dumtyev~kaya's 1963 article, "sartre'SSearch for a Metht.ld~" 
T~is report was received by Dunayevskaya in January, 1967. 

h. Fr~qment of craft chapter on,Sar.tre from P&R. Probably written 
in L970. One page only. · ! -

i. Notes on George Lichtheim, "Sartre, Maw:xism and History," 
History and Theo~ (1963). Two different sets of notes are 
included. 

j. Notes on Jean Wahl, A Short History of Existentialism (1949). 

k. Notes on David Caute, COnrnunism and the French Intell£.-.ctuals 
(1964). . 

1. Notes on special issue of Yale French Studies (1955-56) on 
"EXistentialism." Articles by Hyppolite, Arnaud, Guicharnaud. 

m.· Notes on Lionel Abel,· "Bart~e and Metaphysical 'Ste:1Jnism," 
Di~5er.t (1961). 

n. Notes on charles Micaud, comnunism and the French Left (1963). 

o. Notes On Frarlcois Bondy, nA New-, Sartre~~-tl Encounter (1970). 
Largely shorthand. ' 

p. Notes on Maurice Merleau~Ponty, Phenomenology ~f Perception 
(1960), Two different sets of notes are included here. 

q. Notes on M. Me.:leau-Ponty, "Marxism 'and Philosophy," Politics 
(1947}, Two different sets of notes are included here. 

r. Notes on M. Merleau-Ponty, "T.n Praise of Philosophy," lecture 
given January, 1953. Dunayevskaya's notes are based on 1963 Engli~h 
publication. -

s. Notes on M. Cranston, Jean-Paul Sartre (1962}, 

t. Notes on George Novack, ed;, Existentialism vs. Marxism (1966). 

u. Notes on Wilfrid Deson, The Tragic Fina!e (1960) • 

v. Notes on Paul de Man, "Sartre's COnfessions," a review of 
Sartre',s The Word.l, Ne!w York Review of Boo.ks (1964). / 

w. Notes on R.o. Laiug i'lnd D.G. Cooper, Reason and Viol-.nce (1964). 

x. Notes on Leonard Kriegei, "History and Exist~ntialism in. 
Sartre," in Kurt Wolff and Barrington Moore, Jr., The Critical 
§Piri~ (1967). 

y. Notes oi1 Francois Fejto, 1'he Opening of an Era (1948). 
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12894 

12895 

12897 

12938 

12939 

12947 

12953 

12955 
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12963 

12961 
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13. 
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., -~:etc::. em G.H.P.. llarkinsvn, 00., ·~~~{; 
wor~, and His Ideas (197g); and i 
but lictited to the chapter published Telos as 
"'DialeCtiCs of Labor.•• TWO. sets ot notes and conmentary on these 

.work$ by OUnayevskilya are included," as well as guotatieins from 
Lukacs' "Dialectics of Labor" as translated in Telos (1979), and 
special. Lukacs issue (1972). These notes were developed in 
ounayevskaya 1 s·· three-part! article, "LukacS 1 Philosophic 
Di100nsion,'~ News & Letters (1973). 

aa. No-tes on "Neil Mcinnes on Lt~kacs." Publication on which these 
notes are based remains unknown. 

bb. Notes on Herbert Marcuse, An Essay en Liberation (1969) • 

dd. Notes on Herbert Marcuse, "From Ontology to Technology": .. 
Tendencies of Industrial Society," article 'd<>veloped by Marcuse 
from a coutPe giv~ dt Ecole Pratique des Haute& Etudea (Paris), 
1958-59. This article. was published in ~rgoment£ (Paris), 1963. 
These notes ~-;nt to Dunay;~vskaya by -Marcuse; handnotes are by 
Dunayevskaya. · 

ee;· Notes an Herbert Marcuse, Negations (1968). 

ff. Notes an r.ouis Althusser, Lenin and Philosophy (1971). ·Page.· 
references in these nates are to the original French edition 
(1968) •. 

·a. Draft of proposed chapter for P&R on today' s economic reality, 
written by an East European Marxlst-Hurnanist i~ Aug., 1967. The 
manuscript contains three parts: l) "State Planning"; 2) 
"&lalysis of ,the Third World"; 3) "Relationship of ' 
Ingustrialize3 lqodd to Underdeveloped." Portions of this mss. ~' 
were developed in Chapter "/ of P&R. 

b. Notes on James Cbl~n, Nigeria: Back~round to Nationalism 
(1958). - . . 

c. Notes on Nelson Mandela, No Easy Walk to Freedom (1965). 

d. Notes on George Padmore, Pan-Africanlsrn or COnmuul~u {1~.:):,). 

e. Notes· on Kenneth Kaunda and Colin Morris, Black Government 
(1963). 

£. Note::; on "Sekou Toure's Address at the Chatham House," given 
·Nov. 13, 1959. 

g. NotP.:s·on John Marcum,'· ·t~a Challenge of Africa., 11 ~ader 
(1963). 
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li96/ 

12968 

12969 

12972 

12974 

12975 

12979 

12983 

12981 

12982 

12988 

i299a 

12993 

12994 

129~7 
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13002 
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h' Notes on Thomas Melady, Profiles of Atrican Leaders. (1961). 
ounayevskaya's notes concern Julius Nyerere and Sekou TOure. 

1. N'v:te~ .:;.n ''Jc!' .. ~ Ka~tsky • PO.: Pol it ico~l -:h~!!g-9 !n Unde!:devel':)p::d 
countries (1962). 

j. Notes on John i<autsky, Moscow and the COmnunist P3rty of India 
(1956). ·' 

k. Notes on.Ronald Segal, The An~uish of Indi~ (1962). 

1. Notes on Je~nne Min_tz, Moh~ced, Marx and Marhaen: The! Roots of 
Indonesian SOcialism (1965) • 

m. Notes Ou Fritz St·err~,r~r. 
Revolutions of Our Time 

n. Notes on George Kimble, Tropical Africa (1963). 

o. Notes on'Aime cesaire, "The Political Thought of Sekou Toure," 
Presence.Africaine (1959?). 

p. NOt3s. on George Shepperson, Independent African (1915). 

q. Notes on newspaper clippings collected by cunayevskaya while in 
West Africa; April, 1962. 

r •. N~tes on'·simon Kuznets, Postwar Economic Growth (1964) 1 Kuznets, 
Modern Economic Growth (1967)·. 

s. Notes on United Nations world Ecnnomic Survey (1966). 

t. Notes on Emile Benoit and xenneth Boulding, 

the" u.s. (1963). 
(1963), Angruus~~~~Jl§:~~~~~Br Crosser,- §. 

,u. Notes on Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the. Earth (1963); and 
Paul Geismar, Fanon (1971). 

~:·-

v. Notes on journal articles on Africa: from Dissent; Western 
World; New Leader; International Socialism. 

w. Fra9ment from notes on article by Andre Glucksman on France, 
1968 in New Left Review #52, 195R. 

v: nnnT~yevskaya letter to Alan Wallach, written May, 1968. A 
response to hiS-Critique-of ouna·yevskaya's draft. chapter- On 
"Economic Rec:l ity and the Dialect:i.cs of Liberation. u 

y. Notes for speech by DunayevskRya on "World Revolution and Black 
Revolt: Africa and U~S.," given at University Center for Adult 
Education, Detroit, oCt. 27, 1972. 

The following doc~nts were added to this file after Nov. 1973: 
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13~95 

13997. 

13998. 

13999 

13912 

;13018 

;. 

13~1~ 

13821 

13024 

13028 

13939 

13933 

13335 

13036 

',\ 

'.I 

_ .. ,~---. ·.~ . 
._~ . -

'"f' •h'' ' ..• ,_·' 

z. Notes for speech by Dunayevskaya on "Frantz Fanon, · SOweto .and 
American Bla<:k Thought," given at City College of New York, Feb, 
23, 1978. 

aa. 'Notes on Guy Pauker, "Military Irttpl.iCai:ions cf a POssible t'lorld 
Onler Crisis in the 1989s·," "a Project AIR FORCE report" by Rl\IID 
Corporatinn (1977),; · 

bb. Notes on Wassily L~ontief, Anne carter, Peter Petri, The ruture 
of the World EConomy; a UN study '(1977). 

11. Chaoter 8 -- 11East P.~rope" 

a. "Notes on the East European articles on Marxist-Humanism." 
Discussion by Dunayevskayu of articles in Erich Fromm, ed.,_ 
SOCialist Humanism (1965), Dunayevskaya concentrates on articles 
by SUchdolski, _Markovic, Kosik, Baczko, Pejovic. For the text of 
Dunayevskaya•s own contribution to this s:lfiiPOsium, see/43565. 

b. Notes on Leszek Kolakowski, The Alienation of Reason (.1.968), TWo 
dif~erent sets of notes on .this work are included here, 

c. Footnote added to the gall~y proofs of Dunayevskaya's Marxis1n 
·and Freedom in·:i957. On Tito's.:._YUgos!avia as not signifying "any 
fundamental chancje 1n production relations in YugoslaVia/' 
despite his brea~ with Stalin. 

d. Notes on Imre Nagy, Irnre Nagy on Communism: In Defense of the. 
New Co'urse (1957); William Warde, "Soci:::lism and Humanism," 
International Socialist Review (1959)·, 

e. Notes on Fran_cois Fejto, Behind the R3pe of Hungary (1957). 

f. Notes on "the Hungarian Revolution." Includes Dunayevskaya's 
qu·>tatinns and conments taken from Melvin J, Lasley'· The 
Hungarian Revolution (1957); Hugh Seton-Watson, Neither War Nor 
~ (1969i; articles from The Review (published by the Imre . 
Nagy Institute) by Miklos Sel:estyen, Balazs Nagy, and the 
Central Workers council of Greater Budapest. 

g. Notes on George Lukacs, History and Class Consciousness (1971). 

h. Notes .on 1-'.aurice Merleau-Ponty, "Wesi:el:n Marxism," 
This is _a translation of a chapter from ···--=-==->c:: 

Dialcccfque (1955), on Lukacs' ~~J:~~~~~~~~~~~ Included here are further notes 
-C.:OnSc1oosrii';ss (J.~7li-, duU vu iilo 

(l970) .,. 

i. Notes on Norman Geras, ·"Louis Althus::;er: an account and an 
assessment," Ne\'1 Left Review (1972). 

j. Notes--on Nicholas Lobkowicz, Theory and Practice (1967). 

k. 
11
lntellectualism and Creativity in the USSR .. " Text of a lecture 

by Ouna}'ev5kaya given April 28, 1959, at U~iversity of 
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13043 
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13052 
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'13061 
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13062 

l3068 

13073 

13887 
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california at Berkel~y. 

1. Notes on David coll'ier and 'Kurt Glaser:' .eds., ElementS of Chariqe 
in East.Europe (1968). 

m. Notes on· "Leon Trotsky, 1933-40 period." Qu.,tatl'>ns from 
Trotsky's writings in the 1930s excerpted by Dunayev~ka;a. 
Includes excerptS from "Tragedy of the German Proletariat"; 
"COllapse of the Conmunist Party of Germany and Our Tasks"; 
''Joint Decl'aration for a New IOternational"·: "'l'he Soviet Union 
and Fourt:h International"; "Whither France?"; "In Defense of 
Ma.~xism"; The RevOlution Betr~. ' 

. n. Quotation fro:n "Preface" to Czechoslovakia: Revolution and 
COunter-Revolution, by ounayevska)~ and Harry McShane (1968). 

o. Notes on letters exchanged among Dunayevs'<aya, C.L.R. James. 
and Grace Lee (Boggs), in 1949. on aspect10 of the liegeliar, 
dialectic. · 

~· ounayevskaya letter to "Editors, World Politics," written July 
,8, 1958. On Daniel Bell's "Ten ~heories in Search of Reality," 
world Politics (1958). ., 

q. Fragment from notes by·oiinayevskaya on "State-capitalism (as JRJ 
[C.·L.R• James) now -· 1969-1970 - explains it)." Ori the 
Hungarian Revolution; ·on the "rOle qf the Br,tist~" 

r. Dun11yevskaya letter to John O'Neill, written MaylS, 1972, and 
to 110eB.r Friepds,'' \ol'rit;:ten .June 16, 1972. On C.L.R. James' Notes 
on the Dialectic (1948) • · 

12. Chapter 9 -- "New Passions and New Forces" 

a. Draft chapter of i?&R, entitled "Part IV - Subjectivity of self
Liberation." Probably written in Spring, 1961. This is 'the first 
known mss. from what became P&R. The mss. as included here is<,-, 
the one ounayevskaya placed Til this chapter file. Another copy 
of this mss., with different marginalia by Dunayevskaya, can b.::! 
found in Vol. VII of the Dunayevskaya Collection (14316). 

b. "Notes 'tor Book on Relationship of Russian Conmunism to Afric:an 
Indepl!hdence Movements." Notes creat~ in January, 1961. Much of 
document appeared as Ounayevskaya's article, "The New Russian 
OOnmunist Manifesto," News & Letters (Jan. 1961) • 

c • .i:Lc1':l.iir.:nt cf !!r:!f"t: nf nunavevskayk'S American Civilization on 
,_·;;_,..;\\ Trical (1963}. on tha Black Populist movement tir0 National 

Colored Farmers' Allian=e -- and Tom Watson'S attitude toward 
then. 

d. Notes on Edward cronon, Black Moses (1955). 

e. Notes on special issue of The Progressive on "A Century of 
Struggle" (December 19S2) • Cuna~·evskaya Is swrmar ies and comnents 
on articles by John Hope Franklin, Richard CU~rent, c. vann ·· 
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·I'IOodward, A. Philip Randolph. 

f. Notes on .Tom Kahn, Un~inished Revolution (1960); James Green, 
Wendell ?hill if's .(1943). 

g;. Notes on c .. vaun 'Woodward, Tho Strange car~r of Jim crow 
· (1957); Elizabeth Lao-son, Thadd•,us Stevens (1962). 

h. Notes on Africa ~s Seen by American Negroes, a Presence 
Africaine publication, by the ~rican SCCiety for African 
CUlture (1958) • 

i. Notes ·on R.K. Kent, From Madagascar to the .Malagasy Republic 
(1962); Adam Ulam, .:".he Unfinished Revolution (1960). 

j. Notes on R. Gregorie and ~. P~rln~, Worker-Student Action 
Committees in France, 1968 (1969). 

k. Not~s ·on "Paris, May 1968," SO) idarity pamphlet 130; ·"Festival 
of the Oppressed," special issue of New Left Review, 152 (1968), 

. with articles by. Ernest Mandel, J.M.- Vincent, llndre Gorz, Andre 
Glucksman. 

1. Notes on Che Guevara~ "Notes for the study of' the ideolo.gy of 
~he ·cuban Rev.:o.tution." Quotations from Guevara's W!:'itings in 

: 1960. 

m. Notes on Hoang Van Chi, From .COlonialism -to Comnutii':sm·: A cas9 . 
HistorY of Nortn Vietnam (1964). . . 

n. Notes on "Trade Unionism ... _Brief comnents.·by Dunayevskaya on 
labor•self-organizatlon in 19th century, and attitud~s of owen,· 
Proudhon, Lassalle.' 

B. Draft Chapters of Philosophy and Revolution 

The first chepter of Philosophy and Revolution (P&R) drafted in 
outline form by Dunayevskaya was ~itten in the Spring of 1961 
(f4316), and was ent!tl1id "Subjectivity of self-Liberation." By 1963, · 
she drafted what wa3 to become Chapter 6, then entitled "sartre' s 
search for a Method to Undermine Marxism." Beginning in 1967, 
uJnayevskaya launched a sustained effort to draft the whole of P&R, 
writing nearl.Y all the eventual nine chapters twic<>, and writi:igsome 
chapters three times before they reached their final published form, 
A number of these drafts -- as well as a brief selection of crucial 
correspondence about the Jraft chapters -- has already been included 
in the Dun~yevskaya Collection (14144-4337). In ~ecent years other 
draft chapters written between 1968 and.l972 have been lccated. They 
are added here. 

1. "Part I? Economic Reality and the Dialectics of Liberation." A 
draft chapter completed on March 20, 1968. I(> a cover letter which 
Dunaye~·skaya sent out; to 11Dear Fr fends" .with· this draft chapter 
(14295), she suggested that !twas ilkely that this chapter would 
be located :nuch later in the sequence of the book, and that a new.· 
.Part I would be created,· entitle<" "Why Hegel? Why Now?" The draft 
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13128 

13181 

13210 . 

" 

13230. 

13257 

13284 

~hapter included here contains naterial which appears in Chapter 7 
of the book as published - on the "H.fric?.n RevolutionS and 

· the WorlG Economy" -- and Chapte: 2, Sect·ion 2 -- on "Th~ 1850s: 
The Grundrisse, Then and Now." For other drafts of tl~se sections 
or the book, see.f417.6 (completed March, l96J). and 14227 (complet<:d 
october, 1968) • · 

2. "Hegel's AbsOlutes· as 'New Beginnin9s.o'l A draft chapter completed 
Feb. 2, 1970. This is the. ~bird ·lraft of >~hat became Chapter l of 
P&R, entitled "l'~solL••:e Negativity as New Beginning." The first 
draft, completed in ~an., 1967,. remains missir.g. The second draft, 
completed oct. 13, 1968, is already included in the Collection 
(14190). This· third draft greatly expands the length of the chapter 
and Dunayevskaya's discussion of Hegel's Philosop1y of ~i~. 

3. 

what becam • Chapter 2 of P&T<, entitled "A New Continent of 
Thought." Thf! first draft-;-completed in February, 1967, is still 
missing. The second draft, completed in oct., 1968, can be found in 
Volume VII of the, COllection (#4~27) • Pages 26-28 of the mss. 
included here are missing. 

4. "The Shock of Recogni t'ion and the Philosophic Ainbivalence of 
Lenin." A draft chapter completed Feb. 28, 1970 •. This is the third 
draft of what becalile Chapter 3 of' ·P&R, entitled "The Shock of 

.Recognition and the Philosophic Ambivalence of Lenin." The first 
draft, completed in February, 1967, is missing";' ·<he second draft, 
completed in Noveml:<!r, 1968, is alr.eady il).cl\Y.)ed in the Collection 
(14261). Much of the material included here apP.Oar.s in . 
ounayevskaya's article, "Lenin's Philosophic AmbivalenCe," Telos, 

!! spring 1970. --
(i-· 
11 5. "Leon Trotsky as 'Theoretician." A dr:aft ch~pter· completed DeC. 

14, 197e. This is the second draft of what became Chapter 4 of P& · ... 
entitled 11 Leorl Trotsky as Theoreticia0." The first ·draft is already 

,included in the Collection (14160). Also included here is 
iJunayevskaya' s draft of oer Introductory comnents to "Part II -
Alternatives," completed Dec. 14, 1979. This is the 
section of the book as published which is entitled "On the Eve of 
World War II: Depression in the Economy and in Thought." An 
earlier draft of ther-e introductory pages is already included in · 
the Collection Ct4269) • · 

:~. 
6. ".J·ean-Paul sartre;." A draft chapter probably completed in April,_ 

1971. This is the second t'lraft of what became Chapter 6 of P&R, 
erititled 11Jean-Paul Sartre: outsider Looking In." The firstdraft 
of this chapter was written as a "Weekly Political Letter" in 
September, 1963, arid is already included in this Collection 
(f4144) .• 

7. ~~~ir,~~~~~~~~ " 11 draft chapter completed about l1ay 
2 n!~llldlly drafted in "outline11 form in 
April, 1969, a(tc~ Dunayevskaya's participation in the "Black/Red 
Conference, 11 R·-'meeting of Black wor.kers, civil right:s activists and 
Marxist-Humanists. E·or the original outline, see 14283. 
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13317 
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13727 

13729 

. 13732 

13733 

13734 
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B. '~Introduction" to Philosophy ancl Revolution. Draft completed No•1. 
7, 197_1. N~ _previous_ 9raft of_·J;he !ntrcduct:icn 'is known.· This · 
draft, however~ ·differs from the Int~odliction as published, 
Handnotes on the mss. 11re by Dunalf<.vskaya. 

9. Final manuscript of "Philosophy and Revolution. SUI:mitted to 
publl.shers Jan. 31, 1972. This is the final typed mss. of P&R. It 
is ·included here •SO that coniparisons .::an be made with the .book as 
published. Dunayevskaya introduced many changes in the book bet~'E!en 
Jan. 1972 and her release of the page proofs in April, 1973. By 

· conparing this final ttped ms.,. with the book as published, · 
D~~ayevskaya's last additions and corrections. to the book can be 
discerned. 

1. Dunay..vskaya letter to Herbert Marcuse, written Jan. 28, 1958. One 
month after the publication of Marxism and Fro;.edom (H&F) , 
Dunayevskaya il:: "a~~e:o-d,i thinking of a 'supplement'"<m "Hegel's 
Absolute Idea." (This letter·and most of the other correspondence 
between ounayevskaya _and Marcuse are also incl•Jded in Vol. XII of 
the Duilayevs.kaya Collection. They appear again here because of 
their irr~>Ortoc,ce in the development of Philosophy and Revolution 
(P&R) .) · 

·2. Dunayevskaya 
Buttinger, written April 11, 1958. On .. 
~nd its. illurilinatlon of freedom · ·. Hegel's :~T*~~!M~~~~~ · · struggles 

3. Duna~f91(1·!<!'l'a letter to .Mar"use, written July 15,. 1958. On Absolute·. 
·Method within the Hegelian 'Absolutes, in Marx's day and in our day. 

Asks' for Marcuse'_s help in "further developnent11 of these ideas. 

4. Dunayevskaya letter to Joseph Buttingei, writteri'oct. 20, 1958. on 
"Spirit in self-Estrangement" "in Jlegel's Phenomenology of. Mind. 

5. "Final lecture on cind given by nunayevskaya .Jan. 
18, 1959, in a::e ·.!:iunayevsk~ya' s notes -for 
the talk. A discussion of Hegel's Absolutes, Marx's Absolutes and 
our age of absolutes; emphasis not ·on the "unity of Theory and 
Practice," but "the incompletion of each by itself." Includes re
examination of Dunayevskaya's 1953 Letters on.!IP.gel's A!1solutes. 

6. Dunayevskaya letter to Buttinger, written sept. 2, 1959. On 
progress on the new book. 

7. Dunayevskaya letter to Buttinge~, written Dec. 15, 1959. Written 
after Dunayevskaya' s return f.r.om a trip to Europe which included a 
conference of state-capitalist tendencies. (Documents from this 
trip are included in Vol. XII of the ounayevckaya Collection; .~ee 
#9364-9572.) Dunayevskaya reports on discussions .with Martin 
Mitligan',··.and possible collaboration with·him "on any work on 
Hegel." !\ 

8. Dunayevskaya letter to "Si" (Ch"'rles Denby), written March 10, 1969. 
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13755 

13759 

13761 

13764 

13768 

13772 

13773 
.. 

13777 

.-:,'·. 
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on Maurie~ Merleau-Ponty's ·"Marxism and 'i?i'lilosophy, 11 as 
Dunayevskaya "r~read it with Automation in mind." Denby was at 
that time working torn a News & Letters p&nphtet entitled 11 Workers. 
Battle Automation" 0.969,' i2S43). . 

9. "WOrlil View of the t<egro Question." Transcript of a lecture by 
Dunayevskaya·given May 14, 1969, "s part of a series of classes 
bOsed on.M&F. On the Black Dimension in Africa and America; 
develops ideas discussed in Dunayevskaya's 1959 work, "N3tioncilism, 
COrrmunism, Mar!::ist-Humanism and the Afro-Asian Revolutions" 
(12688). Transcript not corrected by ounayevskaya; tape ran out 
before conclusion of lecture. · 

10. Exoorpts from "From Organizational Co~scious~·ess to Ot·gcinization 
Building." Report to the Convention of News and Letter.,· Conmittees·, 
given by Dunayavskayu in Sept. 196!!. The section enti tied "The 
Average Man as Philosopher ar.d the New Book" contains the first 
public projection by ounayevskaya·of the wOrk that was FO become 
P&R. . .. 

. 

D. correspondence a~ci Notes on the Writing of Philosophy and R~vclution'" 
, OCtober, 1969 - June, 1961. · · 

1. "Letters ancj Sunmationsc of Hegelian Philosophy relative to new 
book, begun' 19/12/69, ended 1/26/61.'' '1\JO Ustfngs by ounayevskaya 
of her notes and correspondence which she considered work on w~t 
became P&R. Written January, 1961. Included in her list are several 
works wh~ch have appeared else~here in the punayevskaya Collection, 
and are not reproduced in this section. Ti!ese are: Letters on the 
Absolute Idea, 1953 (11797); Lecture at Leeds University on "Marx's 
Debt to Hegel," 1959 (19478); "Sunmaries· a.~ Hegel's Major 
writings," 1969~61, (12896). 

2. Dunayevskaya letter to Louis Gogel, written OCt. 12, 1969. On 
Gustav Wetter'S Diillectical Materialism, with c-?ncentration on 
Marxisnt and science. _ 

3. Dunayevskaya l~tter to Marcuse, written Oct. 16, 1959. On Bukharin, 
Hegel's Absolute Idea and liberation struggles in Africa. 

4. Dunayevskaya letter to Saul Blackman, written OCt. 17, 1969. A 
"rough outline" of the "points of the new book." To be read along 
with Dunayevskaya's letter to Marcu~ written one day earlier. 
Gives th~ new book the title: ".Philosophic Foundations of Man's 
Struggles for Freedom in Coll.lnial countries," though "no such tit!~? 
would actually be used. 11 

5• Dunayevskaya letter to Frank w. (Britain), written o:t. 20, 1960. 
Asks for books on "activity of the masses" in Africa. -· -- -<-

6. Dunayevskaya latter to Joseph Buttinger, written oct. 29, 1960. on 
's SCience of Logic, Encyclopedia of 

of Dunayevskaya'~ work on 
t~e struggles for freedom." 

7. Dunayevskaya letter to Saul Blackman, written oct. 25, 1959. on 
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13824 

•13833 

13832 

13833 
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conl~adictions within the Johnson-~'Orest Tendoncy from 1947 to 1953 
on the· ~egelian diaiectic d~ Marx's Hurnaoi&n. 

B. Olga Domanski letter to "Walt and Betty," written Nov. 12, 1960. A 
disc1.i'ssion (at ounayevskaya' s· request) of queSt: ions on science aqd . 
Marxism raised in Dunayevskayd's OCt. 12, 1960 letter ,to Louis 
Gog~l: on Einstein and "unified Held theory." 

! 

9. "The Philosophic FOundat! >ns for the Struggles for Freedom in the 
Latl.n American and Afro-Asian countries." Transcript of a lecture 
by Raya Ounayevskaya given· in, Detroit, Nov.: 13, 1950. '!:his is the 
fir'lt pre·s~ntation ·on ouuayevskaya's work on the new book. 
Transcript not corrected by Dunayevskaya. 

written Nov. 22, 1960. on 10. Dunayevskaya letter 
Bukharin's ~~~~~ 
discusses 

and Hegel'S ~bsolute Idea; 
on Hegel's Abso:tute:; and 

their expression 

11. ounayevskaya letter to Bess Gogol, written Nov. 29, 1960. Announces 
that she will end intensive work on the book and concentrate·.tm 
organizational work in this period. 

12. Dunayevnkaya ,lett~r. to A.N.L. (>;}na, written Dec. 16, 1960. On 
Daniel Bell'-s book, The End of Ideology; on Wina' s qU2Si:ions on 
.ideas•and freedom struggles in Africa. Wina was active· in 
1iheration.movements in Northern Rhodesia. ,. 

13. Marcuse le/''~ to ounayevskaya, 'vn:itten Dec. 22, 1960. A response 
to DunayevL<dya's letters·of oct. 16 and _Nov. 22, 19o0. 1\sks "whr 
you ni!ed the Absolute Idea to say what you want to say." In this 
period, had just completed her s~ty of "Hegel's 

and-was beginning'work on a summary of the 
th2 texts of these summaries, see #2806. 

14;· A.N.L. Wina letter to Dunayevskaya, written Jan. a, 1961. On 
Marxism in Africa and his view of Marxist-H,..tmaniSm. 

15. ounayevskaya letter to Morcuse, written Jan. 12, 1961. A response 
to Marcuse's letter of Dec. 22, 1960. On the Absolute •dea in Hegel 
and its ramifications in Marx, in Lenin, and in Dunayevskaya's Own 
W!,jrk. · 

16. ounayevskaya letter to Artllur (A.N.L.) Wina, written Jan. 17, 1961. 
on Marxist-H~.>rnanism in Africa, in the Hungarian Revol•Jtion, and in 
the u.s. 

17 .. Dunayevskayz,_ letter to "Dear Friends," written Jan. 25, 1961. On 
her surnrnatio11 of Hegel's science of LOgic, just completed. o"or 
Dunayevskaya's letter on he~ summary of Hegel's Phenomenology, see 
812333. 

18. Olga Domanski letter to Dunayevskaya, o:ritten Feb. 2, 1961. On 
Dvmanski's study of Dunayevskaya's letters to Marcuse and sumnaries 
of Hegel's works. This is the onl)" substantive response to the 
"philosophical letters" of OCt. 1S60 - Jan. 1961 that Dun&yevslcaya 
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19. "SOme Notes fot· saturday's PresentatiOII to the REB. II Notes by 
ounayevskaya Lor.a talk t~ the Resident Editorial Board of News and 
Letters Committees, given Feb. 4, 1961 in Detroit. On· her 1953 

.):.etters on .Hegel's l\bsolutus and the 196~-61 mm "philosophical. 
letters." Also incluCed here are Resident Editorial Board minutes 
~on ouOayE:vskaYa's'presentation, giveu Feb. 4, 1961. 

20. Dunayevskaya letter to Olga DorMnski, written Feb. 7, 1961. A 
<esponse to Domanski's letter. 'Jf Feb. 2, i96l •. on the Hegelian 
catego:des of Universal,, Particular, Individual. 

21. ounayevskaya letter to "COm. Spence" (Jonathan Spence) , 1~ritten 
Feb. 27, 1961. Opens discussion on Spence's ar~a of specialization 
-- China -- with . concepts from the Phenomenology ~f Mind which · 
relate to Mao Tse-tung. In this period ounayevskaya had just 
completed the third in her series of Hegel summaries, her notes on 
Heyel' s "smaller LOgic" from the Encyclopedia of Philosophical 
S.:iencas. 

,. 
ounayevskaya letter to Jonathan Spence, written June. 1, 1961. On 
the t•~ontext" of Dunayevskaya'S discussions with Spence on'China, 
the Absolute Idea. A discussion of Absolute Idea in Hegel's Science 
of Lo~ic; Dunayevskaya traces Hegel's text, r.elates it to Marx, to 
Lenin, and to post-World War II' freedom struggles. This letter 'was 
intended "as basis for my actual writing of .that chapter on the, 
Absolute Idea in my book•" For other. 1961 letters exchan(led by 
Spence and ounayevskaya, see #l279lff. 

~ ---

23;··· "A 'saef o'utline of the· New Book. oo' A "weekly Politi.cal Letter" 
wri ttun June 3, 1961 by ounayevskaya. Accompanies copies of 
Ounayevskaya's letter to Jonathan Spence; gives propo~d 
fron~ispiece quotes by Hegel and Marx for the book; outlines five 
parts. The "weekly Political Letters" series '!as hegun by 
ounayevskaya April 22, 1961, in response to the u.s.-sponsored "Bay 
of Pigs" invasion of CUba. After this letter was wr1tten, 
ounayevskaya drafted a first chapter of the "'"' book in outline 
form, entitled "Subjectivity of Self.-liberation." (114317) '..,,. 

E. Correspondence, Presentations and Notes on the Writiny of Philosophy and 
Revoluticn, September 1961 - December 1966. 

1. ounayevskaya lettt!r __ to Olga Domanski, written Sept. 21, 1961 
(excerpts). Suggestions for Domanski's sunrnation of the "Executive 
session" of the sept. 1961 News and Letters COI'Illittees Pleftum. On 
the relationship of the Work qn_~h~ new book to organization and to 
responses to current world ave-nts. 

2. ounayevskaya letter to Joseph Buttinger, written Oct. 1, 1961. On 
ounayevskaya's plans for her 1962 <rip to Africa and the way the 
African trip relates t.o the new book. Included also is 
Dunayevskaya's draft of the letter. 

_ .,_ 3. ouna:a·~vskaya letter to "Dear Frieno,s," written Nov. 29, 1961. On 
plans fer the Africa trip and organizational responsibilities. 
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ounayevskaya a~ks that h_er June. 3, 1961 Cntline of the new book be 
re-st.udied. In this i>er iod News and t.e'Cters ··coll111itte:es had just 
i?tJblishecl a hew pamphl.at, _"<· :., -!dom Riders Speak for- Themselves. 11 

4. Dunayevskaya letter to RiChard Barnstein, written Nov. 30, 1961. On 
Robert Tucker's Philosophy and Myth in Karl Marx; on. ounayevskaya's. 
,tg. 

5. Dunayevskaya letter to Richard Partes, written oec: 13, 1961. On 
Hegel's Phenomenology of Mind; on _what distirr,. Jisbes Hegel's 
Absolute Idea from those of other philosophers. 

6. ounayevskaya letter to Olga Domanski, written April 23, 1962. 
Written during Dunayevskaya's April-May 1962 trip to West Af~ica. 
(For letters written during this t~ip, see Vol. XII, 19573-9677.) 
Discusses the relationship between perspectives for the new book 
and the experience of the African trip. 

, _ 7 •. Report to the Resident Ecli todal Board (REa) of News and Letters 
C:Onmittees on "Some Ramifications of the African and British 
trips." Dunayevskaya's report was given July 10, 1962. Inclu9ed 

.bere are excPrpts from. the REB minutE's of that repnrt. 
··,! 

·8. ounayevskaya letter to Joseph liui:tinger, writ.ten Jan, 1, 1963. on 
11 the internalization of· the African experience" for the work on the 
book. In this Period Dunayevskaya was at work .on 'l\merican ' .. 
Civilization oii 'rrial;• · 

9. A. James Gregor letter to Dunayevskaya, written June 7, 1S63. A 
continuation of corr~spondence between ounayevskaya and Gregor, an 
author of articles on· Marx's 1844 manuscripts. Gregor conments on 
the Hege~-MarX relationship. 

10. ounayevskaya letter to A. James Gregor, written June 25, 1963. On 
subject-object concept in Marx's 1844 Manuscripts, and on the unity 
of Marx's outlook from 1844 through the writing of capital. 

11. ounayevskaya letters to Julius Jacobson, (New Politics, New York), 
written Oct. 3, 1963, and to George Heltai-cThe Review, Belgium), 
written Oct. 8, 1963. Dunayevskaya submits her review of: Jean-Paul 
sartre's Search for a Method for publicatio~. This review s~rved as 
the first draft of what became Chapter 6 of P&R, "Jean-Paul sartre: 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Outsider LOoking In." -

ounayevskaya letter to Bess Gogol, written Get. 19, 1963. On the 
relationship of the su~plement to Marxism and ~re=dom (second 
edition, 1964) on "The Challenge of Mao Tse-tung," to the work ."m 
the new book. 

ouna!'evskaya letter to Erich Fromn, written Nov. 21, -1963. An 
·rtppeal by Dunayevskaya "for a dialogue on Hegel betW~n t:s"; 
includes a discussion of Sartre and the section on "SPi:it in self
Estrangement11 from Hegel's Pheno~nology of Mind. 

ounayevskaya letter to A. James Gregor, written Jan. 19, 1964. on 
the ~~rx-Engels relationship and the different understanding each 
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had of the Heg~l!an dial">Ctic. 

15; ounayevskaya l<1tter to Eugene Walker, written Jan. 24,·1%4. A 
letter to the touth corrmit.tee 0\1 Ocnayevskaya' s archival m.1terial· 
from the early 1940s on Marx's Early Essays and Hegel, 

16. Dunayevskaya letter to Eugene ~lalker, written June 9, 196 i. Walker 
was then in Mississippi during Mississippi Freedom Summer. On 

· ~reuse• s l96B preface to Reason Bnd Revolution, especially on 
V.arcuse•s view of science and Dnnayevsk.:;~ya's. 

17. Dimayevskaya pr<>sentation on "Stewardship of Leadership" to 
Resident ~itorial Board of News and Letters Committees given July 
b, 1904 ·{excerpts). on •twnere we must begin on uncharted roads -
in the H53 Letters on the Absolute raea." 

18. Dunayevskaya letter to Bess C,agol aod Eugene ·Walker, written sept. · 
27, 1964. On Dulna:~e\rsl<aya' s re-reading of Marcuse' s l96fJ pr<;>face to 

the philosophic point that 

19. Dunayevskaya letter to Bess Gogol an1 Eugen~ Walker, written Oct. 
l, 1964. On "the philosophic problems of the new book." 
Dunayevskaya offers "an outline of one of the parts," tentatively 
tit:;,ed "Why Hegel? Why Now?" Suggests that the. title of the nell 
book· niight be "Philosophy and HUitJa.n .Libeiation." . . 

29. D~nayevskaya'letter to Harry McShane (Glasgow,· scotland), written 
Oct, l, 1964~ Asks his assistance with "philosophical problems of 
the new book. 11 

2L Dunayiwskaya letter to .Morgan ·Gibson, ·written Oc~. 6, 1964 ~ Oro .• 
Marx's view of "mode of ProductiOn"; on a philo!iophy for the 196Bs. 

22. oun3~vskaya letter to Morgan Gibson, written Oct. 22, 1964. on the 
.r'nature of the proletariat11 under state-capitalism; on suggestions 
for a study of the Hegelian dialectic. 

"' 23. Dunayevskaya letter·to Marcuse, written Oct. 27, 1964. An 
"informal

11 
outline of a chapter of "my new-work· (which I lean to 

calling "Philosophy and Revolution") that deals with "Why Hegel? 
Why Now?." 

24. Report: on "Philosophical Letters and .Trip to New York," :.Jiven by 
Dunayevskaya to REB meeting of News and Letters CommitteEs, Nov. 4, 
1964 (excerpts). Discussion of "~>hilosopl:ical letters written by 
Dunayevskaya in Se~t.-Oct., 1964. 

25, Dunayevskaya letter to Peter Bergmann, written Nov. 8, 1964. Asks 
for assistance with translation of a passage from Marx's 
Grundrisse. Dunayevskaya wished to check Marcuse's translation of 
this passa~e. (Bergmann's reply, including his translation, is 
includ~-d in the Chapter files for~ -- Marx, Section 2.) 

26. Ounayevskaya letter to "Dear Colleagues," Written Nov. 14, 1964. 
Accompanies Ounayevskaya's review of Marcuse's One-Dimensional C-ia!"~ 
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(The r.evi!'W was published in The Activist, 1964; and io included in 
Vol. XII of the Dunayevskaya Collection, il9069.) 

27. ouriayevskaya lettsr b Peter Bergman'.'• written Nov. 16, 1964. on 
Bergmann's translation of excerpts from' the Grundrisse; on the 
telationship of Luxenburg, Lassnlle, and Marx to Hegel,. 

28. "Special Meeting on the Philosophic Problems of the New Book." 
Report to the Resident Editorial Board of News and Letters 
Colllllittees given by Dunayevskaya, nov, 29, 1964, Included here are 
t~~ REB minutes. 

29. Duna}eVskaya lett~r to George Lic;theim, written Dec, 1, 1964. Asks 
for "~>hilosophic dialogue on Hegel"; sends him draft outline on 
"Subjectivity of self-liberation." 

39, Dunayevskaya letter to New York Review of Books, ~itten Jan, 21, 
1965, On GeOr![~ Lichlheim' s review (Jan. 26, 1965) of Wilfrid 
Desan's The Marxism of Jean-Paul Sartre. 

31. ounayevskaya letter to Charles A. Moore, editor, Philosophy East 
and W9st, written Jan. 26, 19€5. Sul:mits her article, "Sartre•s 
S..arch for. a'Method to l)ndermine Marxism," for publication. calls 

· It "chapter in my projecited work, tentatively entitl<id Philos~ .. 
and Revolution;" In March, 1965, DuL1::yev~kaya,.wrote a review of 
sartre's The Words for the Oberlin student journal, The Activist. 
(Th1s review is included in the Collection, f3363.) 

32. Dunayevskaya letter to ''Dear COlleagues," written July. 22, 1965. on 
her ·forthcoming trip· to Japan and the need to focus on the writing 
of the new book. In the preceding months, ounayevskaya had been at 
work.on a new pamphlet published by News and Letters eonmittees, · 
. "Th9 Free S~h Movement ~nd the ·Negro Revolution. 11 

33. ounayevskaya letter to Erich Fromm, written hug, 25, 1965. Asks for 
support from Frorrm for her request for a Guggeloheim Fellowship to 
complete Philosophy and Revolution. 

34. Erich Fromm letter to ounayevskaya, written Sept. -13, 196~. On the 
Guggenheim ~undation; on Sar.tre's autobiography. 

35. cunayevskaya lettei: to "Com. Yukiyama11 (Yoshimasa Yukiyama) ,,.·: 
written Sept. 14, 1965, On the post-World Ylar II world and ' 
the problems of revolutionary thought today; asks for a dielogue in 
advance of Dunayevskaya's tiip. 

36. Eri.ch Fromm letter to ounayevskaya, written Dec. 13, 1965. Sends 
his report to the Guggenheim Foundation on Ounaycvskdya. From 
November, 1965 through January, 1966, Dunayevskaya was on a trip to 
Hong Kong and Japan. For letters \tlritten during this trip, see 
#9678-9888. 

37. Tadayuki Tsushima letter to D"nayevskaya, written March 6, 1966. On 
his articles on state-c~Pitalism and on r~nin. 

36. Dunayevskaya letter to Tadayuki Tsushima, written March 13, 1966. 
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Asks fo[ Tsuohima's participation in a special issue o( News & 
Letters on State-capitalism. 

39. Dunayevskaya letter to Erich Fromm, .written May 16, 1966. On Marx's 
doctoral the:;is. on "The Differences ln _the Philosophies of 
Democritus and Epicurus"; on HEge.l's Phenomenology of Mind. 

49. Dunayevska~,ta letter to Yoshimasa Yukiyama, written May 22, 1966. 
Asks for a report on "works on the question of ·Hegel in Japan, 
postwar Japan." 

41. Ounayevskaya letter to Nat Simon, wri~ten May 26, 1966. Seeks 
copies of Georg Lukacs' ""~hat is Ort~1.odox Marxism?"; Gennan edition 
of Hegel's-Philosophy of Mind; Russia~ edition of Marx's doctoral 
thesis. 

42. 

43. 

.44. 

45. 

Yoshimasa Yukiyama letter to ounayevSkaya, written June 27, 
1966. Responds to Dunayevskaya's request for a report on Hegel 
:;tudies in Japan. 

"Stewardship of Leadership." Notes by ounayc'.''3kay2t for a report to 
the·Executive session of Convention of News·a~~ Letters COmmittees 
(excerp~s), given L'<!pt. 3, 1966. On the. develo!lll<!nt or"~sophy 
and Revolution and. its ramifications for organization • 

. '/ . 

Eugene Walker letter to ounayevsl<aya, written'ect. 17, 1966. 
conmeilts on Dunayevskaya' s just.:.compl~_i:ed essay I 11State-Capi tali~ . 
and Marxist-Humanism, or Philosophy a:.d Revolution·." · 

. . 
Dunayevskaya letter to Eugene Walke£, written Oct. 29, 1966. On the 
development of state-capitalist theory, 1949-56, "and how that led 
to Marxist-Humanism ... 

46. Dunayevsk:aya letter to "Dear Friend.s," written OCt. 21, 1966. On 
her re-reading of the articles by East Europeans in the symposium, 
SOcialist Humanism, edited by Erich Eramm. 

48. Dunayevskaya letter to "S" (East Europe), written Nov. ·25, 1966. 
Aaks him to attempt a draft ctapter of ~sophy and Revolution an 
"the relationship of the advanced to the technologically backward 
countries.'' Also included here are excerpts from Dunayevskaya's 
followcup letter, written Dec. 17, 1966, on the proposed cha~ter. 

F. COrrespondence, Presentations and Nolos on the Writing of Philosophy and 
Revolution, January, 1967 - August, 1968. 

1. Dunayevskaya letter to Harry McShane, written Jan. 11, 1967. s.>eks 
a copy of paper by Nikolai Bukharin to International Congress c€ 
the Hir.tary of SCience and Technology (London, 1931). 

2. Dunayevskaya letter to Olga uomanski, written Jan. 16~. 1967. During 
this period Dunayevskaya is completing the first draft: of what 
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beca.tle Chapt-~r 1 of P&R --on Hegel's ALsolutes. Ask.~ fat a typist 
to finish the mss. -

3. Dunayevskaya letter to Herbert Marcuse, written Jan. 19, 1967. 
Reports finishing her "draft chapter -:.n Hegel's Absolutes"; asks if 
he would be willing to comnent on it. 

4. Herbert Marcuse letter to ouu3yE!vskaya, written Jan. 25, 1967. · 
Agrees to read Dunayevakaya' s draft chapter·. 

5. ounayevsk&ya letter to Harry McShane, written Jan. 27, 1967. Sends 
McShane a copy of "a part of Ch. 2 of the book" [on Marx]. Asks 
McShane to •~reb for'a Hegelian in Britain willing. to comment on 
the chapter on Hegel's Absclutes. Tha following day, Dunayevskaya 
drafts a new Outline of Philosophy and Revol,.tion as a wl:ole. (For 
the text of the outline, see 14334.) 

.6. 
···: 

Dunayevskaya letter to 11Dear COlleagues," 1«itten \t:)·ari. 30, 1967. 
Reports completing "the fir~t ·and rrost difficult chapter of the· 
entire book, :Hegel's Absolutes as New-Beginnings"'~ gives outline· 
of ••hat became Part I of P&R, "Why. Hegel?' Why Now?"; asks for " 
conference in.each News and!Letters Committees local on the 
chapters on Hegel and Mar:.~. · 

7. cunayevskaya letter to Karel Kosik, written Jan. 3~, 1967. Sends· 
C?PY of. chapter on ''Hegel's Absolutes as New Beginnings"; asks for 
dlSCUSSlOn~ 

8. Dunayevskaya letter to Olga Domanski, written Feb. 12, 1967. sends 
first two sections of Chapter 2 [on ,Marx]. 

9. Dunayevskaya letter .to Eugene Walker, written Feb. 25, 1967. sends 
Chapter 3 [on Lenin]. 

10. Dunayevskaya letter to "Dear Friends," _written Feb. 25; 1967. 
R~:;;orts all three chapters o~ draft of "Part U - Why Hegel? Why 
Now?" -- are finished: discusses plans for "theoretical 
conrerenceS .. " 

11. Dunayevskaya letter to "S" (East Europe), written Feb. 16, 1967. A 
discussion of approaches to the "iaconomic chapter" of P&R which 11811 

was then drafting, -

12. cunayevskaya letter. to "Dear Friends" (in the Detroit local of News 
and Letters Committ~s), written March 13, 1967. On the nature of 
the proposed theoretical conferenr.e. · 

13. "Philosophic Conference on the New Book." Transcript of the 
Introduction to lecture cjiven by Dunayevskaya in Detroit, March 19, 
1967. Tranccript not ~~rrected by cunayevskaya. 

~ 14. Ounayevskaya letter to "Dear Friends, 11 written March 20, 1967. 
Giv~s an outline of P&R as a whole. -

15. Egon Lass letter to Dunay~vskaya, written June 4, 1967. comments on 
Chapter 1, ounayevskaya's draft chapter on Hegel's Absolutes, 
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especially on a point from her discussion or Hegel's three final 
syllogisms of his Philosophy of Mind. 

16. Dunayevskaya letter to Egon Lass, written June 12, 1967. On Hegel'~ 
p~inciple of "negation of negation." 

17. Richard Ashcraft letter to ounayevskaya, written June 14, 1967. 
Comments on Dunal~vskaya's draft chapter on Hegel. 

18. Dunayevskaya letter to "Dear COlleagues," written Aug. 6, 1967' On 
preparation for discussion of responsibilities of leadership at 
News and Letters.commi ttees Plenura; an analysia. of Regis Debray' s 
. ~~~~~PJif:.j Parts of this letter appear in 

N1 New Forces." 

19. ounayevskaya letter to Eugene Walker, written Aug. 9, 1967. On the 
urgent need to "gat:,eto: my writings" in outside publications, in 
letters, in ounayevskaya's own files. · 

2B. "S" (East Europe) letter to Dunayevskaya, m·itten Aug. 13, 1967. 
Encloses his draft of chapter on "economics," in three parts: 1) 
"State J>lannir.g"; 2) '.'Analysis of the Third World"; 3) 
"Relationship .of Industrialized World t.o Underdeveloped." 

21. Dunayevskaya letter to "S" (East Europe), written sept; 10, 1967 • 
COmments on his draft chapter, and asks for further reseorch. ' 

22. Dunay~vskaya lett~r tc; "Dear COlleague~:•• Written 5ept •. l7, 1967, 
Places herself· "off limits" for all work except work on the writing 
of P&R' 

23. Dunayevskaya letter to "S" (&!st Europe), written Nov. 13, 1967. On 
the relationship between ph~losophy and economics in the work on 
the book. Dunayevskaya reports beginl'ing >lOrk on drafting e chapter 
on economic reality today. 

24. Dunayevskaya letter to Bess Gogol, written Nov. 18, 1967. Or. 
theoretical problems which "arose in trying to write Chapter~l on 
the world economic situation." On the relationship of pl>ilosophy to 
economics, as Ounayevskaya critiques To_ny Cliff's article "Crisis 
in China," (International Socialism, 1967}. 

25. Charles Leinenweber letter to nunayevskaya, written Nov. 29, 1967. 
COnrnents on her draft chapter on "Leon Trotsky as Theoretician, 11 

which was completed Nov. 3, 1967. 

26. Noarn Chomsky letter to Dunay~·lskaya, lo'ritten Dec. 3, 1967. A"ks to 
read draft chapter on Leon Trotsky. During this period, 
ounayevskaya completed her "Notes for a series of lectutcs on Lenin 
on Hegel's Science of LOgic (#3&85). · 

• 27. Dunayevskaya letter to New York Review of Books, written·liec. 19, 
1967. COnments on Conot' Cruise O'Brien's article on the "tragedy C'f 
Biafra" (Dec. 21, 1967). Portions of this letter appea" in Chapter 
7 of~, 11 The African Revolutions and the World Economy." 
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28. Dunayevskaya letter to Charles··Leinenweber, written Dec. 27, 1967. 
A response to his critiqua of the draft chapter on Leon Trotsky. 

29. Dunayevskaya letter to "S" (East Europe), written Jan. 29, 1968. 
Requ2sts a cop_y of Marx's Grlnxb:!sse in P.uzr:i.;::n ~dition; ~1ar£' a 
origines! conclusion .to "Jof. I .of capital, known as lrChaPter 6. 11 

Comnents on difficulties in writing the chap::~r on 11econ01ntcs." 

39. 
'. .. ~ 

;,Qn Che Guevara ... Tr"anscript of' co~ent5 by· ounayevskaya, given 
Jan. 25, 1968, at the Detroit local of News ·,nd Letters COnmittees, 
after the r.nirder of Che Guevara. •rrariscript not corrected by 
ounayevskaya. 

31. ounayevsJ:aya letter to Russell Gilmore, State Historical Society of 
Wisconsin, written Jan. _29, 1968. on ounayevskaya's doc•Jments on 
the history of the theory of state-capitalism, and the possibility 
that she might donate them to that repository. 

32. ounayevskaya letter to Alfonso Roberts, written Jan. 29, 1968. On 
Louis Althusser•s essay, "Contradiction and OVerdetermination." 

33. );.::· 
Uunayevskaya letter to 11Dear Friends,''. t~·:citten Feb.:..-23,: 1968. sends 
draft chapter, on today's ecoric.OJ!ic ·reality as wri~ten :by 11 8" (East 
l!urope) for stuay. Reports that she is working on her own 'draft of 
the same chapter, but that neither chapter will be Part I of the 
book; Hegel 11 is where ··we will haVe to ~tart.''. · ·.'_,... 

. . I' 
,. f' / 

34. ,Richard llshcraft letter to ouna~vskaya, uritten March 12, ·1968. 
Conments on draft Chapter a~ "Leon Trotsky as Theoretician." 

35. ounayevskaya letter to Richard Ashcraft, written March 19, 1968.'· 
Response to his c~itique of_draft chapter on Trotsky; discussion of 
new draft_ of Lenin chapter. 

35. ounayevskaya-ietter to "Dear Friends~"' written March 19, 1968. 
Accompanies dra"ft of "Economic Reality and the Dialectics of 
Liberation"; questions whether it will be in Part I of the book. 

37. Dunayevskaya letter to "S" (East Europe), written March 21, 1968. 
Sends her draft chapter on "economic reality"; compares her 
approac_h in }'his chapter to his draft on the ,same subject. 

38. Dunayevskaya lette< to Bess 

39. 

"procedure I now follow o•nn:u*~~~~1~~~~~~~ futute work on the book. D 
draft of Chapter 1, on Hegel. 

plans tor 
a second 

ounayevskaya letter to "Dear COlleagues," written May 24, 1968. On 
theoretical and organizational perspectives from th~ vantage.point 
of "beginning from the Absolute." ! 

: './: 
' ' 

4 

40. Dunayevskaya letter to "Dear Colleagues," written May: 28, . .l~513. On m as the "rost concrete of all the tasks" facing Out.!?yc{~_k~ya "as 
leader of a revolutionary organization." ·. ---

41. oun~yevskaya letter to Ivan SVitak, written July 31, 1968. on 
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events in Czechoslovakia and the need to "establish purely 
philosophic .relations among Marxist~." · 

42. Ivan SVitak letter to Dunayevskay3, written Aug. 12, 1968. Reports 
that he read Dunayevskaya's Marxism and Freedom about "three years 
ago, and, soinetine I will_ shOw you an.artlcle where thet"e is a 
qtiotat~ryn from your work, e.g., on your qUestion of whether man can 
be free in nowadays society." 

G. correspondence, Presentatioris and Notes_ on the Writing of Philosophy ~nd 
Revolution, October, 1968 - April, 1973. 

1. Dunayevskaya letter to "near Fdends," written Oct. 13, 1968. 
Reports on' progress toward completing t"' "draft of P&R·- second 

.draft for most chapters, and first for i:l·ose chapter'Sthat have 
heretofore boon only in my mind." Sends tile•second draft of 
"Chapter 1, Hegel's Absolutes as New Beginnings." 

2. Dunayevskaya letter to "Dear Frien<i:.," written Oct. 13, 1968. A 
!allow-up to the precedirlg letter; on 11<;>rganizat'.i.~nal · 
responsibilities of -~,.,.dership in matters of philo:;ophy." 

· 3. Dunayevskaya letter to "Dear COlleagues," written Oct. 23, 1968 •. On 
cha.nt;;er-;.~in the form of the bookJ s1nds _new secti9n of Chapter 2,· on 

·the Gi:undrisse • 

. 4. Dunayevskaya letter to "De<\r Frient5s," written Oct. 25, 1968'., On 
Marx's Grundrisse and its relevance today. 

,I ,. ' 

5. Olga Domanski letter to Bonnie McFadden,. written Oct. 26, 1968. 
.... Outlines Part I of ~--as a whole; asks for h~lp with typ_ing. 

6. Ounayevskaya letter to. "Dear COlleagues,"-written Nov. 28, 1968. 
Draft·. of '~the call foi: the Black-Red COnference" to be held in 
Detroit, Jan., 1969. For the report on the conf.erence, at which 
Dunayevskaya presented thenes from P&R to Black workers and civil 
rights activists, see 14338. -

7. ounayevskaya lette_r~ to "Dear Friends, 11 writt~n Dec. 7, !968. Sends 
out the Introduction to Part II of P&R: "Th~ Interregnum: Void and 
Retrogress~on vs. Movement from Practice"; gives Outline for Part 
II. Also included here are excerpts from the Resident Editorial 
Board minutes of Dec. 15, 1968, on Part II. 

8. ounayevskaya letter to Will Stein, written Jan. 3, 1969. Responds 
to Stein's notes on Dunayevskaya's dratt of Chapt"r l of P&R • 

9. ounayevskaya letter to 11 Dear Friends," written March 7, 1969. On a 
'•possible re-structuring" of ·parts II and It I of P&R. 

18 .. Ounayevskaya letter to "Dear Friends, 11 written July 5, 1969. 
Reports that she has just completed the preparation of her archives 
for donatio;. ·to Wayne State University Archives of Labor a!Y.l Urban 
Affairs; discussee the whole period 1941-55 as "Marxist-Humanism." 
During this period ounayevskaya also wrote another Oocument 
sunmarizing her work, "The Newness of Our Philosophic-Historic 
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14884 

14886 
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Contribution," 14407. 

11. "Philosophy aOa Leadership." Notes for a presentation by 
ounayevskaya· to Executive Session of News .and ·Letters Conmittees 
Plenum, Aug. 31, 1969. Also includeG is an abb~avlatea transcript 
of·Dunayevskaya's report. 

12. Dunayevskaya le~ter to Euger.e Walker, 'Mike Connolly, and Will 
Stein, written Oct. 14, 1969. On archives of Harxist-Humanisrr. "as a 
continuing, living experience." 

13. ounayevskaya ietter to Harry ~~Shbn~, written Oct. 27, 1969. On 
ounaycvskaya's relationship with TOn1· Cliff, and on state
capitalist theory. Asks McShane to obtain A.V. Miller's new 
translation of Hegel.'s Science of ~!g for her. 

14. ounayevskaya letter to "S" (East Europe), written Oct. 27 •· 1969. 
Asks for discussion on "philosophy and reality" in East Europe. 

15. Dunayevskaya lett~r to Nick Ternette, written Dec. 8, 1969. 
Discussion of the history of Marx's Grundrisse, part of which . 
Dunayevskaya had/sent to Ternette· for translation as possible 
appendix to l?&R.\ : -,;_-:.:. 

16. Mihailo Markovic ,letter to Dtmayevskaya, written Jan. 2, 1978. 
eomnents on dr&ft of Chapter .1 of PiiR, on Hegel. · 

• ' \ • . I-;' ,,· 

17. ounayevskaya letter to Fredy Perlman, w<itten Jan. 4, 1978. · 
RE!sp<ihse to Perlonan's critique of several draft clv.lpters of P&R; a 
discussion of Hegel, Sartre and Marx· in the book. -. 

18. ouna~v-skaya lettei:- to ?.it-..ailo ~iarkovic, written Jan. 7, 
1978. ·aesponds to Markovic's critique of Chapter l of P&R; on 
Hegel's Absolutes and their r~ifications for M•rx and Lenin. 

20. Dt.:nayevskaya letter to "Dear C0lleagues 1
11 \·liitten Feb. 2, 197rcJ. 

Reports finishing third draft of Chapter l.; comments on her 1953 
letters on Hegel's Absolutes as cause of ·the break-up of 
Correspondence Comni ttees. 

2L Dunayevskaya lette.r ·to J.N, Findlay, written Feb. 9, 1978. On !l:;>gel 
as "a contemporary of ours"; outlines Part- I of P&R·. In the · 
following three weeks, Dunayevskaya completEd a 'SeCond <!r'lft Of' 
Chapter 3,.on Lenin. 

22. ounayevskaya letter to Paul Piccone, Telos, written May 7, l~·i8. on 
the title of her article on Lenin, submitted to Telos for 
publication. The article was published by Telos (Spring, 1976), and 
is already included in the ounayevskaya COllection, #4516. 
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23. ounayevskaya letter to Paui Piccone, written Aug~ 1, 19'i3. Accepts 
Piccone'~ invitation· to discuss ·her work on P&R at the Telos 

;conference,. o=t. 1979. :tl~\l ili~htt.it::=U. is a 1(£-.-s.n 'l'tit~te!l' Aug. 1, · 
1973, on Dunayevskaya's relationship with Paul Buhle; ana a 
tentative schedule of the conference. 

24. Dunaye<vskaya letter to Mihailo M<irkovic, wri.tten Sept. 15, .l97C. 
Asks if he would be interested in working on a;chapter 011 "the 
relationship of philosophy to revolution in East Europe." 

25. Report em ;'The First· Telos International Conference: The New 
f.larKism," Telos, (Fall, 1970). Excerpts from report on the 

· conferenca"'l'il'i<h!ch D•mayevskaya participated, as written up by 
Paul Piccone .. 

26. ounayevskaya letter to John Alan, written oct. 26, 1970. Asks for 
his collaboration in work on a new last chapter of P&R, on 
11 the_ Blac_k Dimeusion at home rather than abroad." -

27. ounayevskaya letter to "Dear Fi-iends,",written Nov. 11, 1979. on 
jnst-completed second draft of Ch~pter 2, on Marx. 

28. o'unayevskaya letter to "Dear Colleagues," written Nov. 14, 197"· 
Qr>, thg methodological pioblern6)of Part n, which she now tiegan to 
re'-write. · .~/ · 

'· •.. 

29. Dunayevskaya" letter to ",Jade," written Dec. 6, 1973. Written during 
the re-wr"ting of the chapter on Mao, Dunayevskaya conments on 
Joseph Levenson's last article in China Quarterly (1969) ,., 
"COnrnunist Chin·a in Time and Space: Roots and Rootlessness." 
Levensol) hail just died. · 

Dunayevskaya letter .to Mihailo Markovic, written Dec. 9,. 1973. On 
the need for a chapter in Part III of P&R on East.Europe in the 
period since 1963. -

<. 
31. Dunayevskaya letter to John Alan, written Dec. le; 1976. Reports 

finishing the chapter on Mao; suggests preparation for tt.eir 
collaboration on Chapter 9, "New Passions and New E'orces." 

32 •. Dunayevskaya letter to "Dear Friends," written Dec. 14, 1973. On 
the completion oi the sgcond draft of Part II of P&R, with the 

-except ion of the chapter on Sar tre. -

33. Will Stein letter to Dunayevskaya, wr.itten Jan. 4, 1971. Asks for 
clarification of the relationship between revolutionary 11 subjects" 
and "philosophy of revolution." 

34. Dunayevskaya letter to Will Stein, liike Connolly, and !lonnie 
· McFadden, written Jan. 15, 1971. Response to Steh:' s letter of Jan. 

4, 1971. on· the relationship between subjects of reli0lution and a 
philosophy of liberation. 

)) 

35. Dunayevskaya letter to Olga Domanski, .written Feb. 4, 1971. On the 
Hegelian con:.:epts of "Fact" and "Ground11 in the 115maller ~·" 
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36 • .:;.,hn Alan letter to Dunayevskaya, "ritten Feb. 23, 1971~ COnment~ 
on Chapt~r 9, "New PasSions and New Forces''; on "Black masses as 
vanguard. 11 TWO days eEl.rlier, cunayevskaya 'met -with women's 
Liberationists to discuss Part III of P&R. · 

37. ounayevskaya letter to ·Jon:: Alan, written. March 3, 1971. Response to 
Jlo.l~n~!'- lett~r ·of. Feb. 23, 197:i.. 

38.· ounayevskaya letter.t<> Richard Greeman, written March 5, 1971. Asks 
Greeman (in Par~s) to obtain Reinhart Klemens Maurer's Hegel und 
das Ende der Geschichte (1965) • 

39. ounayevE!<a:;a letter to Ron Brokmeyer, wr!.tten March 10, 1971. Asks 
fat tranJlaHor. of pp. 85-~0 of Maurer's book; discusses the 
importance of the three final nyllogisms of Hegel's 
Mind, on whh;h Maurer is comnenting in those pages·. 
turn, asked Fred Ehrmann to carry out the translation work. 

40. ounayevskaya lettei. to 11Dear COlleagues;~C W'tlttan ?J'.a:ch .27, 1971. 
On "leader.ship responsibilities" as 1;ielatf,.i"nship to· P&R.

11 
· 

41. Mihailo Markovic letter to ounayevskaya, written May ~3, 1971 • 
COmnents on just-completed draft of Chapter 8 of P&R, on "State- · 
capitalism and the East European Revolts." - . 

. ·.~' 

42. "S" (East Europe) letter to Dunayevskaya, written June 6, 1971. 
· Cotrments o10· draft of cChapter 8. of P&R, especially on the Polish 

43. 

44. 

45. 

workers' revolt of 1970-71. · - · 
, , '· • • - . • • r-

Dunayevskaya letter to John O'Neill, written May-25, 1971. Reports ·· 
she has just finished Chapter 9, arid that "the book as a whole" is 
completed. Includes a brief "contents pageu Of all nine chapters. 

·O'Neill was at that time at work on· a Preface to P&R. 

Dunayevskaya letter to Olga Domanski, written sept. 20, 1971. Asks 
Domanski to correct the contents page of P&R to reflect the new 
title ounayavskaya had just chosen for Chapter 1 -- "Absolute 
Negativity as New Beginning." ounayevskaya was at this time working 
on final editing of all the chapters •··f P&R. 

ounayevskaya letter to Bess Gogel and Eugene Walker, written OCt.' 
5, 1971. Proposes issuing a special PamPhlet-of her 1953 LettP.rs on 
Hegel's Absolutes; discusses Hegel's three final syllogisms of 
Philosophy of Mind. 

46. Hayden White letter to ounayevskaya, written No~. 5, 1971. Comments 
on Chapter 1, on Hegel. 

47. ounayevskaya letter to Hayden White, written Nov. 9, 1971. On the. 
sartre chapter of P&R •. Dunayevskaya had just completed a drDft of 
har Introduction to P&R on Nov. 7, 1971~ -

48. Peter Bergmann letter to ounayevskaya, written Nov. 10, 1971. 
Argues against Ounayevskaya's thesis: "Why Hegel? Why Now?." 

49. Dunayevskaya letter to Richard Huett, Dell Books, written Jan. 31, 
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14165 

14166 
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1972. s~.1ds the finished mss. of ill• 
·i--. 

58. Dunayevskaya letter to the National Editorial Board of N>iws and 
Letters Camnittees, written Feb. l, 1972, Reports that' the book has 

·been mailed ·to publi!Jhers; asks for ''internalization'' of it .;.s 
11historic transition--point"; discusses thr.-~ final syllogisms of 
Hegel's _Philosophy of Mind. · 

51. Dunayevskaya letter to McKim Steele, .written May 16, 1972. On the 
role of intellectuals in the revoLutionary movement. 

52. Hayden White letter to Dunayevskaya, written May 31, 1972. Camnents 
on Chapter 2 of P&R, on Marx. 

•' 53. Dunayevskaya letter to Hayden White, written July 15, 1972. Reports 
that she has signed a contract for the publication of P&R with 
Dell; discu~~s White's critiqUe of chapter on Marx. - · 

54. Dunayevskaya letter to John O'Neill, written July 17, 1972. Reports 
. that Dell wil\ not agree to print O'Neill's preface. 

55. Richard Huett letter to D~.nayevskaya, written July 18, 1972. 
Objects to Dunayevskaya's proposed sub'-title for P&R -"Marxist-
Humanism.'' . - . 

56. Richiord Huett letter. to Dunayevskaya, written Aug. 1, 1972. 
Suggests sub'-ti tle for ill• 

57. Richard Uuett letter to Dum>ycvskaya, written Sept. 1, 1972' 
Editorial comuents and suggestions on Part I. of P&R. · 

58. Richard Huett letter to Dunayevskaya, written Nov. 2, 1972. 
,.Editorial comnents and suggestions on Parts II and. III. 

59. Richard Huett letter to Dunayevskaya, written Nov·. 3, 1972. 
suggests eliminating the Appendix (translation from Marx's 
Grundrisse), and the chapter on Sartre. 

60. Dunayevskaya letter to Richard HuP.tt, written Nov. -13, 1972. 
Explains why she cannot agree to drop the Sar>.re chapter. 

' -~--
61. Dunayevskaya letter to Richard Huett, written Nov. 17, 1972. 

Responds to Huett's suggestions on Parts II and III. Included here 
also is Dunayevskaya•s letter of t~-.... v. 17, 1972 to the editorial 
staff at Dell, detailing mss. changes. 

62. Richard Huett letter to Dunayevskaya, written Nov. 27, 1972. Fiolal 
editorial questions and comments; suggests sub ~tjtle for P&R: 
"From Hegel to Sartre, and from Marx to Mao.'' -

63. Duna}~vskaya letter to Richard Huett, written Nov. 29, 1972. 
Response to editorial suggestions and proposal on sub-title •. 

64. Peter Bergmann letter to Dunayevskaya, written Dec. 14, 1972. On 
his opposition to ounayevskaya's argument for "Why Hegel? Why Now?" 
Included here are both the handwritten original and a typed 
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. 14188 

14189 
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transcript. 

65. Dunayevskaya letter to Peter Bergmann, written Dec. 22, 1972. Brief 
response to his critique. The full texts of both Bergmann's 
critique and Dunayevsknya's response are included in Vol. XII of 
the COllection, ll0093. 

65. Erich ~omm letter of cunayevskaya, written Jan. 8, 1973. Offers to 
-~r.tte a statement on~- for use by the publisher. 

67. Iring Fetscher letter to Dunayevskaya, written Jan. 18, 1973. sends 
comnents on his reading of the mss. of P&R. Included here ·•re 
FetsclJer's detailed comnents. some of thehandnotes on the comnents 
are ~tscher's~ others are by Dunayevskaya. 

68. Dunayevskaya letter to Iring Fetscher, written Jan. 27, 1973. 
Response to Fetscher's critique of her ~ss. 

69. "Dear Friends," written Feb. 12, 1973. On 

~~~r~~~~Ya=a~sa~~~~ Builder"; on the n1 s concept of organization. 

70. Harry McShane letter to Dunayevskaya, written March 4, 1973. On his . 
own remembranc..-es of Lenin and Kautsky on organization in the J?~e
world War I period. Included here are b<Jth the handwritten or'iginal 
and a typed transcript. - · 

-'. 
71. Dunayevskaya letter to Harry McShane, written ~~rch 9, 1573. 

. Responds to McShane's leti:er of March 4, 1973. on the "dichotomy 
between philosoph.~{: aGe. organization" in Lenin. · 

72. 
),' 

- II -/ 
Erich Fromm telegram to cunayevskaya, wJ:itten !-larch 25, 
Suggests, four -editorial corrections in the mss. ··-

1973. 

73, Dunayevskaya'letter to Richard Huett, written-April 9, 1973. 
Returns galley proofs for Part_ II of P&R; notes major 
transpositions in the sequence of Chapter S, on Mao Tse-tung. 

Section IV "Rosa Luxemburg, women's Liberation, and Marx's Philosophy of 
Revolution"-

. A. Draft ·1~i ties' ·and Tables of COntents for "Rosa Luxemburg, Women' o 
Liberation, and Marx's Philosophy of Revolution" 

In the Spring of 1975, Raya Dunayevskaya was invited to give a· 
series of lectures on women's liberation at Che ·uniVerSity Center for 
Adult Education in Detroit, Michigan. Doring these lectures, which 
were entitled "Women as Thinkers and as Revolutionaries," 
Ounayevskaya announced plans to write a '1new book" on this subject. 
From the Fall of 1975 to the F::ll of 1978, she engaged in preUon.inary 
research on the book, and drafted six possible titles.· Dunayevskay,, 
began to write draft chapters in sept., 1978. These draft chApters 
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14192 

14193 

14194 

14196 

14197 

14198 

14199 

14293 

B. 

.:_, 

were accompanied by five different proposed Tables of COntents of the 
book, written from May,, 1989 through September, 198L 

1. Dr'a.ft titles fOr the "new book." A list of proposed titles created 
by l)unayevskaya fro:n October, 1975 through septembe<, 1979. 

2. Table of contents as written May 5, 1989. 

3. Table of COntents· as printed in the "Official Coll for Convention" 
of News and Letters COmmittees, June 1, 1983. 

4. Table of contents as writte.n tlov. 3, 1983. 

5. Tabie of COntents as wri.tten Dec. 16, 1989. 

6. Table of COntents as written March 17, 1981. 

7. Table of contents as written September 5, 1981. Also included bet"· 
is Dunayevskaya's draft for that Table. of Contents. 

' ' 
At the coqpletion of the writing of Rosa Luxemburg, Women's 

Liberation, and M•rx's Philosophy of Revolution, ounayevskaya asked 
her secretary-colle;,gue, Olga Domanski, to collect all of the 
materials used in the writing of the book, and organize tliem into 

· "chapter files," p.:~ttern<!d on the files Dunayevskaya had organized 
herself during the writing of Philosophy and Revolution. Domanski 
•:rea ted these chapter files in- the Fall of 1982 •. The files included: 

Jl) reading notes on .books and articles studiad by Dunayevskaya; 2) a 
~-_/.small amount of correspondence concerning the ~iting ot'.the ~~g;,· 3;'. 

notes and texts erom presentations given during the writing of the 
book; 4) texts of articles written by others, takem from books, 
journals or bewspapers, and often marked with Dunayevskaya's 
marginalia; 5) translations of works from Russian, Polish, German 
and French, bo\:h by ounayevskaya and by others. 

ln this section, the chapter files are presented as they were · 
created by Olga Domanski. The names given to files which are not 
strictly "chapter files,~ were assigned by Domanski. Two kinds of 
documents have been excluded from the files as presented here: l) 
translations ·~f articles by Marx, Luxemburg and others which ~~rE not 
made by Dunayevskaya; and 2) texts of published articles by others which 
Dunayevskaya marked up. 

L Chapter 1 

a. Notes on "'rhe Fifth LOndon COngress of the RSDRP (P.ussian 
SOcial-Democratic Labor Party), 1963 edition of the original 
1909 publication of the 1937 COngress." Notes on speeche• by 
Lux~urg, Lenin, Trotsky. Also includes Dunayevskaya•s notes on 
references to the 1937 COngress in Trotsky's History of the 
Russian Revolution. 

b. "References to the Fifth Congress (Pyatyi Syezd P.SDRP)." Notes 
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14214 

14218 

14225 

14229 

14238 

14239 

14246 

14248 

14251 

14258 

14259 

14261 
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from V.I. Lenin's Col.lected Works, Vol. 12, Jan.-June, 1907; 
from Leon Trotsky's My Life;. from Angelica Balabanoff, · 
Impressions of Lenin; from Isaac Deutscher, The PrOphet Armed. 
1\lso, included are notes fr.om "Minutes of the ~·ifth Congress, 
IJOntents of the sessions." Extenaive hundnotes by ~·u~ayevskaya 
on these readi~ notes are. included, as well as urunarked copr of 
the reading notes. 

c. NotP.s ·an "Vol,. 12 of Len.in•s COlleCted works, Jan.-June,· 1907," 
1962 English language edition. Also included are quotations by 
Lenin from Vol. 12. 

d. Nob:;s on soloroon M. SChtarz, •,1le Russian Revolution of 1905 
(1S67). This docume:·t: ie. marked "2nd version. 11 Also included is 
a fragment from a 11 31. ~ \ ~~r.l•:>n -of my notes on St:=hwartz• s The 

. Russian Revol:.J.tion of ..1.~ \ •. .. -

e. Notes on VSkar Anwiler, ~d-.e Sovil:!ts: The Russtan Workers, 
Peasants an<l SOldiers Coui~ells, 1905-21 (1971), 

g. Lecture notes from a speech by ounayevskaya on the l905,Russian 
·'Revolution, given at Russian Institute, Columbia University, 

Jan• 33, 198£ •. ~"ragment only. 

h. Translation by ounayevskaya of Ro<:a Luxemburg's "Concluding 
remarks" to the 1937 Congress of the RSDRP. Speech given to '24th 
sesoion of the Congress. TWo drafts of Dunayevskaya•s 
translation are included here, Extracts from this·speech ar.,aar 
in Chapter 1 of ounayevskaya's'book. 

2. Chapter 2 

a. Nates on Dick Howard, selected Political Writings of Rosa 
Luxemburg (1971). 

h. ·N~1t·.=i~ vr.. Norman Geras, The Legacy ilf Rosa Luxemburg (1976). 

c. N9tes on Mary-Alice ~laters, Rosa Luxemburg Speaks (1973). 

d. Nates on carl E. Schorske, German SOcial Democracy, 1905-17 
(1955). Fragment only. 

e. Not&s on Olga Hess Gankin and H. H. Fisher, The Bolsheviks and 
the World War (1943). These notes were c<eated by Dunayevskaya 
in 1948. 

3. Chapt,,E..J 

a. Hates on· "The Accumulation of capital an Anti-Critique, by 
Rosa LuY.emburg, and Imperialism and the Accumulation. of capital, 
by N. I. Bukhar!n. Edited and with an Introduction by Kenneth J. 
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14278 

14281 

14285 

14288 

14290 

14300 
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i 14301 
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14303 

143~6 

Tarbuck." (1972). TwO sets of notes on this book are included. 

b. Notes on Rosa Luxariburg, The Accumulation of capital, trans. by 
Agnes SChwarzchild (1951). 

Brief 

d. "The Dialectic (specifically Science of Logic, even more 
specifically Section 3 of Vol. 2, and most specifically the 
Absolute Ideo) vs. the Methodology of Luxemburg."·Dunayevskaya's 
notes begin with a reference from Roman Rosdolsky, The Maki>l<J of 
Marx's capital (1977). 

e. Notes on Rosa Luxemburg, "Organizational Questions of the 
.Russian Social Democracy~' (l.904), as published in ·Dick Howard, 
5elected Political writings of Rosa LUY.emb~ (1971). 

f. Notes on Edward Thomas Wilson, Russia and Black Africa Before 
World War II (1974) • 

4. Chapter 4 

a. Notes on Horace Davis, ed., The National Question: SCl~ted 
writings by ~osa Luxemburg (1976). 

b. Notes on Bertram o. Wolfe, ed., The Russian Revolution and 
~~~TI~~~MJ~.~(~writings by Rosa Luxemburg), 19Gl'.edition. 
( Marxism?" was ·not Luxemburg's~ her title 
was "Organizational Questions <lf the Russian Social Dsnocracy.") 

d. Translation by oun:.~yevskaya of v. I. Lenin, "One Step Forward, 
TwO Steps Back," from Lenin, COllected Works, Vol. 30 (Russian 
editiori), 1932. Copy marked 11 Rough transia£1on"; probably 
created in the 1940s. 

e. Quotation from Hegel, Science of Logic; Johnston and Struther.s 
edition, (1929). On Hegel's view of 11Causality." nunayevskaya 
wrote at tcp of page: "Quotations appended to Org[anization] 
chapter. 11 

f. "Excerpt on Rosa Luxemburg from a letter on Trotsky, written 
oct.l4, 1948." A mimeographed publication of part of a letter 
written by Dunayevskaya. The full text of the letter is in,luded 
in the Dunayevskaya Collection, 11326. 

g. ·~c;tes on v.r'. Lenin, CollElc:ted works, Vol. 19. ounayevskaya's 
extracts of Lenin's critiques of Luxemburg on ~~e National 
Question. 

h. Notes on Wolfgang J. Monmsen, Theories of Imperialism, (1980). 
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i .. Notes on Walter Held, 110nce Again, Lenin and Luxemburg~'' Fourth 
International, June, 194~. 

j. "Lenin and Junius: the Juniu!;; Pamphlet .. " Notes·by·cunayevskaya 
on v.r; Lenin, "The Pamphlet by ,Junius" (1916), as published in 
English translation in Lenin's Collected Works, Vol. 19, (1942). 

k .. Notes on E .. J. Sinm:ms, ed., COntinui.ty and Chang,_• in Russian and 
soviet Thoughf (1955). 

5. Chapter 5 

a. Notes on Eric Waldman, The Spartacist Uprising of 1919 (1958). 

b. "The Revolution Starts." An e~rly draft by ounayevskaya of the 
last section of Chapter 5 of the book, on the period from 
November 1918 to January 1919. Frag~·~ts only. 

c. "Ll.st excerpts from Nettl re: German Revolutio11." Notes by 
Dunayevskaya on Chapters 16 and 17 of J.P. Nettl, Rosa Luxemburg 
(1966). Affixed to the top of the,first page of notes is a · 

_:.___'-' quotation fropt H~el's Science of Logic on '~cause."_ 

d. Notes on Luxemburg, Letters from Prison, (1966). 

e. Notes on J.P. Nettl, ROS'l Luxemburg (Chapters 14 and 15 of Vol • 
II only.) 

6. Chapter 6 

a. Dunayevskaya letter to Diane Lee, written Ja11. 
response to tee's "second Thoughts" on ttie. by 
Toni cade· (1~70). Also included is Lee's ·~S;;;;;~cF¥~igii~:'ii 

b. Dunayevokaya lette:- to "Dear-Colleagues," Y~ritten Jan. 30, 1981. 
On the need to dewJte a whole "Part II" of the book to wotnen's 
r.iberation. Also included is the first draft c.f the letter, and· 
a response to it written by Eugene Walker, on Feb. 12, 1981. 

c. "The Black Dimension (to be put in after the 1907 Congress) • " 
An early draft of a .section of Chapter 6 of the book; it was 
evidently written ori;,-inally to folla<l discussion of the 1907 
COngress of the RSDRP in Chapter 1. 

d. Notes on Elzbieta Ettinger's use of the expres.;ion "Women's War" 
to refer to the 1863 Polish insurrection, in ~ttinger's comrade 
and Lover (1979) , 

e. Notes on Bell Gale Chcvigny, The WVman and the Myth: iiargaret 
~uller's Life and writings (1976). 

f. Notes on Werner Thonnessen, The Emancipation of Women (1973). 

g. Notes on Eleanor F1exner, CElntury of Struggle (197.2) .-

h. Notes on 11 W010en and Russia": Dorothy Atkinson, Alexander callin 
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14368 

14362 

14363 

'14365 

\' 

14366. 

14370 

14374 

14376 

14377 

14378 

14387 
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and Gail Warshcfslcy ·Lapidus, WOmen in Russia (1977). 
ounayevskaya's notes concentrate on articles by Alfr~ G. Me~er 
ar~ Richard Stites;- Richard Stites, The ~~n's Liberation 
Movement· in Russia (1978); Jaqueline Heinen, "Kollontal ·ani! the 
HiE;tory of women's Oppression," New Left Review IllS· (1978). 

i. "Brief Sunmary of Talk Given by Raya cunayevskaya to Wayne State. 
University Women's Liberation, Hatch 7, 1975;:• Dunayevskaya' s 
speech was .entitled "Women's creativity and Liberation, 
Nationally and Internationally." Handnotes on the sunmary are by 
Dunayevskaya. · 

7. Chapter 7 

a. Motes on Elzbieta Ettinger, comrade and Lover (1979). 

b. Notes on anti-Semitic and male chauvinist attacks on Luxemburg 
by Germa" SoCial Denocratic Party leaders in 1918-ll. Fragment 
only. on." reference is to J.P. Nettl, Rosa Luxembur.g. 

c. Notes on Feliks Tych, ed., Roza Luxemburg: Listy do Leona 
Jogicbesa-Tyszki (1968, 1971). , ·. 

d. "Wo1!1E!n°s Liberation-- in the air." Notes by cunayevskaya on the 
Black dimension· a,~d Women~ s Liberation at the time of the .1848 
revolutions, andcagain in 1935. . ,,., 

e.· cunayevskaya' letter to Hans C0.2ak, writi:i'ioec. 9, 1988. On 
H~n.riette Roland.,-Holst' s Rosa Luxemburg :'·. c,l37) • Also included is 
C07.;ak 1s letter to Dunayevskaya, writter_".Jan. 26, 1991, with 
translation of Roland-Holst's discuss!oi/ of Luxemburg' r.::·_ -anti.:.war 

· struggle in World War' 'r. , · · · . · ·· · · . 

. :f. Ounayevskaya letter to Meintje westerbeek .• written JUne 8, 1978. 
On Roland-Holst's biography of Rosa Luxemburg. Also included is 
westerbeek' s transl .. tion of excerpts from Roland-Holst's book, 
on the Luxemburg-Karl Kautsk¥ relationship, and o~ Accumulation 
of capital. 

g. Eugene Walker letter to ounayevskaya, written Nov. 16, ~983. On 
Dunayevskaya's draft of the Chcipter on 11 Luxemburg as Feminist .. " 

h. Notes by P"!ter wermuth on "Rosa Luxemburg's letters to Mathilde 
Jacob," written in 1978. Description of lette<s at Hoover 
Institution, Stanford University. 

i. J:'ragment (one page only) from Karen Honeycutt, "Clara Zetkin: A 
Left-Wjng SOcialist and Feminist in Wilhelminian Germanyt• 
(1975). Handnotes on the fragment are by ounayevskaya. 

a. Chapter 8 

a. Notes on Hal Draper, Karl Marx's Theory 0f Revolution (Boor$ I 
and II, 1977). 

b. Notes on Maria Barrenor Maria Teresa Horta, Maria Velho da 
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l4398 

14:;91 

14399 

14484 

. 
14487 

'~' . 

14412 

14413 

14416 
:'/~ .. 

14417 

14418 

14421 

14423 

14428 

14431 

14433 

Costa, Tt'ae Thrw t·iarias (1975i. Also included is a speech by 
!'-"ria Barreno as printed in News & Letters. (April, 1975). 

c. "Portugal, 1975." Notes by Ounayevskaya on The Th.ree Mar!ds and 
the .Portugue:'e R"volution. ' 

d. a colloquium orqanized 
SCiences at the 

. Lisboa (Portugal) , 1975. 
Dunayevskaya•.s extracts from the debate center on til<! remarks of 

, Isabel do carmo, tha representative of the PRP-BR. 

e. Notes. on issne of P.evolucao (Jan. 27, 1977), the newspapar of 
the PRP-DR (Portugal) • . 

f. Exclmnge of correspondence between Dunayevskaya and Maria 
Barreno~ beginning Feb. 25, 1975 and ending sept. 9, 1975. 
Discussion on WOmen's Liberation, on Marx's Marxism, and on 
ounayevskaya '·s series of lectures on "Women as Thinkers and as 
Revolutionaries" (1975) • 

g. Dunayevskaya letter to It~abel do carmo, probilbly' written in 
1976. On Rosa Luxemburg and the Women's Liberation Movement· 
today. · 

h. Notes on Simone de Deauvoir, (American oldition, .· 
1953). Two sets of notes are 

-:--.;::-

i .'·Nob!~ Oil Adrie!~fie~ -Rich, "Anti-Feminists," New York Review of 
~. Nov. 38, 1972. ' 

j. Neda Azad letter to Dunayevskaya, written Feb. 5, 1981. On wt>men 
in the Iranian Revolution. 

k. Notes on Joyce Maupin, Working WOmen and their Organizations 
(1974). 

1. Notes on Heleieth I.B. Saffioti, Women in Class 3ociety (1978). 

n. Notes on Rayna R. Reiter, ed., Toward an Anthropology of WOmen 
(1975) • 

a. Notes on Toni Cade, ed •. ,,1r~T~h~e~Tri@~~ sets of notes on this ~ 
(1978). TWo different 

p. Notes on Catalyst, Nos. 18-ll, sumner 1977, "Special Issui!"on 
Feminist Thought.. u 

q. Notes on Branka Magas, "Theories of Women's Liberation," New 
Left Review 166, 1971. 

r. Notes on Vivian Gornick, Essa~• on F~ninism (1978). 
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14435 
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14442 

14443 . 

144~5 

14447 
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14456 

14461 

14465 

14467 

14470 
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s. "The Detroit News and Letters O:mmittee celebrution of 
International Women's Day, March 8, 1981." Includes presentatioft 
by Olga_ ~nski. 

t. Notes on Pater Nettl, Rosa Luxemburg, (1966). Fragment only; one 
page on Luxemburg's view of 19B5-B6 Russian Revolution. 

u. Lydia sargent (SOuth End Press), letter to Dunayevskaya, 
written Feb. 13, 1979. Invites Ounayevskaya to sul:mit an article 
to a forthcoming book on Women and Revolution. Handnotes are by 
Dunayevskaya. 

"• Lecture .notes for speech by Dunr..yevskaya·on "Lileratu:re"·and 
Revolc•t!o~" to University center for Adult Education (Detroit), 
given oct •. 2B, 1~75. The speech was the fifth in a series of 
lectures on "women E<.s Thinkers and as Revolutionaries." 

!"'· Lecture notes for ·speech on "Women, r,iterature and Re~olution," 
, given at university of california-Berkeley, March 7, lS'/6. 

9. Chapter 9 

a. Two fragments of early drafts of Chapter 9 of the book. on 
Marx's 'doctoral dissertation (1841); on Marx's view of 
Feuerbach. 

b. Notes on "Notes for·.Marx' a Ph. o., 1639-41," as excerpted by·. 
Loyd Easton and Kurt Guddat, The Writings of the Young Marx on 
Philosophy and SOciety (1967) • 

c. Notes on Rosa tuxenburg, "Frcm the Legacy of Our Masters,"· a ' .. 
review of Mehring's collection of early writings <>f Marx and'· 
Engels (1991). Also included are Dunayevskaya's extracts of .. 

·quotations from !!«bring's Introduction to the collection •. 

d. Translations of extracts from early works of Marx, including: 
"From the Preliminary Work for Marx's Ph. o. Dissertation, 
1839ff,"; "Aus der- Rheir.escher Zeitung (On the Freedom of too 
Press), May 1842 and July 1842"; "Debates on the Law Ragarding 
Thievery of Wood, October, 1842"~ "The '!.iberal Opposition' in 
Hannover, Nov. 1842 11

; "Letters to Ruge, May 1843"; "Critique of 
Hegel's Philosophy of Right, March-Aug., 1843." The selections 
were translated in the 1940s from the German in 11ehring' s 1991 
selection of Marx's early works. Translations by Grace Lee. 

e. Notes on Norman Liver~ood, Activity in Marx's Philosophy (1967). 

f. Nc..tes em Herbert Marcuse, "The FOundation of Uistorical 
Materialism" (1932), as published in Studies in Critical 
Philosop~ (1972). 

g. Nutes or. MaAimilien Ruhel and Margaret Manale, Marx Without Myth 
(l9i5) • 

h. Notes on Joseph Schumpeter, "The Conmunist Manifesto in 
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14481 

14486 

.14487 

14488 

14493 

14496 

!4582· 

~4506 

14528 

14522 

14523 

14528 

14533 

14534 

14535 

., 
'' 
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sociolOgy and Economics," Journal of Political Economy, 1949. 

i. Mote~ on Nicholas Lobkowicz, Theory and Practice (1967). 

j. Notes on Karli~LO~.w=i~t~:h~~';t~iHFri~~~/h~~~ 
frOm Marx's 11 ~~~~~~~·· 

k. Quotation from Marx. The Eiqhteenth Brumoire of LOuis Bonapartd, 
· as cited in Ounayevskaya•s 11 Then and Now," written· April 16, 

1953. 

1. Translations of extracts from Fran~ Mehr inq, "La 'J'hese d« Karl 
Marx sur De!Docrite et Epicure" (1901), as put>lished in La 
Nouvelle critique (1955). Translation from the French by Ca1um 
weir. 

18. Chapter 18 

a. TWo fragments of early drafts of Chapter 18, .section 2, of the 
book. On Marx's C'.apital and its relationship to ilis Grund~. 

b. Notes on .Tohn Mepham and D-H Ruben, eds., Issues in Marxist 
Philosophy (1979). 

c. Notes on Ro~n Rosdolsky, The Making of Marx's "C<:j;>it~l" (1977), 
The two sets of notes included here cuncern Rosdolsky ,s comments 
on Rosa Luxemburg. 

d. Notes on Maximi1ien·Rubel, Bibliographie des oeuvres. de Karl 
Marx (19~1). Extracts translated from French by Barbara Gibson. /( · 
Handnotes are by ounayevskaya. 

e. "Quotations from Althusser Vs. Marx."". Notes on -Louis Althusser, 
For M2lrx· (1969). Also· included are quotations from Mar.x•s 
correspondence, and from Vol. I of Capital. 

f. Notes on "Andrew Lev~roe's apologia for Althusser in Radical 
America,~ first series in .B.A, Vol. III, 5." 

g. Notes on the Dona Torr edition of Capital, Vol, I (1939); 

--n. Dunayevskaya letter to "Dear Friends," written July 1, 1973. On 
the "Forward" by Martin Nicolaus to the English translation of 
Marx's Grundrisse. 

11. Chapter 11 

a. Notes on Frederick Engels, "Critique of the Social-Democratic 
Program of 1891," as published in Neue Zeit (1901). 

b. Quotation from H.M •. Hyndman, The Record of an Adventurous Life 
(1911). 

c. Notes on David Joravsky, Soviet Marxism and Natural SCience, 
1917-1932 (1961). 
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14539 

14541 

14543 

14547 

14559 

14551 

. 14552 

.. 14554 

14555 

14563 

'1"4568 

14579 

14576 

14584 

d. Dunayevskaya letter to Arthur McGovern, written June 1, 1979. On 
dialectics in McGovern's writing of the draft of his book.on 
Marxism and Christianity. · · 

e. Dunayevskaya letter to "Dear Friends," written March 5, 1989. on 
the concept of permanent r.evolution; on Marx's work f. or the· Neoe 
Rheinische Zeitung, 

12. Chapter 12 

a. Notes on Hal Dtaper, "Marx and Engels on Women's Liberatir..n,·• 
International Socialism (1979). · 

b. Notes on Eleanor Burke Leacock, "IntroClrJction" to Frederick 
Engels, Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State, 
1972 edition. 

c. Quotation fr.om Frederick Engels' letter to Karl Kautsky, written 
Feb. !6' 1884. 

d. Quotation from D• Ryaz;mo\•, "New data about· the literary legacy 
of Marx and EngP.ls," Bulletin of the SOcialist Academy, (1923) • 

e. Dunayevskaya•·lettet to Kevin 1\llderson, written Nov. 3, 1989. 
Requests Anderson search for· a copy.of Ryazanov•s article· 
mentioning the finding ,of Marx's ~nolcgical Notebooks • 

. f. Quotations from Yvonne Kapp, Eleanor· Marx, Vol. II: The Crowded 
Yeats (1976) • 

g, Notes on. Karl Marx, Ethnological Notebooks (1972). rncludes .. 
notes on Introduction hy Lawref1ce Krader; notes on Krader, "The 
Work.; of Marx and EngP.ls in Ethnology COmpared," International 
~eview of Social History (1973) • 

h. Notes on Lawrence Krader, The Asiatic Mode of Production (1975). 

i. Notes on George Lichtheim, "Marx and the Asiatic Mode of 
Production," in St. Anthony's Papers (1963). 

j. Notes on cyril Levitt's review of Marx's Ethnological Notebooks, 
catalyst 112 (1978). Dunayevskaya's notes include are
examination of Krader's Introduction to the Noteb~oks. 

k. "Dialectics and the Asiatic Mode of Production (re both Lukacs' 
Critique of Engels; r~wrence Krader's AMP; Lichtheim's ·~~rx and 
the AMP'; and E. Leacock's Introduction to Engels' Origin of the 
Family)." Notes by Dunayevskaya on attitudes to Marx's category 
of "Asiatic mode o~ production." 

1. "Notes fer Draft :-:;;agraph on p. 199 of ~. in the third 
paragraph, after To Marx the development of the relationship of 
the individUalto society attd to the state was crucial." 
Probably written in 1.983. 
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i4586 ··-

14588 

14589 

14591 

14604 

14695 

14699 

14619 

·14629 

14627 

14628 

14639 

14632 

14635 

14636 

,_. 
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m. Dunaj'CVSkayo: letter to "Dear SiGtcrs," written OCt'. 15,. 1979. on 
her study of Marx's Ethnological-Notebooks. 

13. 

n. Fragment from an early draft of Chapter 12 of the buck. On 
Marx's 1682 Preface to the Russian .edition of the COmnunist 
Manifesto; 

o. Notes on_Maximilien Rubel, Marx Without Myth (1975). Notes focus 
on Marx's 18st decade. 

p. Kevin ~-~erson letter to Dunayevskaya, written Oct. 29, 1989. On 
his resear.ch in the F.A. Sorge papers in the New York Public 
Library. 

g. Notes on carl Doggs, Gramsci's Marxism (1976). 

r. nunayevskaya letter to Olga nomanski, Eugene Walker and Michael 
Connolly, written oct. 18, 1989. on her projection of a whole 
Part for the booh on Marx's philosophy of revolution. 

"Notes on Books and Articles NOT on Rosa tux~tJrg''·--

a. Notes on_J.II. Findlay, Hegel: A Re-Examination (1958). 

b. Notes on Karl Lowith, From Hegel to Nietzsche (1964). 

c. Notes on Nicholas r.obkowicz, ed., Marx and the l·Jestern World 
(196"1). ounayevskaya's notes concentrate on.the article by 
Herbert Ml!tcuse on 11 The Obsolescence _Of Marxism." ' 

d. Notes on Karel Kosik, Tt.e Dialectics of the-Concrete (1976). 
Fragment only. 

e. "Phenomeriology and Mao. 11 .Notes on quotations from Hegel's 
Phenomenology used in Ounayevskaya's analysis of Mao. 

f. Notes on V.I. Leni;r, Uminski Sbornil<, IX and XII (1939). 
o·unayevskaya's notes on the original Russian editions of Lenin's 
notebooks.· First page of ounaye~skaya's notes is missing. Notes's 
en Vol. IX include quotations from the Introduction by Deborin. 
Notes on Vol. XII include quotations from the Introduction hy 
Adoratsl<y. 

g. Notes on Richard SChacht, Alienation (1971). 

h. Nates on Leonard Krieger, "History and Existentialism in 
Sartre," in The Critical Spirit, ed. by Kurt Wolff-and 
Barrington Moore, Jr. (1968). 

i. Notes on George Lichth'=!ir.t, "Rebel," a ·review of Wilfrid oesan, 
The Marxism of Jean-Paul Sartre, io New York Review of Books 
(Jan. 2~, 1965). 

j .. t.!otes on Maxime Rodinson, review of Fred Ht:lliday, Arabia 
Witl-,ut Sultans, in New Left Review R95 (1976). ---
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14643 
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14647 

14651 

1~654 

14657 

14665 .. 
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14670 

14673 
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l46a2 

14693 
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k~ Notes on Paul Mattick, "Marxism and the NP.W Physics/' in 
Philo5ophy of Science 11962). 

I. Notes on George Lichtheim, ~~ Cl96l). 

m. Notes on Shlorno Avineri, ·Hegel's TheorY- of the Modern State (1972). 

n. Notes on Martin Jay, The Dialectical Imagination (1973). 

o., _Notes on carol Gould, Mar.x• s Social Ontolm Cl97a) • 

p. Notes on Adam Ulam, r•stalin and the Theory of Totalitarianism," 
in Ernest J. Simmons, ed., Cbntinuity and Change in Russian and Scviet Thought (1955). 

q. References in Lenin, COllected Works, Vol. 3a, to capital. 

r. Notes on George A. Kelly, ~mffi ~~~ 
Notes focus on Chapter 1, •· 
a, "Hegel and thto 'Present Standpoint."' 

Cl97a). 
and Chapter 

s. Notes on Gerard Chaliand, Revolution in the Third World (1977); 
Robert Alexander, Trotskyism in Latin Americ~ (197jr;--

t:. Notes on Reinbal:·t-.Klemens Maurer, Hegel ·und das Ende ii::!r. · 
Geschlchte (1965). These notes are restricted to the footnot.~s 
in Maurer on pp. a6-a9, on Hegel's three final syllogisms of his 
Encyclopeaia of Philosophical Sciences. 

u. Notes on Karl Kersch, Karl Marx (l93aJ. 

v. Notes on Grace of-March 22,1959, on "Hegel's conC"ept 
of COndition, Vol. II, pp. 9a-1B6 (Johnston 
arod St.<uthers Included he-re are 
Dunayevskaya•s extracts Lee's letter. The letter itself .ha3 
not been .found. Also included is a "P.S." by Ounayevskaya, written sept. 12, 1959. 

w. Notes on N. Bukharin and the Hegelian dialectic. Dunayevskaya's 
discussion begins with extracts from a letter by Grace Lee to 
C.L.R. James, written May 21, 1949. Works discussed in 
Dunayevskaya•s notes concenCritt~ cn_.Bukharin's Historical 
Materialism (1925), Hegel's Science of Logjc, Lenin's "Abstract 
of Hegel's ic." A note by Dunayevskaya, added by 
hand to dated May S, l97a. ' 

x. Notes on Herbert Marcuse, "Re-examination of the Concept of 
Revolution," New LEift Review ISG (1969). 

y, Notes on Hegel, Lectures on lhe Historr of Philosophy, Vols. I
III, as translated by E. Haldane (1955 • 

z. Notes for "Dialectics oi Liberation, or Dialectics in Thought 
and in Action." Lecture #3 of five talks on WDET-EM (Detroit, 
Michigan) by Dunayev~kaya on her book, Philosophy and Revolution 
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H701 

-14793. 

14709 

14725 

14729 

14739 

14136 

14749 

14743 

14750 

14751 

14754 

14755 

·~ ::·.·. 

(1973) • This lecture was sub-titled, "Is the ~lf-Thinking 
Idea Really a _Self-Bringing Forth of Liberty?" and was 
broadcast. on WDE1'-FM on Jan. 11, 1977. 

aa. Lecture n 1tes ·.tor "Rosa J:.uxenburg, 1905, 1919, 11 ·a lecture 
given by D" ayevsxaya at Russian Institute, COlumbia University,' 
March· 3, l.::S02 •· 

bb. "The Humanism of He;elian Phllosopby or Ad'•entures of the 
Hegelian Dialectic." Text of a lecture given by ounayevskaya in 
the early 1960s. Date and place unknown •. 

14. 11SI.ln:r.aries of WOrks on a~ by Luxemburg" 

a. Notes on J.P. Nettl, These notes are in 
Revera1 part5: l.} notes on Nett!' s 
two volume wor!q 2) notes on "Nettl's references to women"~ 3) 
notes on the 11'95-06 Russian Revolution and on Luxemburg as an 
emigre :evolutionary in 1898. 

b. Notes on "Luxemburg's review of Marx, Theories of Surplus 
value1

11 as published in Vorwarts, Jan· .. 8, 1905. 

c. Notes ~n Paul Froeiich, Rosa ·Luxemburg (197~). 

(1975) • Typed notes · 
by ounayevs~aya. 

e. Notes on Luxemburg, The AccL"Illulation of capital (1951) • Also 
includes notes on Luxemburg's letters on th~s work in 1911 aOd 
1917. - -

f. ·Translation of Luxemburg letter to Hans Diefenbach, written May 
12, 1917. On he: writing of the Anticritique. Translation of 
this letter is by Peter Wermuth, probably sent to Dunayevskaya 
in 1978. 

g. J:'ragments of notes on quotations from Luxemburg, ga<t::hered by 
ounayevskaya from sever.al sources. Works excerpted include Har.y
Alice Waters, Rosa Luxemburg Epeaks; Dick Howard, selected 
Political Writings of Rosa Luxembur9; Robert Looker, Ro~· 
Luxemburg: Selected Political writings. --

15. "Notes on Form, SeqUance, Et:c·." 

a. Notes "Re Preface to book." 

b. "COnclusion fer Chapter 2. 11 Notes on the years 191C-ll, 
Lux2mburg's research on the cause of imperialism. 

c. Notes on the Spartacist Uprising, 1919. 

d. "Form for Women's Liberation chapter: Then and Now." Notes on· 
women's liberation in L~emburg's time, and in the 1960s 
movement's view of Marx on Ma·n/Woman· .. 
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14758 

1476B 

14769 

14773 

14775 

14776 

14777 

1478B 

14783 
' 

14784 

14788 

14791 

,·_, 
'., 

e.,; 11 Today's Women's Liberation Movement." Notes on '.110men's 
liberation in Port~'gal and Iran, and in the 196Bs mc"ernent in ' 
the u.s. 

~. 11 Alter.nate beginning for the Woman Question." Fragments of an 
early draft of Chapter 7, "Luxemburg as Feminist; Break with 
Jogicl'~s.'' · 

g. 11 Notes for the Black Dimr!n:::ion in tho l·lomen' s Liberation 
chapter." On the period 1848-61 i especially SOjourner Truth and 
Harriet Tubman; on Ida B. Wells; on women in,2Bth century Africa 
and l\meric~. ~·Jch of this matarial appears in Chapter 6; 

h. Notes on Maria Stewart and SOjourn~r Truth, 

i, llotes en Luxemburg's letters to Karl and Lu!se Kautsky. 
' ' 

j. Quotations on Women's Liberction, taken by Dunayevs~~ya from a 
variety of sources: Kathleen Gough, "The Origin of the Family," 
in R. Reiter, Toward an Anthropolo2y of WOmen; Sl".eila Rowbotham, 
WOmen, Resistance and Revolution; ,J.P. Nettl, RC',sa LUY.emburg. 

k. "Rough Notes for Chapter 2, Part n. From the G::uriclrisse'tO the 
critique of the Gotha Program." An early draft of what became Chapter 

9 of the book. 

'1. "FOrm and Sequence of c:hapter 2, Part II. Another parHal draft 
of what became Chapter 9 of the book. 

n. Fragments of drafts of what became Chapter 12 of the book, "The 
r..>st Writings of Marx Point a Trail to the 198Bs.!' 

· o .. tlotes on the relationship of Lenin's and Trotsky's theories of 
revolution in the Russian Revolutions of 1905 and 1917. Notes 
center on Solomon Schwartz, The Russian Revolution of 1905, and 
Leon Trotsky, History of the Russian Revolution. 

p. Notes on Women's Liberation in Russia from several sources: 1) 
Alfred Meyer, "Marxism and the Wou~en'.; Movement, 11 in Atkinson, 
Dallin and Lapidus, Women in Russia (1977); 2) Jacqueline 
Heinen, "Kollontai and the History of WOmen's Oppression," New 
Left Review lllB (1978); 3) Richard Stites, The WOmen's, -
Liberation Movement in Russia (1978); 4) Elzbieta Ettinger, 
Comrade and Lover (1979); 5) J.P. Nettl, Rosa Luxemburg (1966)., 

q. Draft Chaptets of "Rosa Luxemburg, women's Liberation, and Marx's 
Philosophy of Revolution•~ 
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14899 

148?.0 

14846 

14852 

14866 

14894 

/I 
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Revolution to Women's LiberatiOn: ~rx's and Engels' StudieS 
Contrasted,

11 

this draf.t chapter was published ira News & Letter5 (Jan
Feb, 1979), and included in ,Vol. X of the Dunayevskaya COllection 
!16467). Two other draft chapters "ere also published in News & 
Letters and previously included in t111s collection: Ch;;pter 1 of the 
book, "Before and After the 1905 Revolution: Two ~urrdng Points in 
Luxemburg's Life" (16429); and Chapter 2, "The Break with Kautsey, 
1910-ll" (#6426). Inclnded here are drafts of chapter& >lhich have not 
previously been circulated to a wide audience, although they >:are 
sr~red with a number of women's liher~>.ion activists, intellectuals; 
and members of. News and Letters Comnittees at the time' they were •Titten. · 

1. "Rough Outline Rosa Luxemburg Book." This is the earliest draft 
known o·,: any portion of the boolr. Prol>ahly t«itten in April, 1977, 
it conti:·4·"'s handnntes by Dunay~ysito:aya and by Olga Domanski. 

2. "DJ:.dft of 'Chapter Ili. LUX6Ttburg's Interregnum and Excursus Into 
· Marx's New COntinent of Thought-- From the 'National Question' 

(Befor.e and During Wo~ld War I) to • • 
Nri,tten Janlll>ry, :980., Portions of included 
in what became Chapter 4 of the book as parts , were 
included in Chapter 9 and Chapter 12. For Dunayevskaya' s COI!1lt2nts 
on this draft cl~pter as sbe completed it, see her letter of Jan. 
14, 1989 (#6448) • Also included here are "Fur.ther Random Notes on 
Chapter 3," written by Dunayevskaya sorn<;!time during 1989. 

3. "Draft of Chapter IV. Marx's and Luxemburg's Theories of 
Accumulation of Capitafi-'rts crises and Inevitable Downfilll." 
Written April, 1989. Thi~ draft chapter, as revised, became Chapter 
3 of the book as published. " 

4. "Outline of Marx's Philosophy of Revolution." Probably written in 
May, 1983, these notes are Dunayevskaya's first thoughts on what 
was eventually to becon~ Part III of the book, 

5. "Notes on Chapter 5- World. War I and Revolutions of 1917, 1919." 
This draft chapter, written in september, 1980, !s the only draft 
known of Chapter 5' of the book. For a letter by Dunayevskaya on this draft, see #6-453. 

6. "R)ugh Draft of Chapter 7-- 'Spontaneity, Organization, Philosophy 
(Dialectic~)."' Probably written in september, 1980. This chapter 
is not included in the book in the form seen here; it was droPPed 
by March, 1981, Parts of this mss., however, appear in Chapter 4 
and Chapter 11 of the book as published. 

7. "Very Rough Draft of Final Chapter- 'Philosophy of Revolution: 
The Dev~lopment of Marx from a Critic of Hegel t~ the Author of 
Capital and Theorist of Permanent Revolution.'" Written in 
september, 1980. One month later, Dunayevskaya decided to expand 
this chapter into three chapters, calling it "a whole Part" t:~ the book, 

8. 
11

Woroon•s Liberation, Then and Now." Dr"aft of what was then chapter 
. 6 of the book, Written October, 198e, ~nd circulated to members of 
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~~men's Liberation-News and Letters Committees for discussion. For 
-Dunayevskaya' s letter to women's L.iberation-News and Letters 
Comnittees as she COlll>leted this draft chapter, see 16459 •. This 
draft chapter 1r..s later expanded into Part II of the book, "The 
wonien•s Liberation Movement as Revolutionary ·Fo:ce and Reacon." 

' ' 

. 9. "Chapter 19. Philosopher of l.'P.nnanent Revolution and Organjzation 
Han." writ tell in early December, 1989. This is a draf.t of what 
became Chapter 11 of the book as published, "The Philosopher of 
Perman<;nt Revolution Creates New Ground for Organization." 

o. 

19. "Chapter lll, Section .3. The Unknown Ethnological Notebooks, the 
Unread Drafts of Letters to za~ulich, as Well as Undigested 1082 
Preface to the Russian Fdition of the · " 
COmpleted Dec. 23, 1989. This is the 
Cbapter 12 of the book as published, "The Last writings of Marx 
Point a Trail to the 1989s," although it does not !nclu<le major 
elements of the finished chapter, specific3lly Dunayevskaya's new 
catego!'y, 11Pcst-Marx Marxism as a pejorative." . 

n. "Final form for what was Chapter 6, which becomes now Part Two: 
women's Liberation." Probably written in January, 1981. For. 
Dunayevskaya•s letter on this work, see 16(65. · 

12. "Introduction." written April 11, 1901. This first/draft of the 
Introduction is·significantly different from the version written 
May 5, 1981 and included in the book as published. 

'' 

\ ' '. 

13. "Notes for, Changes on the Book, Chapter by Chapter, Even Though 
All I'm Ir.c&t2sted In IG a New Chapter 12." Notes for changes in 
the mss' of the bo<)k as a whole, ·written by Dunayevskaya in August, 
1981. Page.rP.<~rP~ces are to the mss. copy of the book, typed in 
l';ay, 198L These notes include a four-page outline of a "!lew 
Chapter 12 to be entitled: New Grounds for the 1980s Emerge on the 
19Bth Anniversary of ~Jarx's Last writings." Dunayevskaya added a 
later version of Chapter 12 to the mss. copy of the book in 
sept~>IDer, 198!. 

14. "New Additions to the Mss. As of Dec. 1, 1981," A compilation of 
additions-made by Dunayevskaya to the mss. of the book after it wau 
turned in to the publisher. Not all of the additions created by · 
Dunayevskaya in this period are included here, and further changes 
in the text of the book were added ~~ l~te as February, 1982, 
during the reading of the galley proofs. The passages added here 
include Dunayevskaya's addition of an entirely new "section 411 of 
Chapter 12, entitled "A l989s View," probably written in late 
october, 1981. 

" 

14997 1. "Women• s creativity and Liberation: Nationally and 
Internationally." A brief summary of a talk given by Dunayevskaya 
to Wayne State University (Detroit) Women's Liberation, Msrch 7, 
1975. summary by Olga Domanski, checked by Dunayevskaya. 
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2, Olga (f>ufritz) Domanski letter to' 5eJ!!110ur Ricklin, University 
Center for Adult-Education, Detroit, ~ritten June 13, 1975. 
Domanski, as secrP.tary to. Dunayevskaya·, sul:mi ts Dunayevskaya' s 

. proposal to teach a ccurse at l.iCAl:!: on · ~Wofn;;!n &s R~nwH as·: ;-:e1:· -as 
Force, Nationally and Internationally." 'ihe course was to be given 
ln Septeml»r and October, 1975. Included also is a second letter, 
written b~ Dc;nanski on June 18, 1975, modifying the title to "l'!:lmen 
as Thinl;cers and as Revolutionat~es," and proposing a preliminary 
reading' list for the classes, · 

3. "Dialectics of Lfl=:>~ership," sunmary of a speech by ounayevskaya to 
Executive 'session of News and Let.ters CO!mlittees Plenum, Aug. 3t, 

'1975. ounayevskaya's report had three parts: l) "the artificer, laws 
of the hear.t and too fetishism of co-.mnodities"; 2) "the dialectics 
of an epoch in cris!s and a period of revolution"~ 3) "what to 
do?" 

4. Dunayevskaya letter to Maria Barrenc (Lisbon, Portu~al), written 
sept. 9, 1975, Barreno is one of the authors of the feminist 
literary work, New Portuguese Letters. 

. . ' . 
5. 

11
W0Ii:Cn aS Thinkers and as Revolutionaries .. " A serie~ of lectures by 

Dunayevskaya, given at University Center for Adult Educatioq in 
Detroit, sept, 22 - Oct, 27, 1975. Included here is the brochure 
for the class series. A sUlllllary of .. the six lectures, written by 
Olga Domanski, has alreaqy been included in the Dunayevskaya 
COllection (15363). Audio tapes of the six lectures are on deposit , 
at Wayne State University Archives of LabOr and Urban Affairs.·. 
During\~he lecture serias,· Dunayevskaya announced that: she fntendecj 
to dev•;LOP her work O'l this subject into a new book. 

6. "Raya Dunayevskaya on Tour." A listing of dates, places and topics 
from Dunayevskaya' s East Coast and Midwest lectur.; tour, ·April 7 -
April 29, 1976, Dunayevskaya's topics on the tour included the new 
revolutions in Portugal, Angola and Mozarr~ique, whicn she had 
discussecl .in her Political-Philosophic Letter, "Will the revolution 
in Portug~l advance?" (15182), and further discussion on "Women as 
Thinkers and as RE.volutionarias.''- At the conclus.i.on of her tour .in 
New York, she presented her ~iew of t!:-.' philosophic foundations of 
'all her- new work: 11 0ur Original Contribution to the Dialectic of 
the Absolute Idea as New Beginning" (15622) , 

7. Dunayevskaya presentation on "East COast Report ·and Next Book-to
he," given to the Resident Editorial Board of News and ::.etters 
COmmittees, May 3, 1976. Presentation proposes a new title for the 
book: "Rosa Luxemburg, Today•s Wollll:!n Theorists, and the Women's 
Liberation Movement.~_ · 

8. Dunayevskaya letter to William Pelz, written May 19, 1976. On his 
study of "The Role of Proletarian Women in the German Revolution, 
191~-1919." -

·-9. Ounayevsi<aya let:ter to "Dear COlleagues," written May 30, 1976. On 
the neeckd "creation of a philosophic nucleusn within Marxist
Humanism; on Chapter l of Philosophy and Revolution, 
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19. ounayevskaya letter to Erich Fronm, wrltten JuJ.y 15, 1976. On t~ 
"relationship between Rosa Luxemburg and the !i<>lll'~l's Liberi>tion 
_MovEment:"; on _nunayevskP.-ya's wo-rk· on ltAbr:;ol•.,t~ .N~ativity as N~w. 
~inning ... ounayevskaya•s essay, ''Wort'le!' as Thinkers and as 
Revolutionaries," had just been published by l*lln<m'<> r,iberati~n-ti2WS 
and Letters Committees as Appendix to their pamphlet, ~orkinq Women 
for Freedom (15379). · .. 

11. "Dialectics of Leadership as the cr<'.ation of a Philosophic NucleUs 
ir• History's Mirr.or, and Today's Objective Crises, OR .5<\lf-Tbinking 
Idee as tbe Self-Bringing Forth of Liberty." Presentation by 
ounayevskaya to EXecutive session of Con:vention of News and Le~tP.rs 
COmmittees, given Sept. 5, 1976. Brief excerpts only. 

12. ounayevska}'l> letter to ·Pater Wermuth, written sept. 11, 1976. Asks 
fo:: t::anelatiQn en:! ~~..:!:'!2at!on of 'J.'Qr!:s by_:f..·t.l'(~Urff,. 19lA-13. 

13. ounayevskaya letter to Isobel do Carma (Lisbon, Portugal), wiitten 
Oct. 4,.1976. on do carmo•s views of Rosa Luxemburg and of Mux•s 
1844 discussion of the Man/Woman relationship. 

14. 11Hegel, Marx, Lenin, FanOn and the Dialectics of Liberation Tolay. 11 

Presentation by Dunayevskaya to series of News and Letters , .. ' · 
Coam1ttees clas8es on Philosophy and ·Revolution, given oec. 5, .. 
1976; 'l'ranscript of speech by Dunayevskaya was checked· by her .... ' 

15. "Philosophy and RPvolutiqn: New Stage of Thought or New Form of 
Revo~t?" Presentation by Dunayevskaya to final class in Philosoph{ 
and Revolutlon, given March 27, 1977. Transcript ~f speech by 
.Dunayevskaya. was checked· by her. 

16. ~·Leadership and Politicalization as Gt:ound for Orga_nizational 
Growth.'' Presentation by Dunayevskaya to Resident Editorial Beard 
of News and Letters COmmittees, given June 15, 1977. 

l7. Dunayevskaya letter to Anny Brackx (London, England), written July 
1, 1977. On Era~kx's editorship of the feminist journal, Spare Rib, 
·and her view of Luxemburg. 

18. Ounayevskaya letter to John Alan, LOu Turner and Diane Lee, ~~itten 
July 4, 1977. On Jttdith van Allen's study. of tbe 1920s "Igbo 
Women's Uprising11 in Nigeria. -

19. Dunayevsk:aya letter to Suzanne casey, written July 18, 1977. on 
Dunayevskaya's new parspective cin the question of JMle· chauvinism 
after the publication of her essay "Sexism, Politics· and Revolution 
in Mao's China" (15423). ounayevskaya suggests the possibility or 
changing the title of the book-to-be to: "Sexism, Politics and 
Revolution," with the previously suggested title becoming the · 
sub-title. · · 

213. ounayevskaya letter to 11 Dear COlleagues," written ;,ug. 7, 1977. on 
11collectivity and SELF-reorganization," a discussion of the 
relationship between Marx and Engels. 

21. Dunayevskaya letter to Peter Ber.gmann, written Oct. 3, 1977. Asks 
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for discussion on L\lxemburg's attitude to Lenlr.•s Materialism and 
E?npirto:;;;~c:~, on Lux~urg on wo~n' s Liberation. 

22. Dl:nayevskaya l.atter t() ThereSP. s, (_Par!.•, 1:'!ancel, >rritt'm Oct" lB, 
'1977. Asks ior background on Edith Thomas, author of The WOmen 
Incendiaries~ discusses women's liberation in France In Marx's day 
~nd in the post-World war II period, ' 

23. Dunayevskaya letter to Karen Honeycutt, written oct. 20, 1977. On 
the relationship between .. Clara Zetkin and Luxemburg. 

24. ounayevskaya letter to Edch Frourn, written uct. 20, 1977. On 
Luxemburg's reference, in a letter from prisc,n, to the sLaying of 
.!\chlllen by Penthesllea. 

25. Erich Fronrn letter to Dunayevsksya, written oct. 26, 1977. On 
Luxemburg and the :.male-Social De!oocrate." 

26. ounayevskaya letter to "Dear Sisters,• w<itten Nov. 26, 1977. On a 
television. discuss"ion on "Sexism, Politics and Revolution" !n ~thich 
Dunaye'Vskaya participated; on the International WOmen's Year 
Cbnference·in Houston, Texas. 

27. ounayevskaya letter to Herbert Marcuse, written Jan. 31, 1978. Asks 
for disc,_~<sion of Luxemburg's work in the period 1910-1914. 

28. ouna'yevskaya letter ·to ''s• (East Europe), written Feb •. 1,. 1978.·.' 
Asks for references to Luxemburg's writings c:ih women, and on ' ' 
Luxemburg's relations with Lenin in J.905-B6. 

29, "S" (East Europe} letter ta Dunayevskaya, wn.itten Feb. 26, 1978. 
Responds to Ounayevskaya. s reqi,est for referenceS to Luxemburg Is 

· writings on women7 offers suggestions for further researr.h. 

30. Dunayevskaya letter to Meintje Westerbeek, written June 8, 1978' 
- Thanks Westerbeek for her translations and summaries of Roland
Holst's writings on Luxemburg. 

31. Dunayevskaya letter to Sybille Plogstedt (Berlin, West Germany), 
written June 12, 1978. Asks for discussion of att!tudes in the 
Women's Liberation Movement to Luxemburg. 

32. ounayevskaya presentation to the Resident Editorial Boar.d of Ne'"" 
and Letters COmmittees, given June 12, 1978. On the first draft of 
her Perspectives rc:.xu:.:. ounayevskaya here proposes changing the 
tit:le of her boolr·:·to-be to "Rosa Luxemburg, Today's WOme-n's 

:. Liberation MovenW.n't and Marx's Theory of Revolution." 

33. Dunayevskaya lett;er to Olga Domanski, Michad COnnolly and Eugene 
Walker, written June 26, 1978. On preparations for the News and 
Letters committees convention •. Dunayevskaya discusses the need_for 
"inwardization," for "recolleCtion," ev·.,~; "when one does not know 
the whole RL book." 

34. Dunayevskaya letter to Sheila Rowbotham, written June 29, 1978. 
Asks Rowbotham to correspond with her on the work on the book. The 
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following day, June 30, 1978, Ounayevskaya writes to Harry McShane 
on the work on.the book. This letter to f.lc:Shane was selected by 
ounayevskaya ~s the first letter in a collection of.lott~rs on the 
prooeos of ~iting Rosa Luxemburg, WOmen's Liberation, and Marx's 
Phil~so~hy of Revolution; they are included in an earlier volur~ of 
the oun~yevskaya COllection {16432). 

1. OUnayevskaya letter to Stephen Br.ooner, written Aug. 16, :.978. 
comnents on the mss. of his book, The Letters of Rosa LUxenburg. 

2. Stephen Bronner letter to Ounayevskaya, •-ritten Aug. 27, 1978. 
Responds to ounayevskaya' s letter; cites points of agreement and 
disagreement on Luxenburg. Also included here is a bri~f reply from 
ounayevskaya, written Sept. 9, 1978. 

3. Dunayevskaya letter to "Dear Friends," written Sept. 19, 1978. On 
the relationship bet~~n Marx and Engels from the writing of The 
Holy Family to ,?Pi tal. Excerpts only. -

4. oii~:).,vskaya letter· to "Dear COlleagues," written Sept. 24, 1978. 
· Add~essed to 11all teachers, students, ---readers, and_ re-readers -Qf 

MaO:"'. t5m and Freedom"; calls attention to a paragraph on p. 89 of 
this 1957 work by Dunayevskaya, which concerns the relationship 
between "the limits of a theoretical wc.rk" and "the. '· 
indispensability of the .. theoretician," 

5. ouna;evskaya letter to Mikhail Vitkin {Hanitoba, canada), written 
oct. 1, 1978. on his article, "Karl Marx and the Asiatic Mode of 
Froduction" (Asian Thought and Society, b78) • 

6. 11A Note on Pope John: Paul II. 11 A note by ounayevskaya writter: Oct. 
16, 1978 on the implications, especially fo! women's liberation and 
for Latin America, of the election of cardinal Wojtyla as Pope. 
Included here is·the note as printed in News & [,etters {Novenber, 
197r) • . The following day Ounayevskaya wrote a letter to "Dear 
Sisters,u discuss·ing her new study of Marx's Ethnological Notebooks 
as co'ltrasted to Engels' Origin of the Family, Private Property and 
the State. This letter is already included in the ounayevskaya · 
COllection (#6434). 

7. Mikhail Vitkin letter to Ounayevskaya, written Oct. 29, 1978. In 
Russian. Included here is our.aya~~!\.aya' s response to Vitkin, on her 
Cissatisfaction with Rya~~nov's reports on Marx's archives. 
ouna.y~vskaya's response· is·-·aat:~ Nov. 6, 197d. 

8. Dunayevskaya letter to Harry ~Shane, written Nov. 19, 1978. On the· 
divetgence between Macx and Eng:~ls, as seen in Eagels' 1888 preface 
to the Communist Manifesto. On the same day, Dunayevskaya completed 
her first 'draft chapter of the new book and wrote a letter to "Dear 
Friends," describing its content {16436) • 

9. Sh~ila Rowbotham letter to ounayevskaya, written Nov. 23, 1978. On 
:_, 
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women's liberation and the Le{t in Britain. Included here is 
handwritt€!0 tetter by Ro~:bcth.:m .::nd "rcugb, tran::;;o;:ipt" o.L u~ 
-letter (typewritten), with marginalia by Dunayevskaya. · 

lB. Dunay .. vskaya letter to L./l~'[ence Krader (BerJ.in, west Germe.~y), 
written Nov. 30, 1978, r.ouments on his Introduction to, and editing 
0£, Marx's Ethnological Notebook~ (Van Gorcum, 1972);. seOds hL~ 
galley pr..;.::!'s of her first draft chapter from her "work-ir.
progresg," "Marx•s· nnd Ef19els' studies contrasted: Relationc;;hip of 
Philoscpby and Revolution to WOmen's Liberation." Included here 
also is Krader's response, written Dec, 7, 1978 --a discussion of 
the critical reception of his oook, 

11. Dunayevskaya letter to Ang,•la Terrano, written Dec. 7, 1978. -~·3ks 
for Terrano's recollections of Dunayevskaya's 1952 or 1953 

·discussions with Black'womsn workers on Simon De Deauvoir's ~~P. 
second sex. -

12. Dunayevskaya letter to Sheila Rowbotham, written Dec. 12, 1978, 
R~sponds to Rowbothan•'s letter of N~•. 23; on women's liberation, 
the vanguard parties of the Left, and forms of organization, as 
related to the draft chapter just completed, 

.. 13. Lawrence Krader lett'S!r to ounayevsl<aya, written Dec. 31,.,1978, 
Conroents On Dunayevskaya 1 s draft Chapter and on. his own V1e~IS on . ,) 1 

women's liberation,. on tendencies within MarXis·m, and within 
'anthropology,. OVer the next three months, .ounayevskaya and Krader 
exchanged eigh' more letters, two by Dunayevskaya, and five by 
Krader, •concluding with her .letter ot March 29, 1979. All are .. ,. 
i'!cluded here. The correspoi1dence includes discussion and sharp 
debate. over women's_liberetion, the nature of the Ruscjan and world 
economy today, and- the-.iiifferencAs between Marx and Engels, 
especially in relatioil to tho Uegelian dialectic, Krader also 
comm2nts on his_work with still unpublished writings of Marx. 

14. Dunayevskaya letter to Mikhail Vitkin, written Jan. 16, 1979. Asks 
for a dialogue Oli "the interrelationship of Man/Woman in Marx '.n 
1844 and 1882." Also include& here is a letter from Vitkin to 
ounayevskaya, written Nov. 14, 1978 (in Russian). 

15, Remarks by Dunayevskaya at ~ meeting sponsored by News and Letters-,. 
Committees (Detroit) on the firdt draft chapter of the book, Feb, 
4, 1979. Transcript of remarks was not checked by Donayevskaya. 

16. Allison Jaggar letter to Dunayevskaya, written Feb, 15, 1979. 
Comments on the first draft chapter of ounayevskaya's book as 
published in News & Letters (Jan.-Feb,, 1979). Included here is 
Dunayevskaya's response, written Feb. 23, 1979, 

17 .. ounayavskaya letter to "Dear Friends," written Feb. i5, l9i3. A. 
discussion of Dunayevskaya!s just-completed trip to Mekico. Reports 
on her meetings with a peasant opposition leader and with women's 
liberationists, and relates both to the work on "Rosa Luxemburg, 
Today's WOmen's Liberation Movement, and Marx's Philoscphy of 
Revolution." 
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13. Oun~z·cVBl'".aya-letter- to .Mikhail 
Comments on Vitkin's book, 

19. 

20. 

21. 

"RoSlr Luxemburg and Marx's Philosophy of Revolution," a talk given 
at Wayne State University (Detroit), International'II'Omen's Day, .. 
March a, 1979. Dunayevskaya's presentation begins with the mass 
march of Iranian women held that day against Khomeini's attacks on 
women's freedom. This transcription was not check~ by Dunayevskaya. 
'Also included here is ounayevskaya• s letter to "Dear Friends,

11 

written March 10, ).979, describing the International women's Day 
meeting, the events in Iran, and her discussions with an Iranian 
revolutionary en route to Iran on her ideas for the publication of 
a Farsi-langu.age pamphlet on International Women's Day. Througl.out 
this period, Dunayevskaya ~~rked intensively with Iranian 
revolutionaries and wrote a series of "Political-Philosophic 
uetters" on the Iranian Revolution (15998) • 

"Additions to the Syllabus for the ~~~~~'7~~~~~~;~ 
Classes," written by ounayevskaya 1-1 in her 
1973 book given by News and Letters Dunayevskaya re-
titles her final lecture as "From Dialectic Methodology to the 
Diealectics vf.:Libet'atior.." · 

Peter Bergmann letter to· ounayevskaya; written May 4, l~7q. 
Comments on the first draft chapter of Dur~yevskaya's book, 
focusing on the relationship between Marx and Engels. Bergmann's 

'letter, hand•t~ritten, is also transcribed 1n typescript. 
ounayevskaya's respOnse, written June 18, 197!:}-/-~~£? also incl'uded •. 

22. ounayevskaya letter to "A" (Tehran, Iran), written June 14, 1979. 
Responds to his report on Marxist-Humanfst revolutionary activity 
in ·rran, and proposes a "Philosophic -Action Group" for work tlae.re,. 
Also.includsd is cunayevskaya's first draft of her Introduction to 
an Iranian edition of Marx's 1844 Humanist Essays, which these 
Iranian friends planned to publish. 

23. D•Jnayevskaya letter to Mikhail Vitkin, written June 18, 1979. On 
her view of the differences between Marx and Engels, and ber study 
of Lenin's 1914 Philosophic Notebooks. 

24. Peter Bergmann letter to Dunayevskaya, written June 21, 1979. On 
the relar.ionship of Marx to Engels, and of Marx to Hegel. 
Bergmann's origin3l letter (hand·Ntitten) is missing, but a typed 
transcription of the letter, with ounayevskaya's marginalia, is 
inclu1ed. 

25. Dunayevskaya letter to Eugene Walker, written June 23, 197.9.,0':i the 
relatiDnship.of Engels~to Marx, and its impact on al1 Marxism··after 
Mdrx's death, especially on the question of the relationship of 
philosophy to organization. 

26. ounayevskaya letter to Peter Wermuth, written July 28, 1979. Asks 
for his assistance in locating and translating certain passages in 
works by Luxemburg~ d!scusSes Lenin's critique. of Tr.otsky's 
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oonciliationism and bee own view. 

27. Baruch Kne!-Pal .(Jerusal~u, israel) letter to Dunayevskaya, written 
Aug. 15, 1979. Comments ·en his reading of Duna~vskaya's work in 
Marxism and Freedom ~nd Philosophy and· Revolution. 

28. ounayevskaya letter to J<'seph O'Malley, written Aug. 33, 1979. 
calls 'hiD attent'ion to Marx's 1883-82 EthnolGical Notebooks, and 
asks correction of O'Malley's sta.temeilt in h s Introduction to . 
Marx's critiCJ\le of Hegel's "Philosophy of Right11 that ~1arx 's 
"productl.ve years of research" ended in 1878, Also included here 
are O'Malley's reply, written sept. 21, 1979, and ounay~·tskaya's 
further discussion; written Oct, 8, 1979. Subjects include the 
Hegel Society of America, and Marx scholarship by Maxi~!lien Rubel ~nd 
others. 

29. Dunayevskaya lett->r to Harry McShr.ne, written sept. 9, 1979. ~ks 
McShane for research into greetings by English women sent to the 
Russian Social ~ratic Labor Party Congress meeting in LOndon in 
April-May, 1937. 

F.~~~~~~~ 
1. Dunayevskaya letter· to Olga Domanski, written sept. 11, 1979. On 

"Ma~x•s Philosophy of RevolutiOn" as "not only the most important 
'part.';;-v,e: .. tbe three in the title," "but. THE WHOLE .. " 

.;~/ •r . . . . 

2. Olga Domanski letter to Michael Connolly, written .sept, 39, 
1979. Describes the first .week of ounayevskaya's wor.k on the book 
at a remote location in canada; presents sequence of the work on a 
"Pofitical-Philosophic r.e•.ter" on Leon Trotsky and on uhat became" 
Clk•pter 1 of the book: "Before and After the 1935 Revolution: Two 
TUrr:ing Points in Rosa Luxemburg's Life." Excerpts only. (For 
Dunayevskaya's letter on Trotsky, see 16937.) 

3, Dunayevskaya letter to Urszula Wislanka, written Oct, 8, .1979, On 
ti!slanka's translation (from Polish) of Luxemburg's speech to 
the Fifth Congress of the Russian Soci;;:! IJem?cratic Labor Party. 

4. Dunayevskaya letter to Dave Wolff, written Oct. 8, 1979. On Wolff's -··<--• 
translation (from GP.rman) of Luxemburg's arti<:le entitled "Theory 
and Practice," (For the full article as translated and published by 
Ne~ o Letters, see ~6475.) ounayevskaya wrote three letters to 
colleagues ir, News and Letters COmmittees on her work on the book 
in the month of oct., 1979. (See 16440-6443). 

5. Dunayevskaya letter to Alexander Ehrlich, written OCt. 9, 1979, On 
her study of Luxemburg, and on the 1907 COngress of the Russian 
Social Democratic Labor Party, 

• 6. Dunayevskaya letter to Dave WOlff, written OCt. 15, 1£79. Asks 
WoELto translate articles by Luxemburg on publications from 
Marx's archives by Mehring and by Kautsky, 

7. Dunayevskaya letter to Robert Belknap, written Oct. 25, 1979" 
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.152~7 

15211 

•f 15213 

. 15216 

152l9 

15221 

15223 

15224 

Accepts invitation from Russian In~titute at Cblumbia University to 
lecture ~n the !9a5 Russian Revolution; proposes possible titles 
for the.talk. · 

B. Dunayevskaya letter l~ Michael Connolly, written Oct. 3!, 1979. On 
Dunayevskaya's reading of Trotsky's l9a9 article, "Our 
Differences," as Trotsky re-printed.it in 1922. 

9. Dlmayevskaya letter. ·to Eugen:= Walker, written Nov. 1, 1979. On "the 
whole post-Marx mov&."1ent" and how they did riot "know Marx as any 
sart of new continent (.f' t~ught." 

lB. Dunayevskaya lettet to Rah•, written ~lov. 3, 1979, on Raha's rel.·urn 
to the o.s. f<om participation in the Iranian Revolution. Responds 
to Raha's discussion of Marx's 1844 Essays, and the relationship <·f 
philosophy to organization in the Iranian Revolution. During this 
period, Dunayevskaya decides to change the title of her b;)ok-to-be 

!;t~o.~ ~~~~~~~to 
~ in N~ws and Letters Committees 

completes a. new "~olitical-~hilosophic Letter" 
'.'Grave contradictions in the Iranian Revolution" (16913). 

11. Dunayevskaya letter ~o Andy ~hill ips," written Nov. 5, ·1979. Asks 
for a·discussion "on the form of the party." 

!2. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

.16. 

cave WOHf letter to riunayevsk~ya, written Dec. 7, 1979. Senqs his 
translations of quotations from ~rticles by Luxemburg on German 
imperialism's 1994-97 war against the Herero people in what is now 
Namibia. 

"Revolution and COunter-Revolution: The Life and Death of Rosa 
Luxemburg." Lecture given Jan. 22, 1989 at Wayne State University 
(Detroit). Included here is a press release on the meeting issued 
by Wayne .State University News & Letters Youth COmmittee, a~ an 
excerpt from the lecture which concerns Lenin's critique of 
LUXemburg on "the National Quastion •. " Ounayevskaya had just 
completed what she then considered Chapter 3 of the book; News & 
Letters had just published Chapter l (Jan.-Feb., 1989). ------

Remarks by Dunayevskaya to· the Resident Editorial Board of News and 
Letters Committees, given Feb. 3, 1980. On the meaning of the 
proposed expansion of News & Letters to a 12-page newspaper, anJ 
its relationship to the work on the book. 

ounayevskaya lett"r to Mikhail Vitkin, written b'eb. 13, 1980. On 
his article, "The ~roblem of the Universality of SOcial Relations 
in Classical Marxism." Also included here is Vitkin's,l'?tter to 
Dunayevskaya, ~7-itten Jan. 39, 1989. (In Russian.) 

:,, Dunayevskaya letter. to Dave WOlff, written Feb. 25, 1989. A 
critlque of the publishing history of Luxemburg's works since her 
death. 

17. Ounayevskaya letter to "Dear COlleague.J," written March 17, 1980. 
Proposes a meeting on "Marx's philosophy of revolution" to be held 
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15229 

,. 15232 

15235 

15242 

15241 

15243 

15245 

18. 

.19. 

22. 

21 •. 

,. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

'·.i 

·.u:· .. 

"on Marx's birthday," May S. In this period Ounayevskaya wr9te 
three other letter~ .to her colleagues on the work on the b<:\.1k! on 
~~rx•s.wor~ on the Neue Rheinische zeitu~; on LuxEmburg and 
women's liberation; 0:1 her study of "MarXs and LuxPIOburg's 
Theories of li<."Curimlation" (#6452-6456). 

ounayevskaya lette~ to "Deat Sisters, 11 written March 19, 
the death of Erich Fromm. 

1982. on 

ounayevskaya letter to Sheila Rowbotham, written March 27, 198~. 
Sends Chapter 2 of the book, entitled "The Break with Kautsky, 
1912-11." tncluded here is a typed transcript of 's 
haudwr i tten note. Clv.lptet 2 was published in (April; 
1982). Also inch:ded is Rowbotham's response, , 1982. 

Narihiko Ito (Kamakura, Japan) letter to Durayevskaya, written 
April 23, 1982. comments on draft chapter of the book sent to him 
by ounayevskaya. Also included here are Dunayevskaya's responses, 
written Hay 5, 1980 and June 22, 1982. 

Dunayevskaya letter to Harry McShane, writtAn June 17, :.983. A 
discussion of the problem of or?anization in the Marxist movement, 
from Marx through Lenin to our day, with reference to 
Dunayevskaya's 1953 Letters on Hegel's Ab~1utes. This letter 
follows Dunayevskaya's Hay 4, 1982 presentation on "A Birthtime of 
History, 11 a discussion of Z.larx's philosophy of revolution, and her 
projection of the first outline of the book as a whole. Far her 
letter reporting.on both events, see 06?57. 

,. 
ounayevskaya letter to naha, ·written Sept. 4, 1932. An extended 
critique of John Molyneux• s lofarxisr• and the Party (1978) , written 
after Ir.ani3n Left activists translated Molyneux's book into Farsi. 
Handnotes on tha le~ter are later .annotations by ounayevskaya; 
probably made in 1986. 

Dunayevskaya letter to Jim Hills and Peter Wermuth, written Sept. 
15, 1982. Suggests that the Marxist-Hurr~nist youth paper, From the 
Pen, print- a quotation from Marx on the burea~cratization of -.-. -. 
edUcation. 

ounayevskaya letter to "Dear Friends," written Sept. 16, 1982. A 
critique of intellectuals who try to contrast Vol. I of Marx's 
capital to Vol. III. 

25. ounayevskaya lett~r to Sheila Ro~~tham, written Sept. 27, 198B. On 
Dunayevnkaya's reading of Rowbotham's Beyond the Fragmen•~. In the 
followin~ week, Dunayevskaya compl<!ted a draft of what she then 
called Chapter 6 of the book, on "WOmen's Liberation, Then and 
Now," and drafted Chapter 5, on "War, Prison and Revolutions, 1914-
1919." Dunayevskaya's letter on this work, written Oct. 6, 1982, ·is 
already included in the COllection (f6459). 

26; Dunayevskaya letter to Olga Domanski, Michael COnnolly, and Eugene 
Walker, written Oct. 7, 1982. On ounayevskaya's new view of how to 
~in th~? 11 W..rK chapt~r" with a !:=et:tion OJ'"I attitudes to th~ 
dialectic --in Luxemburg .. jn Lenin. 
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15264 

15265 

15;>.66 

15268 

27. Dunayevskaya letter to Olga Domanski, Eugene Walker, and Michael 
COnnolly, written oct. 18, 1980. On Dunay~vskaya's sudden decisl~n 
to cr.eate a whole 11 Part II" on Marx. Gives a first ('IUtl:ine of. the 
Part, in three chapters. A further discussion of this decision i~ 
included in her Nov. 3, 1989 lett<cr to "Dear COlleagues" (16461) •. 

. ' 
28. Dunayevskaya letter to Dave Wolff, written Nov. 14, 1980. Asks for 

translation of Luxembulg's article, "Lassalle and the Revolut~on. 11 

29. Dunayevskaya letter to Kevin A. Barry, written Dec. 2, 1980. Asks 
for translation and revie>1 of a paragraph frc;n Marx'.s capital, 
added to the E're,nch edition in 1872, but not included· in Engels' 
later editions. Also included here is Barry'6 response, after his 
st~y of Maximilien Rubel's edition of Le calital. Barry's letter, 
written oec. 12, 1980, discusses the publish n; history o< the 
French edition since its first appearance. 

30. "Relationship of Marx's Philosophy of Revolution to his concept of 
Organization." Report by Duna}-evskaya to meeting of Expanded 
Resident Editorial Board ot News and Letters COmnittee~, Jan. 3, 
1981. Dunayevskaya had just completed what she then called "Part 
II" of the book, including a "f:'.nal. chapter on 'PhilQsopher of 
Permanent Revolution and Organization Ma~:.. 111 For her discussion of 
this cl:>.apter, see her letter of Dec. 16, 1980 (#6463). ' . 

31. Kevin A. Barry l•>tter to Dunayevskaya/written .:an. 8, 1981. 
Proposes possible essay article· topics fo~ lle'"" r. Le~ters. Included 
here also is ounayevskaya's response, written Jrui.-1Co, 1981, wl.th 
discussion of the French edition of capital. 

32. Sheila Rowbotham letter to Dunayevskaya, written Jan. 12, 1981. 
aesponds to Dunayevskaya's present of the News and Letters 
committees' pamphlet, 25 Years of ro~arxist-Humanio:m, and reports on 

"her participatiyn in a "Boyond the Fragment:::;". 9onference in 
Britain. Includc1 here are both her handwritten letter and a typed 
transcript. 

33. Duna~~vskaya letter to Richard Huett, written Jan. 19, 1961. Sends 
"Part II'' of the book, on Marx; di.:)cusses the difference between 
Philosophy and Revolution (with emphasis on the word "~~<1") and 
this study of "Marx's philosophy ~f revolution." 

34. Ounayevskaya letter to "Dear· sisters," written Jan. 22, 1981. on 
her recent correspondence with Rowbotham and her view of Russian 
teminiat Tatyana Maroonova's call for an "International Feminist 
Union." Following this letter, Dunayevskaya decided to expand her 
draft chapter on "Women's Liberation, then and No\tew,u into a new 
"Part II" of the book, which would now have three parts. (See her 
letter of Jan. 30, 1981, 16465.) 

35 .. Dunayevskaya letter to "Dear Frien~s," written Feb. 20, 1981. On 
Marx's changes in the French edition of capital as printed in the 
Dona Torr edit ion •. 

36. 11The Book as a Whole.li Presentation oy ounayevskaya to the 
Resident Editorial Board of News and Letters ccmml\tees, given 
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March 16, 1981. A review of all the changes in the draft chapters 
of the book created under too impact of seeing "the book as a 
whole." The book now has three parts, and ll chapter.s. · 

l. Peter Bergmann letter to ounayevskaya, written June l.l, 1981 •. A 
response to. Dunayevskay'a's "Th00ry/Practice11 column, printed in 
News & ·Letters (June, 1981), entitled "A 1981 View of Marx's 1841 

. Dialectlc" (174761. 

2. ounayevskaya l=••ter to Lawrence Stepelevich, ;<<.!tten July 5, 1981 • 
Sends Stepelevich, .as editor of OWl of. Minerva, the journal of the 
Hegel Society of America, the contents page of her book, stressing 
her study of Marx's 1841 dO<'toral thesis, and asking his view. 
Dunayevskaya had just been offered a contract for publication of 
the book by Humanities Press. 

3. "A Note on the Dialectic in Organizational Relations, or · 
Leadership as Both Philosophy and Spontaneous Action."--Presentation 
given by Dunayevskaya to ·the Resident Editorial Board of News and 
Letters COmmittees, July 31, 1981 (excerpts). ounayevskaya 
announces her decision. to create a new Chapter 12 of the book, even 

,.though the mss;· had already been submitted to the publisher. l'.lso 
included here is a copy of the minutes of the talk with handnotes 

·added later by Dunayevskaya. 

4. ouna:yevskaYa letter to Simon S!lvennan, Humanities Press, written 
Aug. 13, 1981. Dunayevskaya signs contract for publio::3tion of the 
book and informs him of her decision to create. a new Chapter 12 • 

5~ "Surrmation ·of Raya Dumlyevskaya Following Discussion of 
Perspectives." Presentation given at the News and Letters 
committees Plenum, Sept. 5, 1981. Dunayevskaya projects two new 
cat~ories fLom he_r. ;.;o:::k on Chapter 1.?. ·of the book:_ "Post-Marx 
Hcu:xism as a pejo.rv

1
·i:ive, 11 and 110rganizational responsibility for 

Marxist-Hwnanism." -

6. Kevin A. Barry letter ·to Dunaye,·skaya, written Sept. 2e, 1981. 
Responds to ounayevskaya's request for information on Rubel's 
editing of Vo1s. II and III of Marx's capital. Included here are 
Dunayevskaya's replies to Barry, written sept. 28 and oct. 8, 1981, 
which further discuss Ru~l's work, and that of Terell carver. 
Barry's note of oct. 15, 1981 contains marginalia by ounayevskaya 
on _the "dialectics of fetishism." Part of this note is missing. 

1. ounayevskaya letter to Jose Porfirio Miranda (Mexico), written oct. 
9, 1981. Sends the Introduction and Table of COntents to the book. 

8. Dunaycvskaya letter to Ana Maria Portugal (Lima, Peru), written 
Oct. 12, 1981. Asks for discussion of the relationship between 
women's liberation and Rosa Luxemburg, and~f.or assistance with 
finding a Latin American publisher for the book. 
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9. Presentation by Dunayevskaya on new additions to th~ book, given 
Nov. 4, 1981 to Resident Editorial Board of News and Letters 
OOrunittees. On Dunayevskaya's addition of a new, fourth ceetion to 
Chapter 12, entitled "A 19B9s View," and other additions· mode .after 
preliminary work on the Index to the book. 

19. Du~>yevskaya letter to·Kevin A. Barry, written Nov. 15, 1981. On 
th~ quotation fr.om Hannan Melville to be added to the;beginning of 
Chapter 7. ' 

11. Dunayevskaya letter to "D<lar COlleagues," written Nov. 2~, 1981. 
Reports another addition to the lx>ok, expanding a footnote in 
Chapter 3 into a discussion of a diaagreement with Roman RosdolskY 
and the writing of her 1953 Lette?s on Hegel's Absolutes. During 
the same week,· Dunaye-;.r:::ka!t•a wrote another .discussion of Hegel' s· 
AbMlutes, "On the !59th an~iversary since Hege1's death" (17481). 

12• Presentation by Dunayevskaya on the book, given Dec. 11, 1981 to 
the Resident Editorial Board of Ne.,s and Letters t.:amnittees. 
Dunayevskaya_ fOcuses only on ."-what i~ new," rather than an "ove.z:view-of 
the whole book." 

13. "Leadership and Responsibilities for Jan. 2, 1982 Expanded REB 
Perspectives." Notes by Dunayevskaya for her presentation to an 
Expanded Resident .Editorial Board meeting of News and 'Letters·' 

··'· OOI!mittees, probably written in the last week of D<!cember, 1981. On ., ' 
"post-MarX Ma'rxistn ·as ..... !! category." 

14. "Under the Whip of ttie OOuriter-Revolution: MOir.;ntous World-Historic 
EVents .struggle to Find Revolutionary Philosophic Expression;" 
Presentation by Dunayevskaya to the Expand£<! Resident Editorial 
Board meeting, Jan. 7., 1982. 

15. "Politicelization and Proofreading." Report by Olga Domanski to 
Resident Editorial <loard of News and Letters Cnmnittees, given Feb. 
B, 1982. On the theft- ot the galley proofs and final mss·. of the 
book; on changes in the mss. added by Dunayevskaya during 
proofl:'eading of the galleys, 

16. Dunayevskaya letter to Kevin A. Barry, written April 4, 1982. on 
Georg Lukacs' work and its divergence from Leuin's Philosophic 
Notebooks and from Marx's Humanist. Essays. 

·· 17. "For the Record." Statement by oumiyevskaya, written April 18, 
.1982, on Olga Domanski's presentation of the galley proofs of the 
lx>ok, as she re-created them in boott~for,n. II discussion of the 
relation of footn~te references to the body of the ~ext. 

lB. Dunayevskaya letter to "Dear Friends," written April 29, 1982. 
Expanded discussion of a footn~te in the "Afterword to Chapter 11," 
on Leon Trotsky and the "organization question. 11 

!9. Dunayevskaya letter to P<!ter Wermuth, written April 27, 1982 
(excerpts); On how to present her three lx>oks "as a totality." 

26~ Dufletyt=vsi\aya letter to Simon Silver-:r..:1n .:md John: Spiers, t·!r!tten fof.ay 
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27, 1982. Sends suggested rnate•!al for the jacket cover of the 
book. Dunayevskaya was asked to •'<1111\\lrize the book in three 
paragraphs, and dia so, wTiting one on each of the three parts. 

2l. "Convention call" fer 1982 Convention of News and Letters 
Committees,. wr.itten June 1, 1982. Principal author was 
Dunayevskaya. Includes a discussion of th.: "Difference between the · 
1989 Draft and the 1982 conpleted work." 

22. Dunayevskaya letter to women's Liberation-News and Letters 
Committees, written Aug. 29, 1982. EVen though the book is now set 
in type and cannot be altered, Dunayevskaya.begins proposing 
"additions" to it. Two additions are offered here to the final page 
of Chapter 8, on·"The Task That Remains to be Done: The Unique and 
Unfinished contributions of Today's WOmen's Liberation Hovanent." 

.. Marginalia on the letter were added later by Duna}evskaya. 

23. New paragraphs adde..l to the last page of Chapter 12 of the book. 
Written by Dunayevskaya as the concl.::sion of her PerspectiVt.'s 

· Repoi:t to the 1982 Conve!ltion of News. and Letters Committees; 
presented Sept. 4, 1982. on the "further. challenge to the form of 
organization which we h~ve worked out as .the committee-form rather 
than the 'party-to-lead."' A shorter version of this new addition 
to the book was offered in Dunayevskaya's "Political-Philosophic 
Lettsr" of Oct. 15, 1982, "on the Battle of Ideas" (17486). 

24. cunayevsl:aya lett..,r to ShGila Rowbotham, 'written Nov. 4; 1982. 
Dunayevskaya sends R<>wbotham a copy of Rosa Luxemburg, women's · 

·Liberation, and Marx's Philosophy of Revolution on the day of its 
publication. Asks for "the initiation of a battle of ideas" on her 
book in ·England. ·· · 

25. Dunayevskaya letter to Ali Mazrui, •~itten Dec. 12, 1982. On the 
internationalism of the "Black Dimension"; on that dimension withiri 
her new book. 

26. Dunayevskaya letter addressed only as ·~':fello,:• written Jan. 13, 
1983. Proposes a new passage added to Chapter 3 of the hook, in the 
discussion of Luxemburg's Accumulation of capital, on 11 the Great
Divide between Phenomenology and Philosophy." 

27. DUr4;:evska.va letter to Michael Connolly, written Feb. 20, 1983. A 
further discussion of her categ'ory of 11 p::>st-Marx Marxists," thiR 
letter focuses on Dunayevskaya•s critique of· .Xarl Kor.sch. \ 

28. New paragraph added to tt.e last chapter of the book. Writti;il by 
ounayevskaya for inclusion in her speech -on "Marx and the Blu!:k 

·World," given at the Center for African and Afro-American studies, 
University of Michigan, March 39, 1983. During this period, 
Dunayevskaya embarked on a two-month long national "Marx eententory 
TOur" with the new book. For a discussion of that tour, see 17667-
7679. Included here al~o are "Notes on the Black Dimension and 
'RLWLKM,•n_~itten during the tour. 

29. ounayevskaya letter to "Dear comrades," written Aug. 26, 1983. On 
the eve of the News and Letters Committees Constjtutional 
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was set in type and 
paragraph added to the. 

. beginning with Frederick Engels." 

/( 

,., 

Women's 

.,,. 

re-· 
since it 

ba changed. These include a new 
on "post-Harx Marxists, 

30. "carryl.ng Out Constitutipnal Convention Decisions." PreSentation by 
ounayevskaia to the Resident Editorial Board of News and ~tters 
Committees, given sept. 16, 1903. ounayevskaya proposes to add a 
passage. to Cha:?ter 12 of the book,· on the differences between Har:c 
and Engels on tha Asiatic DIC<le of .Production, and on the 
development pf society as a whole• A further exP'nsion of this 
passage, added about one week later, is also incbd~\3. Marginalia 
on that document are by Dunayevskay!l. ·' 

volume 14 concludes on page 115377. 

·, -· 
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llote to- readers vf the microfilm editi~n: 

BoUnd Volumes of News· &'Letters, the newspaper of the Marxist
Humani£lt orgaitization, News and Letters Committees, are_now available 

._c: ~~; ~~~·.~ctie· ·periOd June~ 1984 ·through July, 1987. These may be ordered 
·,-___ : from-Heya-&-Letteis, 59 E. Van Buren Street, Chic'ago, IL 60605. 

Is.su~-~ from ~antiary 1970 to the present l!re also avail3.ble o~ micro-
film. ··They ·may be .o<dered from University Microfilms, 300 North Zeeb 
RQ.Bd,.Ann.-Arbor, MI 4810§. L~ctur~s by Raya DunaYevskaya are avail
able on vide.otape_ at Wayne State University Archives of Labor and 
IJrbl(n Affairs, Detroit·; HI 48202. · 

The Raya. o'unayevskaya Memorial Fund was establishej ln July 
1 

1987. 
Its trustees are Olga Sufritz __ a_'1d Michael Ftug. The Fund can be: 
reaChed at 59 EaSt· Van Buren st., ChicagO, IL 60605. 

·--·· 
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NOTE TO THE READERS OF THE MICROFILM EuiTION: 

Microfilm Numbers 
have NOT been 
vOlume. 

11706 through 11722 
ut!llzed In this· 
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